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Abstract

This thesis investigates whether or not an overall unity can be detected in Midrash Tehillim. The present dissertation will argue that there is a unity and coherence in Midrash Tehillim that transcends its discrete pericopes, however these are defined. This coherence takes place in a number of ways. Midrash Tehillim is a lemmatic commentary on the book of Psalms and it follows the sequence, topics and argument of the Psalms. The unity of Midrash Tehillim is also evident at a linguistic level. It is in Rabbinic Hebrew, with some intermingling of Jewish Aramaic. On a third level unity is found in the exegetical techniques of Midrash Tehillim. Also the limited repertory of themes, namely the figure of David, the Temple, including its destruction, and redemption provide unity. It is redemption that is the most characteristic theme of Midrash Tehillim. Finally Midrash Tehillim is unified by the use of a number of literary structures which permeate the work. Two literary structures stand out, namely the Petichah and the Mashal. These Meshalim are particularly artfully composed and a number of them are thematically linked to the redemption. The analysis of the Meshalim of Redemption in Midrash Tehillim has been contextualized in a variety of ways – in terms of previous scholarly work on Midrash, in terms of the state of the text as found in the manuscripts and in terms of the relationship of Midrash Tehillim to other Midrashim.
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1 The Research Question

1.1 The unity of Midrash Tehillim

The aim of this dissertation is to investigate whether or not an overall unity can be detected in Midrash Tehillim. Is it a somewhat random anthology or aggregate of comments, drawn possibly from diverse sources, unified structurally only by the underlying biblical text which it follows sequentially, or does it have an overarching structure and argument which transcends the individual comments?

This topic has not been much discussed hitherto. Two contradictory tendencies have been manifest in scholarship on the Rabbinic Midrashim. On the one hand casual assumptions have been made about the nature of these works as authored texts. That is to say they have been treated as though they were bounded and finished works which left the hand of an 'author' at some precise point in time, and thereafter circulated as more or less fixed texts. On this basis scholars have talked about their intertextual relationship in terms of borrowings, and influences: so Song of Songs Rabbah can be said to have made use of Mechilta de Rabbi Ishmael, one fixed text of another. There are assumptions here about the literary character of these works, and indeed more generally about text-production and transmission, which are highly questionable in the world of late antiquity, but they need not concern us here. Suffice to note that from this standpoint scholarship tends to treat the Midrashim as unified, bounded texts. On the other hand, when scholars turn to examine the content of these works they have tended to treat them atomistically — to focus on individual units of exposition and their meaning in isolation — and not to look for an overarching structure or argument, aside from the underlying unity imposed by the base text. And how such a unity might be discovered — how the coherence of a document such as Midrash Tehillim might be demonstrated — has not been much discussed either.

The one very notable exception to this general rule has been Jacob Neusner. Jacob Neusner has argued at length with regard to earlier Midrashim that they are more tightly constructed works than was previously supposed. He tried to demonstrate that many of the so-called Tannaitic Midrashim have a topical and/or programmatic unity which conveys a consistent message: they should be seen as worked out documents, and not simply be treated as collections of discrete and sometimes contradictory comments on individual verses. He conceded that this is not always the case. He failed, for example, to detect any overarching topical or programmatic unity in the Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael, and so classified it as a midrashic encyclopaedia. But this exceptional case, far from falsifying his basic premise, actually, he would argue, supports it, in that it shows that his analytical techniques will not automatically yield the same result. If they did — if unity was discovered in every text — we might with justification be suspicious about the method. But some Midrashim resist all attempts to discover any kind of strong unity in them, and this is re-assuring.

Neusner did not treat Midrash Tehillim, but the questions which he raised can be posed to this Midrash as well. The present dissertation will argue that there is a unity and

---

2 Neusner's method will be further discussed in 2.3.
coherence in Midrash Tehillim that transcends its discrete pericopes, however these are defined. That coherence is demonstrated in a number of ways.

(1) At the very basic level the work is unified by the fact that it is a commentary on a base text, in this case the biblical book of Psalms. Midrash Tehillim demonstrates its dependence upon its base text by taking the form of a lemmatic commentary on it. What this means is that it explicitly follows the sequence, topics and argument of the base text. It accepts the agenda of the base text. It did not have to follow this procedure: it could have adopted more free-flowing styles of commentary which would not have followed the biblical order so slavishly, but it has chosen a mode of presentation which foregrounds its subordination to another text. Not every verse in that text is commented upon, but large portions of it are, and in the sequence of the base text. If the readers know the base text, which Midrash Tehillim presupposes they do, then they can to a high degree predict what the Midrash will deal with, and they can know when it has come to an end, namely when it has dealt with the last Psalm. The unity imposed by the base-text in this case is hardly a strong unity, and is compatible with a mere aggregation of discrete thematic units and comments. It is precisely because the agenda of the Midrash is, on the face of it, so strongly set by the base text, that scholars have not sought for its own intrinsic unity. But as Jacob Neusner has argued, the subordination of Midrash to Scripture can be deeply misleading. He may be going too far to argue that although Scripture structures everything it dictates nothing, but there can be no question that the hermeneutical procedures adopted by the darshanim enabled them to escape the suffocating embrace of Scripture and from time to time impose their own agenda on it, and this opens up the possibility that a lemmatic Midrash can be the vehicle for a coherent point of view that can be read in against the grain of the base text. This coherence imposed on Midrash Tehillim by the fact that it is a comprehensive commentary on the biblical Book of Psalms will be discussed at 6.1, but only briefly because what we are fundamentally concerned with is whether a deeper unity can be discerned beyond this.

(2) The unity of Midrash Tehillim is also evident at a linguistic level. It is in Rabbinic Hebrew, with some intermingling of Jewish Aramaic. In this respect it differs little from the other Midrashim. For example, Lamentations Rabbah, is linguistically of a similar type – a base text in Hebrew, with passages in Aramaic interspersed from time to time. It is a moot question to what extent the authorship of Midrash Tehillim and Midrash Lamentations Rabbah would have been conscious of a sharp distinction between Hebrew and Aramaic, and would have been aware that they were occasionally switching languages. They cannot have been insensitive to the difference between Hebrew and Aramaic. Aramaic was a language spoken in the streets and market-places: it was their vernacular. Hebrew was essentially a literary and liturgical language, though the possibility cannot be ruled out that it may have been occasionally used in the schools for discussion and discourse. The two languages, though closely cognate, are morphologically, syntactically and lexically, quite distinct, and this fact cannot have escaped notice. But for the purposes of a work such as Midrash Tehillim the differences between the two languages may not have meant much: like the Gemara

---

3 I will discuss below at 3.2.1 the problem that originally Midrash Tehillim may not have commented on Psalms 119-150.
of the Talmud they may have effectively fused into a unified means of expression. Linguistically, then, Midrash Tehillim is distinctive, but this distinctiveness is something it shares with other Midrashim. Language itself can seldom impose a strong unity, since it cannot dictate the substance of the work. The language of Midrash Tehillim will, however, be dealt with at 6.2 below.

(3) Unity is imposed on Midrash Tehillim also by its hermeneutical perspective, defined by the way in which it exegetes the biblical text. This perspective is, as was suggested above, important, because it allows the darshan to impose his own agenda on the base text, and to impose his own argument on his midrash, but of itself it cannot create a strong unity, but only opens the possibility for doing so. The exegetical techniques of Midrash Tehillim are those found in all the Rabbinic Midrashim. This perspective is, then, something which it shares with a number of other works: it is distinctive of a corpus of texts, but not of Midrash Tehillim itself. A brief treatment of the exegetical techniques of Midrash Tehillim can be found at 6.3 below.

(4) Unity can also be imposed by the reiteration of a limited repertory of themes. This thematic unity has been stressed by Neusner in his analysis of the Midrashim. This approach is of considerable use for the work in hand. But we can distinguish two types of themes here. The first type covers those which are characteristic of Rabbinic writings in general, because they form the fundamental theology of Rabbinic Judaism: God, the Torah, the mitsvot, the Covenant at Sinai, the election of Israel. These can all be found in Midrash Tehillim, but they can also be found in the other Rabbinic Midrashim as well, as Neusner’s exhaustive topical analysis of these shows. Their presence simply defines Midrash Tehillim as a work that has emerged from a Rabbinic milieu. However, there are other themes which feature prominently in Midrash Tehillim, which, while found in other Rabbinic texts, are not universal. They form a counterpoint to the constant ‘drone’ of classical Rabbinism, and indicate a more nuanced theological perspective. Three of these are discussed below at 6.5, viz the figure of David (who easily enters the discourse as the author of some of the Psalms), the Temple, including its destruction, and redemption. All of these are discussed below. It is redemption that is the most characteristic theme of Midrash Tehillim, and which will require most attention, and it is a theme which treated at times with striking originality in comparison with the treatment in other Rabbinic writings. It is also a theme which is often explored (though not exclusively) in meshalim, which form an important literary-structural component of the work.

(5) Finally Midrash Tehillim is unified by the use of a number of literary structures which permeate the work. Here, as with thematic analysis, we should distinguish between the norm and the exception. The basic literary structure is lemma plus comment, but that is the fundamental structure of all Rabbinic Midrashim. Two other literary structures are more indicative – the Petichah and the Mashal. Both these are found, of course, in other Rabbinic Midrashim, but there are certain unusual characteristics of their use in Midrash Tehillim. Both will be discussed below at 6.4. Of these literary structures by far the most eye-catching and indicative are the Meshalim, not only because many of them are particularly artfully composed, but also because they are thematically linked: many of them, as has already been indicated, are about redemption. Distributed strategically throughout the work these striking and memorable Meshalim bind it together and drive home its basic message – the message of redemption. They turn the book of Psalms, against the odds, into a promise of divine
redemption, and Midrash Tehillim into a Midrash of Redemption. It is the meshalim, consequently, that demand and will receive the lion's share of our attention in this analysis of the unity of Midrash Tehillim: see 7-8 below.

1.2 Outline of the thesis
The analysis of the Meshalim of Redemption in Midrash Tehillim has to be contextualized in a variety of ways – in terms of previous scholarly work on Midrash, in terms of the state of the text as found in the manuscripts, in terms of the relationship of Midrash Tehillim to other Midrashim. The thesis proceeds as follows. In chapter 2 I discuss the major academic approaches to Midrash that have emerged in the past two hundred years, and situate my own approach in relation to them. This survey is not intended to be exhaustive, nor do I come down firmly exclusively in favour of a single approach. The complexity of Midrash cannot be encompassed by any single approach on its own: all the approaches have value and validity, and this points to a need for eclecticism.

Chapters 3-5 deal with some necessary prolegomena to any study of Midrash Tehillim. Chapter 3 is concerned with the text of the Midrash. This is vitally important. When we analyse a text, and above all when we consider the unity of a text, it is obvious that we should make clear exactly what text we are talking about. The text can be briefly defined as the text handed down to us by tradition, but in the case of a substantial segment of Rabbinic literature this text is highly unstable: different manuscripts contain different forms of the text. This problem affects, as we shall see, Midrash Tehillim in a major way, and it counsels against relying exclusively on printed editions. One of the major weaknesses of Neusner’s analysis of the Midrashim, to which many critics drew attention, is that he simply worked off standard printed editions. Chapter 4 deals with the relationship between Midrash Tehillim and other Rabbinic texts, notably Yalqut Shim'onı, Aggadat Bere'shit, Pesiqta Rabbati, and Targum Psalms. Chapter 5 summarizes the scholarly discussion on the date, provenance and authorship of Midrash Tehillim.

Chapter 6 runs through the major elements in Midrash Tehillim which structure it as a unity, in line with the programme indicated above – the base-text, the language, the exegetical perspective, literary structures (Petichah and Mashal), and themes (the figure of David, the Temple and redemption). Chapter 7 contains the bulk of the thesis: it offers a detailed study of the Meshalim of Redemption in Midrash Tehillim. The presentation of each Mashal follows the same pattern: text, variants, translation, and commentary. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a synthesis of Midrash Tehillim’s theology of redemption and sets this briefly in the context of theology of redemption as found in other Rabbinic writings. It attempts to argue the conclusion that Midrash Tehillim, taken as a whole, can be characterised as a Midrash of Redemption. Four appendices, contain material which, though of importance, cannot be slotted easily into the body of the dissertation.
2 Approaches to Midrash

During the last two centuries six main approaches to the study of Midrash can be detected. In previous times the study of Judaism had been mainly traditional and as a result critical editions had not been produced. With the Wissenschaft des Judentums a new way of dealing with the extensive Jewish literature began. These six main approaches can be broadly divided into two types. The formal type is interested in the hermeneutics at work in Midrash and explores how a certain exegesis was derived from Scripture. The techniques employed by the darshanim form the main subject of this type of study. To this type belong the tradition-historical approach, the hermeneutical middot approach, and to a lesser extent the formalist approach. The second type displays an interest in the result of the Midrashic processes: the text itself. Many questions are raised in order to understand what constitutes a certain Midrashic work. Each approach looks at the text from a different angle and at times combines multiple facets. Elements that are studied by this type are for example the development of the work over time, the structure and coherence of the text, the thematic agenda in the text, parallels etc. Each approach has its weaknesses and its strengths. Perhaps the emphasis on the new ideas that each approach wants to promote, has lead to an underexposure of other aspects which would be consistent with the approach.

2.1 Historical / philological approach

In 19th century Germany a group of Jewish intellectuals founded the Wissenschaft des Judentums i.e. the Science of Judaism and this movement is the origin of the historical / philological approach. The Wissenschaft proposed applying a modern scientific approach to the study of Judaism. The approach was not restricted to the Rabbinic literature, but it addressed the total of the Jewish culture including philosophy, liturgy, history and Biblical Studies. There are at least three elements that inspired the founders; first of all German society had been unfavourable towards Jewish culture and the younger Jewish generation had started to assimilate to German culture. The Wissenschaft wanted to counter this integration movement by promoting Judaism. The second element is closely connected to this and concerns the wish to spread the knowledge that would be gained through this new way of study among the Jewish community. The third motive was the aim to conform the study of Judaism to the intellectual standards of those days which might lead to its acceptance by the (European) outside world.

L. Zunz was the most renowned of the first generation of the Wissenschaft and his works include a pamphlet called Etwas über die rabbinische Literatur in which he laid down the foundation for a scientific programme for the Rabbinic literature. For our subject the Gottesdienstliche Vorträge is of importance. In this book Zunz treated many aspects of Jewish teachings beginning with the Oral Torah and ending with

---

4 Only the first and second generation of the Wissenschaft will be treated here because these generations contributed the most to the study of Midrash Tehillim. The third generation produced the Jewish Encyclopaedia and at the beginning of the fourth generation the Hebrew University in Jerusalem was established.

5 Zunz, L., Die Gottesdienstliche Vorträge der Juden, Berlin, 1832.
preaching as customary in his time. Also the Midrashic works are described in accordance with the beliefs of the Wissenschaft. Great stress was put on the idea of development. Judaism and its literature had inevitably evolved over time. The task of the literary historian was to peel away the layers of development and to uncover the Urtext, the original form of the text with which the work had begun. There was a strong assumption that the tradition was ‘accretive’ i.e. it drew to itself new material, it ‘grew’ additional layers, and this led to the tendency to see the shorter texts as earlier and more original. Zunz was of the opinion that a literary work contained several strata, similar to what took place in the field of biblical studies where different layers such as 'Jahwist', 'Elohist', 'Deuteronomist', 'Priest' and Deutero-Isaiah to name a few were identified. A stratum is isolated by its philological features, mixed with several conjectures about what the general practice must have been. The oldest stratum is for the Wissenschaft without doubt the shortest and simplest version. Each stratum that has been discerned is linked to a time and place, following a strict chronological order. Zunz mainly discerned traits of lateness in Midrash Tehillim. He dated Midrash Tehillim to the ninth century and believed its composer lived under Muslim rule. Some of his conclusions are based on philological research, others are based on the presence of parallels, which Zunz nearly always favoured. Unfortunately Zunz did not always pursue his own method of peeling away the layers. In the case of Midrash Tehillim Zunz takes quotes from for example the Babylonian Talmud at face value and uses them for dating a stratum. For a consistent application of this method, Zunz should have been peeling away layers in the Talmud as well. Other achievements of this first generation were the discovery and publication of many Hebrew manuscripts (S. D. Luzzatto), composing catalogues of the Hebrew manuscripts of inter alia the Bodleian Library of Oxford (M. Steinschneider) and the establishment of a Jewish Seminar (Breslau 1854).

During the years of the second generation of the Wissenschaft the first critical editions saw the light. These editions were based on the manuscripts and the early printed editions and often had introductions and a notes system. One of the scholars composing critical editions was S. Buber who went to great lengths to acquire copies of manuscripts and early printed editions and who accurately compared the literary evidence, retrieved parallels and listed loanwords. Among his work is the edition of Midrash Tehillim of 1891 which is still used as the standard edition. Other fields in which the second generation of the Wissenschaft was active was historiography, haggadah and philology. Many studies were not only presented in books, but they were also published as articles in new periodicals such as the Revue des Etudes Juives and the Jewish Quarterly Review.

---

6 Further information on Zunz can be found in the section on the date, origin and author of Midrash Tehillim.
7 Buber, S., Midrash Tehillim, Wilna, 1891. For more on this edition see 3.2.2.2.
9 Bacher, W., Die exegetische Terminologie der jüdischen Traditionsliteratur, 2 Vols, Darmstadt, 1965 (reprint of 1899)
2.2 Tradition - historical approach

The historical, philological approach to Midrash was the prevailing approach until the Second World War. Shortly after the War a new tradition-historical approach was developed by Renée Bloch. The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Codex Neofiti I and the Cairo Geniza Fragments gave an impetus to the study of Midrash. The existence of this newly found material proved that there was not a void between the two Testaments and this material was considered to be the 'bridge' between Bible and Rabbinic Midrash. Bloch thought that in order to understand the real significance of a particular aggadah one should take into consideration what preceded it and what followed it and the newly discovered material came to play a role in this comparing activity. Or to put it in her own words, Bloch set out 'to determine... the development and the respective antiquity of traditions, the formation, the historical situation, and the interdependence of rabbinic writings'. Next to the by then standard historical and philological criteria, Bloch discerned two other types of criteria; external and internal. This double comparison should overcome the problem of 'missing' early elements that are attested in late texts. The external criteria are formed by the Jewish hellenistic works, early translations of the Old Testament, early Jewish liturgy, the New Testament and the early Christian works that were inspired by Jewish thought. According to Bloch, Midrash has Biblical origins and the midrashic genre was in common use in the Persian period. Midrashic features can be detected in some parts of Chronicles, in prophetic texts such as Ezechiel 16, but also in the Writings. This is the reason why Bloch can argue that the internal criteria have to come from Rabbinic tradition itself and why one should begin with the Old Testament and its Palestinian translations. Bloch never came to fully prove the feasibility of her method and in his book Scripture and Tradition in Judaism G. Vermes means 'to carry the test a stage further'.

Like Bloch, Vermes believed that the connection between Bible and Midrash was very strong. This becomes evident when he remarked that 'Since targumic and midrashic literature embodies ancient exegetical tradition, it provides a reliable basis for research into the mind of the last redactors of the Bible; into the significance, that is to say, of the final compilation of Scripture'. While both the targumim and the midrashic literature often take the Bible as point of departure, they are not to be qualified as 'plain exegesis'. On the contrary, midrashic literature in particular has a tendency to fill in the narrative lacunae of the Bible and it often reads ideas and concepts into the Bible. This phenomenon of eisegesis seems to have broadly been adopted in a later piece by Vermes where he speaks of 'pure' and 'applied' exegesis.

For Vermes the study of (early) Rabbinic literature is not intended to gain insight into a specific Rabbinic work, but it serves a higher goal, namely the search for the steps in the history of a tradition and in determining the terminus ante quem of a given

---

11 See note 10.
12 Vermes, G., Scripture and Tradition in Judaism, 1961, Leiden, p. 176
tradition. Vermes often makes use of works that have been successfully dated, for example Jubilees. It seems necessary, or at least very convenient, to have dated witnesses so that a firm point in the development of a tradition can be fixed. However, it almost seems a general rule that the younger the work, the harder it is to find convincing evidence of the date of its final redaction. The issues with geography and the multitudes of communities is also much more complicated in case of the younger works than in the older works, where Vermes discerned only two types of tradition: Palestinian or Greek. While the tradition-historical approach proved to be quite fruitful in examining the earliest works that belong to the midrashic and targumic genre, it is less suitable for later Midrashim. This restriction is also recognised by Bloch and Vermes, though their motive is not derived from the difficulties concerning date and origin, but originality. Bloch found the later literature less interesting which can be deduced from the following: ‘the literature of medieval Judaism, despite its somewhat novel concerns and literary genres, remains above all a literature of elaboration and codification based for the most part on the heritage of the rabbinic tradition’. Vermes states more or less the same, but has extended this vision to include much earlier works as well. He writes: ‘From the second century onwards, the exegetical tendency was towards elaboration, codification, and compilation, but there was scarcely any new creation. Instead, biblical interpretations were collected and recorded in script, old and new, traditional and individual alike, for the benefit of future generations’. This goes hand in hand with Vermes’ strong tendency to antedate Rabbinic tradition and one of his working hypotheses is the following: ‘unless there is a specific proof to the contrary, the haggadah of the Palestinian Targums is likely to antedate the outbreak of the second revolt in A.D. 132’. Vermes prefers the Palestinian Targum and believes that it lies between the Hebrew Bible and the classic Midrashim, not only with regard to its characteristics, but also with regard to chronology.

For Vermes the term Midrash applies to almost all early Jewish exegesis and this definition should be narrowed down. Vermes’ definition suggests a homogenous tradition, while there are differences in language, form and most importantly in raison d’être. A more limited definition would do more justice to the diverse manifestations of (early) Jewish exegesis.

2.3 Documentary approach

In Neusner’s work three different phases can be discerned. First there is the traditional historical phase wherein he worked on biography, for example on Jochanan ben Zakkai. The second phase is marked by a more critical method that is employed to Rabbinic literature to assess the scattered biographical traditions concerning the major

---

14 In his early work Vermes seems to disregard the fact that a certain saying may be attributed to a certain Rabbi, in order to give it authority. This implies that one cannot assume that when a saying and a Rabbi are linked, it was indeed that Rabbi who at that particular moments made that statement. Naturally, one should be very careful with using such ‘evidence’ for dating a certain phase in the tradition.


16 Vermes, G., Scripture, p. 228.

Tannaim. The third phase concentrates on whole documents and the ultimate goal is to describe document by document the whole canon of Rabbinic Judaism\(^\text{18}\). In Neusner's view the document is equal to the *textus receptus*. What should be compared at the outset is whole document to whole document and only later on the constituent element of one document with the constituent element of another document and last of all the exegetical techniques or issues of one document with those of a second document.

Neusner advocates the view that 'we have to allow a document to speak for itself\(^\text{19}\)', and combines this with the fact that almost all of the Rabbinic literature has been transmitted anonymously. This is not so much the case because during the transmission the names of the authors got obliterated, but because it was a deliberate choice to present the document anonymously. As a result one cannot but revert to the document itself and try to understand what it is about and what it tries to convey. Neusner's program consists of three foci, namely rhetoric, logic and topic. When speaking of rhetoric Neusner refers to the 'recurrent modes or patterns of expression', logic is 'the principle that joins one sentence to the next in an intelligible proposition or syllogism and that imparts cogency and integrity to the document in each of its parts and as a whole' and topic is 'the program of systematic exposition of a limited number of themes\(^\text{20}\)'. If the document has a cogent character, one may conclude that there was 'an authorship, a collectivity that stands behind the exhibited consensus in this particular writing\(^\text{21}\)'. The rhetoric investigation consists of form-analysis, 'aimed at identifying recurrent syntactic and other language patterns and assessing the proportion of the whole dominated by those patterns\(^\text{22}\)'. In his research on Sifré to Deuteronomy, Neusner has in detail described and listed the types of forms that occur and also the four modes of thought\(^\text{23}\) that are used are discussed and listed at length\(^\text{24}\). He demonstrates that the authorship of Sifré to Deuteronomy preferred the propositional syllogistic mode of logic and concludes that it is not a commentary to Deuteronomy since it is too philosophical. Neusner's approach appealed to a number of students of Midrash, so that we may even speak of a Neusnerian school with scholars such as G.G. Porton, W.S. Green, R.S. Sarason and M. Jaffee.

---


\(^{20}\) Neusner, Sifré, p. 5.

\(^{21}\) Idem, p. 7.

\(^{22}\) Idem, p. 12.

\(^{23}\) Neusner discerns 4 types, whereof 3 are propositional namely the 1) Syllogism (philosophical, for example lists that prove the thesis) 2) Narrative (teleological, the story proves a point) 3) the use of a fixed analytical method (for example a set of questions that will finally bring out the point) 4) fixed association, which is exegetical, not propositional.

\(^{24}\) The topical programme is not given much attention in the treated book.
2.4 Formalist approach

The formalist approach started with the work\textsuperscript{25} of Professor Arnold Goldberg of Frankfurt and more recent advocates of this approach are D. Lenhard,\textsuperscript{26} A. Samely,\textsuperscript{27} and L. Teugels.\textsuperscript{28} Goldberg calls his method form-analysis and in his early work he made a sharp distinction between form-analysis and function-analysis. For Goldberg the objects of study were the structures and the rules that can be discerned in the Rabbinic texts. He herewith began to describe the forms of Rabbinic literature such as the homily, the mashal, the ma'aseh etc. For his study he would chose one form and try to define `an ideal typical form of X'. In order to arrive at the ideal typical form, Goldberg examined many texts in which the form X occurred. For this purpose Rabbinic works were treated synchronically, which for this objective was the best way to deal with the text. Diachronic comparison, once the ideal typical form had been defined, was not entirely ruled out beforehand.\textsuperscript{29} At the start of this exploration, there is a general idea of what the ideal typical form of X would look like. This general idea can at all times be adjusted when new insights have been found. After careful study of text forms that have a common appearance, for example the homily, one can tell which traits are constant factors and which are variables. The outcome of the studies can help to sharpen the general idea and turn it into a definition of the ideal typical form. This kind of hermeneutic circular logic cannot be avoided since to our knowledge no clear-cut rules for the forms have been passed down.\textsuperscript{30}

In Goldberg’s analysis three levels can be discerned. The lowest level is that of the smaller units such as the distinctive forms of the ma’aseh and the mashal, but also that of a dictum (logion) and midrash. The middle level emerges out of the combination of the basic forms of the lowest level. A homily may for example contain a dictum and ma’aseh. The highest level is that of the collection of middle level forms, such as a pisqa, though it does not have to be a collection of exactly the same forms. In the case of midrash Goldberg sees a difference between content and form. The form is the meta-linguistic element of a Midrash which is defined as discourse about literature. Midrash is indeed centered around the lemmas of the Hebrew Bible. The content is the second component. This object-linguistic discourse about `the world around us' forms the content and technically speaking, one could separate form from content. On the other hand, form and content have been deliberately intertwined and a sharp distinction seems unnatural. Another distinction Goldberg makes is that of Aussage,
that is the message of a 'citation', and Bedeutung, which is the meaning a 'citation' has within a larger composition. While the Aussage of a given form is always the same, the Bedeutung may change when elements are added or removed.

D. Lenhard has applied form-analysis on the many homilies that occur in five homiletical Midrashim\(^{31}\). She does not aim to define the ideal typical form, but instead speaks of a prototype. The positive effect of this different terminology is that form X in text A that does not contain all the elements and operations as defined in the ideal typical form is not immediately considered as a defective specimen. The prototype also allows for more than one form, such as mixed forms (Mischformen) and special forms (Sonderforms). In itself this can be regarded as a step forward in the terminology and understanding of a form, yet it can also become a disturbing factor when the boundaries to the number of possible mixed forms are not clearly set.

The third scholar in this field is A. Samely who seems not only interested in form-analysis, but also in the techniques the Rabbis employed. He adheres to Goldberg's concept of the ideal typical form and also introduces elements of the hermeneutical middot approach\(^{32}\) into the form-analysis. In his article 'Between Scripture and its Rewording' he discerns several textual levels, ranging from a letter to a larger unit, on which the exegetical technique takes place. He points out that a number of characteristics concerning this text are of importance; its position, often to be understood as sequence, its congruence with for example a similar wording elsewhere in Scripture, or on the other hand its difference with another Scriptural word. Also the number of times that reference is made to a point in Scripture\(^{33}\) and the importance of the co-text, i.e. the text that is in close proximity of a textual unit or of a location and that influences the interpretation, are to be taken into account. Samely then analyses a few midrashic examples and shows that combinations between some of the elements mentioned above can be made. A large number of the exegetical operations Samely discusses belong to the middot, and he therewith extends the approach to these middot\(^{34}\).

Due to the enormous amount of material that needs to be carefully analysed, the formalist approach is still in its infancy. It is still in the phase that texts need to be treated synchronously and its results of a diachronic comparison are yet to come.

\(^{31}\) Leviticus Rabbah, Deuteronomy Rabbah, Tanchuma (Buber), Pesiqta de Rav Kahana and Pesiqta Rabbati.

\(^{32}\) See 2.6.

\(^{33}\) Samely calls such a reference to a point in Scripture a 'location', only the quoting of biblical words that appear as part of the midrashic text is called a quotation in Samely's terminology. For me both instances are referred to as quote, although the verse that is commented on, usually mentioned at the beginning of a unit in Midrash Tehillim, is called a lemma.

\(^{34}\) The middot include a few characteristic forms, of which the mashal is the most striking. Other middot are not so much forms as they are exegetical techniques, such as the gematria which is basically an adding up.
2.5 Literary approach

Although the term suggests differently, there is not just one way to look at the literary aspects of a text. Several researchers, such as M.A. Fishbane, J.L. Kugel, P.S. Alexander and J.L. Rubenstein, have developed their own approach. One thing they have in common is the fact that they treat a text as an artefact. Generally speaking the literary approach is interested in discovering what new aspects a text brings to light, how it does this and where the ideas to do so may have come from. A number of elements from general literary theory can be applied to the study of Rabbinic literature, although some modifications are necessary. One of the questions that needs to be asked is whether or not context should be involved and how the boundaries are defined. Can a different chapter still be used as context or should one narrow the context down to the chapter in which a text appears? Similarly for Scripture one can ask if a co-text is restricted to the verses that are directly before and after the quote, or can one also take into account a verse in a different chapter of that Biblical book or even elsewhere in Scripture? Should one search for intertexts which may have influenced a certain explanation? Are these intertexts only to be sought in Rabbinic literature, or could one include for example Hellenistic literature? Yet another question is what kind of genres can be discerned. What kind of narrative techniques, such as point of view, monologues, dialogues etc. are applied and what conclusions can be drawn from that? The emphasis differs per researcher and the kind of questions that will be asked and answered are also dependent of the kind of text one is dealing with. In Genesis Rabbah one will find longer stories and there the narrative techniques can play an important role, while in a halachic text the kind of reasoning will be given more attention.

In his book 'In Potiphar's house' J. L. Kugel presents nine theses on how one could deal with early biblical exegesis. They are, at times given in abbreviated form:

1. ‘Narrative expansions, whatever other motives and concerns may be evidenced in them, are formally a kind of biblical exegesis.’ With this thesis Kugel stresses the fact that a certain expansion was not created to convey a certain theological statement, but that the biblical verse should have an element that can justify such an expansion.

40 Kugel, Potifar, p. 251
2. 'The study of midrashic motifs is thus first an exercise in "reverse-engineering" in which, therefore, certain standard questions ought repeatedly to be asked'. 'The reverse-engineering question *par excellence* is: Would an exegete, faced with problem X in the biblical text, be likely to create *ex nihilo* solution Y? If not, then solution Y probably already existed as the answer to some entirely different problem, or in some other way came to be "borrowed" by the exegete and recycled as an answer, or part of an answer, to problem X.41

3. 'Exegetical motifs generally arise out of only one focus or site, usually a troubling or suggestive word or phrase within a specific verse. Only later, in a given narrative expansion, will the motif be made out to be addressing two or more verses simultaneously, often verses at some remove from one another.'42 This also happens with back-referencing which is 'the practice of reading verses from such books as Psalms, Proverbs, Job, the Song of Song, and Ecclesiastes as if they referred to people or events set forth in the historical narratives of the Hebrew Bible, and in particular in the Pentateuch.43

4. 'Exegetical motifs travel.' This is especially the case in doublets.

5. 'Motifs, and individual elements belonging to them, often become combined or harmonized with other motifs.'44 This is the most common kind of a travelling motif. Overkill occurs if a combination yields too many elements that are not that easily understood in the light of the biblical verse commented on.

6. 'One exegetical motif can influence the creation or development of another.'45

7. 'Our earlier exegetical sources tend to be concerned with relatively simple or obvious exegetical problems, whereas later texts tend to raise less obvious questions and/or to answer them in a more sophisticated and involved fashion. This observation has a corollary, namely: the more obvious the problem raised by a biblical text, the likelier it is that there exists a very ancient motif to answer it.'46

8. 'As compared to other early exegetical sources, rabbinic texts have a striking interest in connecting one biblical text or problem to another at some remove from the first. This interest might be said to reflect the overall 'canonizing' concern of rabbinic exegesis.'47 Two examples that Kugel mentions as illustration of this thesis are the petichah and again back-referencing.

9. 'Early exegetical documents of various sorts seem to argue, by their very form as well as by the overwhelming store of exegetical motifs shared among them...that there existed well before the common era a substantial body of standard

---

41 Idem, p. 252.
42 Idem, p. 253.
43 Idem, p. 271.
44 Idem, p. 256.
46 Idem, p. 259.
explanations of various problems and peculiarities in the biblical text. These explanations were apparently not gathered and passed down in written form...they were passed on orally.

His ideas are certainly interesting, but they are mainly applicable to Midrashim that comment on Biblical narratives. It seems that in these kinds of Midrashim it is more likely that motifs will be spun out and that longer expansions will be present. The concepts of reverse-engineering, back-referencing and overkill are applicable to Midrash Tehillim. In every mashal and petichah reverse-engineering has taken place. Also back-referencing occurs in Midrash Tehillim, see for example passages 12 through 15 to Psalm 1 that all apply this technique. Overkill can be used as a criterion for further research into the motifs of a passage.

2.6 The hermeneutical middot approach

Isaak Heinemann's *Methods of Aggadah*, that was published in 1954, is partly a reaction to the Haskalah. He thought it was unnecessary to defend the aggadah, for it had every reason to exist. For Heinemann it was out of the question to impose idealistic motives upon the study of aggadah and he set out to treat the material *sine ira et studio*. In order to do this one should acquire knowledge concerning the way of thinking of the Rabbis, concerning the character of the secondary material the Rabbis had and one should know the literary characteristics of the majority of Midrashim. According to Heinemann the Rabbis had an organic way of thinking. With this he means that the Rabbis did not have a method for expounding and in this they resembled the natural peoples. Elements of time were not well preserved and one cannot find leaps in the material because of continuous renewal. For Heinemann the development of literary material took place in pretty much the same way as that of the Greeks, which is why a comparison to the Hellenistic literature is made in the book. Unlike our present culture that is centered around the ego, the world of the Rabbis was dominated by collectivity. All the ranks and ages of the people were somehow addressed and it was in this atmosphere that there was room for non-historical historiography and for non-philological philology. The material that was available to the Rabbis consisted of Scripture which was used extensively. Yet also other material was available, for example the Mishnah that formed the basis of the Talmudim.

The two main ideas that are presented in Heinemann's book are of the *זיכרון ויצירת* (creative historiography) and the *יצירת ויצירת* (creative philology). This is in line with what he called earlier the non-historical historiography and for non-philological philology. Both terms seek to explain what kind of processes are performed to arrive at a certain explanation. They are non-exclusive and both kinds of exegetical operation may be found in one single derasha.

48 Idem, p. 266.
49 This is the term Heinemann uses. I would think, considering the names he mentions in connection with the Haskalah as well as the comments he makes, that he refers to the *Wissenschaft*.
Yonah Fraenkel is the second representative of this approach. His main work is the *Methods of Aggadah and Midrash*\(^{52}\). Also for Fraenkel the hermeneutical process is of utmost importance.

### 2.7 The approach employed in this thesis

#### 2.7.1 An eclectic approach

The approach that will be used in this thesis is in fact a combination of several elements taken from the approaches described above. The reason for this is twofold. Some approaches tend to focus so much on one point that other points are somewhat underexposed. In combining these approaches a new balance can be created. The second reason is that not every approach can be applied to Midrash Tehillim. It is, for example, quite hard to deal with it in the way Kugel treated texts. The Psalms are quite different from for example Genesis and this is reflected in their exegesis\(^3\). Not only are the narratives of Genesis usually of considerable length so that we have a running story, but it is also the place where one would expect expansions. The genre one finds in the Book of Psalms is not very suitable for ‘filling in the gaps’ and it is not surprising that other types of linking to the Biblical verses are sought.

The historical-philological approach expresses the belief in an *Urtext*, the basic stratum. This idea is difficult, if not impossible, to defend. As in Biblical studies the existence of such a *Urtext* has never been demonstrated. I think the term can be applied in a less literal way, namely in the sense of collection(s) of material which already circulated before they were written down. Also the assumption that a more elaborate version is by definition later is difficult to prove. In my view this does not recognize the freedom a darshan had. It is well possible that a darshan opted for a shorter version if that was justified by the goal he wanted to reach. The tradition-historical approach tends to isolate small pieces of texts and to submit them to comparison, which may lead to an overlooking of the context wherein a certain derasha is found. There is the risk that in the search for the history of a tradition, the dynamics and coherence of a text are disregarded. Secondly, as Bloch and Vermes testified themselves, it is quite difficult to use this method for works that are probably quite late. Midrash Tehillim certainly belongs to the later Midrashim, many of which have also not been dated\(^4\). This implies that a major prerequisite of this approach, namely the exact data about time and place of composition, is absent in the case of Midrash Tehillim.

The documentary approach is concentrating on the interior logic of a Midrashic text, and by doing so the role of Scripture in Midrash is de-emphasized. Neusner overstates the extent to which Midrash imposes upon and manipulates Scripture. To a certain

---

\(^{52}\) Clearly an allusion to Heinemann’s work. It appeared in Jerusalem, 1991.

\(^{3}\) In his book *Potiphar* Kugel does give an analysis of Psalm 137, but this Psalm has a narrative character and secondly, it does not belong to the main part of Midrash Tehillim, see chapter 03.2.1.

\(^{4}\) The comparison may even be more complicated because, as we will see, the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim can be largely divided into three families. These manuscripts should certainly be included if one would attempt to include Midrash Tehillim in a tradition-historical study.
degree manipulation, or rather selection, can take place when it comes to choosing which verses will be commented on. One does indeed see that these verses are subjected to a particular exegetical inquiry, but it would be an overstatement to argue that the manipulation is so strong that Scripture has hardly any influence at all. It is surely more reasonable to see a subtle dialectic at work between exegesis and eisegesis. This approach also has no interest in the manuscripts of a text. For Neusner the end result, as laid down in an edition, is often a solid enough basis for his method because he is only interested in the work of the authorship. Other fields that hardly receive attention from this method are detailed exegesis, which is vital for understanding the meaning of a unit, the traditional discipline of philology and in the hermeneutics of Midrash. Apart from Neusner's deliberate neglect of the manuscripts, his method is not suitable for Midrash Tehillim because its forms cannot be limited to a few main forms. When Neusner dealt with the Sifra and the Sifré it was precisely the limited number of forms that was used in these texts that made him argue for the existence of authorships that were responsible for the final redaction of these documents. Midrash Tehillim is also not a philosophical work, but a commentary, so the search for cogency in the logic that is employed would probably not yield much result.

The last to be mentioned is the hermeneutical middot approach that has two weaknesses. Firstly there is the issue of the use of context. Fraenkel advocates the isolation of a text, which results in the idea that the end of a story should relate to the beginning. As J.L. Rubenstein55 demonstrates this may lead to conjectures which may turn out to be less convincing than explanations derived from the context. Secondly the middot that form a part of this approach are surrounded by a few problems. Although I myself will indicate which middot are employed in Midrash Tehillim in 6.3, I must stress the fact that one should be cautious with these middot. First of all, the middot are attributed to the early authorities while in fact they should be dated much later. Secondly the rules themselves appear under more than one formulation which does affect their meaning. Thirdly the middot in the form they have been transmitted, seem to be abbreviated and their exact meaning is therefore not always known.

The question then remains how Midrash Tehillim can be studied. Above I argued that two types of approach could be discerned; one type is interested in the process and the other is interested in the text as artefact. I propose to combine these two types. For a Midrash that is not well known, I believe this can be argued for any text, it is desirable to obtain at least a general idea of what the characteristics of that particular text are and where its issues and interests lie. This implies that both the content and the structure need to be further explored. A careful reading of the text will among others show if a certain selection of the verses that are treated has been made or not. It will also show if the explanations are close to the biblical text or if other themes play a role and if there are other themes, which ones stand out? Such a careful reading will also provide an insight into the forms that are used. Here one should ask which forms are used and if some forms can be linked to a certain content, for example a petichah that serves as vessel for a less literal explanation. Once insight on the level of content as well as that

---

55 'Context and Genre', p. 4.
of structure has been gained, the investigation can be deepened. It is here that the synergy between form-analysis and the literary approach comes to life.

What constitutes 'the text' is of course a different question and I think we should opt for a pragmatic solution. The first requirement is that 'the text' should be accessible and the logical option is to use today's standard editions. In this respect I agree with Neusner that the textus receptus is useful, but I do not think that we should stop here. The manuscripts have to be taken into consideration because they often suggest that a work was still fluid and this too needs to be investigated simply because there may have been no 'end result' yet. In many cases a so-called Urtext cannot be reconstructed from the manuscripts, most likely because there has never been such a 'document' from which all the manuscripts stem56.

The last part of the kind of research I propose addresses the existence of parallels. There are two ways the study of parallels can be enlightening. Once it has been established what the text that was the primary object of study seeks to say, the parallels can be brought in to find out what they have in common and what kind of differences there are. In a second stage can be determined what the relationship between these texts is and if there is a dependency between them.

2.7.2 Procedure

My research consists of several steps. In section 2.7.1, I explained that insight into the inner dynamics and the structures of a text are essential. The results of the careful reading of Midrash Tehillim are presented in chapter 6. Special attention is given to the form and function of the mashal because all of the selected derashot contain meshalim. In chapter 7 a detailed analysis of these derashot will be presented. Each section begins with the Hebrew text that is based on Buber's edition. The lemma is quoted first, followed by the explanation. If deemed necessary, this text may have undergone some modifications. Any of the modifications made to the Hebrew will also be reflected in the English translation. At times biblical quotes have been expanded to include the words that form the crux of the explanation. These additional words are put in brackets. After the Hebrew text a critical apparatus follows which provides background information that is based on the manuscripts. This information includes additional quotes as found in the manuscripts: it indicates when and where material is absent and it mentions the witnesses. Buber took Parma 1232 as his core text. In order to see if Buber has made any modifications to Parma 1232 or that he indeed copied it word for word Parma will be compared to Buber's version. In his introduction57 Buber suggested that the eight main manuscripts can be divided into three families. When comparing the manuscripts attention will be paid to the


57 Midrash Tehillim, reprint 1979 (Wilna 1891), pages 81-88
similarities and differences and Buber's theory will be verified. The comparison is also important to gain insight into the characteristics of the Buber edition. Perhaps there would have been a considerably different edition if Buber had used another manuscript as core text. In section 3.3.2 the outcome of the survey on the manuscripts in relation to Buber's manuscript family theory will be presented.

The darshan wanted his audience, be it a 'live audience' or readers, to arrive at a certain conclusion or opinion about the verse commented on. In the comment an insight into the tools that have been employed and steps that have been taken is provided. Special attention will be paid to the way the mashal has been built up. The quotes or biblical figures that are mentioned always serve a certain purpose, which will be tracked down. The kind of message the mashal wants to convey will also be subject of this section.

For each passage will be checked if there are parallels either within Midrash Tehillim or in other Rabbinic Texts. Only those parallels that have enough elements in common will be considered for comparison. For example a parallel that comments on the same verse, but has other than the verse no similarities with the passage in Midrash Tehillim will not be examined. The parallels that meet these requirements will be presented in Hebrew and if their content or wording differs a translation in English will be provided. In each case will be determined on what points Midrash Tehillim and the parallel(s) differ and where they concur. Insight into these differences is crucial for ascertaining the extent to which Midrash Tehillim has its own course and if it contains passages that are significantly different. If the latter is the case, it will be attempted to provide reasons for their distinctiveness. In the comparison of parallels some of the questions that are often raised concern dependence and age. It is difficult to be absolutely certain that one text depends on another text or that one text is clearly older than the other. Unless there are clear indications that one text is to be preferred, the comparison will be restricted to the content and message of the passages. Not every parasha has a parallel and it will be interesting to know which passages are only attested for by Midrash Tehillim. Part of the research will be to see if these unparalleled passages have a common factor. Insight into the unique passages will contribute to a better understanding of Midrash Tehillim. When the characteristics of the unique passages are taken together with the outcome of the comparison of the manuscripts, this may perhaps also lead to a better insight into the different versions of Midrash Tehillim.

At the end of this thesis a number of appendices can be found. Appendix A contains a mashal that is connected to the theme of redemption, but its nimshal is so short that it hard to make sense of it. In Appendix B the parallels will be presented and in Appendix C an overview of the Biblical quotes present in the selected derashot will be given. In Appendix D the bibliography can be found.
3 Text of Midrash Tehillim

3.1 Name of the Midrash

The most common name of the Midrash is nowadays 'Midrash Tehillim', but in the Yalkut Shim'oní and also in Buber's edition it is often called Shocher Tov, which are the first two words of Proverbs 11.27, the first biblical quote in the Midrash. Other names which are usually found in Medieval works ranging from the eleventh to the sixteenth century are: Aggadat or Haggadat T(eh)illim. The printers of the Venice edition (1546) called it even Midrash Alfa Beta. Most likely they were inspired by Psalm 119 which is an alphabetic psalm. Its hundred and seventysix verses contain clusters of eight verses that all begin with the same letter and these clusters are ranged in alphabetic order. Thus the first eight verses all start with the letter נ, followed by eight verses beginning with ג and this pattern ends with the letter נ. It is unknown why the Venice printers singled Psalm 119 out and derived the name for the Midrash from it. It is not a dominant feature in the other biblical Psalms, nor does it constitute a popular exegetical technique in Midrash Tehillim. Perhaps the printers selected Psalm 119 because it is the longest of all Psalms.

3.2 The printed editions

3.2.1 The early printed editions

The first printed edition of Midrash Tehillim, along with Midrash Proverbs and Midrash Samuel, was published in Constantinople, or Istanbul, under Sultan Bayezit II. This means that it must be dated before May 1512. According to Buber manuscript Vatican 76, that indeed contains the additional midrashim on Proverbs and Samuel, was taken as main source. This first edition contains a number of additions that may be inserted by the printers. As J. Hacker shows, the printing practice in those days was rather flexible and printers, either as a reaction to comments of the public or because they themselves thought it was necessary, would make changes to a book while it was being printed.

The second printed edition was also printed in the Ottoman Empire, in the city of Salonica. The first Hebrew printing press in Salonica was founded in 1515 and it was in that year that Midrash Tehillim was printed. This may suggest that Midrash Tehillim was a popular Midrash, which is indirectly confirmed by Hacker who writes that commentaries on books as Job, Proverbs and also the Psalms were flourishing. Buber assumes that the Salonica edition was also based on Vatican 76, since he sees no

58 See chapter 11 of Buber's introduction where 55 people who mentioned Midrash Tehillim, are listed.
59 Buber, 'Introduction' to Midrash Tehillim p. 110.
elements of the other manuscripts. Typical features of this manuscript, such as mistakes in the numbering of the Psalms and the absence of comments on Psalms 96-99, are also reflected by this print. Vatican 76 goes no further than Psalm 118 and it is therefore quite surprising that the Salonica edition does have the remaining part from 119 until 150. In addition it has a commentary on Psalm 119 that is attributed to the Spanish scholar Mattathias ha-Yitshari. It is not clear how the Salonica printers got the missing part. All manuscripts, except for Parma 1232 and Cambridge OR 786 that have a few comments on Psalm 119, end with comments on Psalm 118 or they end even earlier. Has it been composed during the three years between the Constantinople and the Salonica edition or did it form a consistent part of a manuscript similar to Vatican 76 that somehow got lost? If so, why do the other manuscripts also end with 118 or 119? There is no external reason, such as the division of the Psalms, that can account for this phenomenon. The fifth book of the Psalms runs from 107 until 150, which makes the unexpected halt even more puzzling. The answer to the question where these comments of the second part of Midrash Tehillim come from, is partly answered by Buber. He sees the Yalkut Shim'on, an anthology of Midrashim of the twelfth or thirteenth century, as principal source for Psalms 122-137. The comments on 119-121 and those starting with 138 until 150 have presumably been inserted by a later darshan. Perhaps the missing part has been compiled by Jews in either Istanbul or Salonica, who partly used existing material, i.e. the Yalkut Shim'on.

The third edition of Midrash Tehillim appeared in Venice in 1546 and has the additional material on Psalm 119 to the end. The Venice print is most likely dependent upon the Constantinople print. It contains the same additions that were present in the Constantinople print, and it has not filled in the missing parts of this print, although they were to be found in Vatican 76. On the other hand the printers did make several additions, which are very similar to a group of four manuscripts. The remaining printed editions have some new elements such as a list of biblical verses that were quoted and some minor commentaries on the derashot, but they mainly draw upon the afore mentioned prints.

---

63 See note 59.
64 See 'Mattathias ha-Yitshari' in Encyclopaedia Judaica. He lived in the fourteenth/fifteenth century and his commentary may have come to the Ottoman Empire after the expulsion from Spain in 1492.
65 Buber, 'Introduction to Midrash Tehillim' p. 5. W.G. Braude, who translated Midrash Tehillim into English, remarks in The Midrash on Psalms, 1959, New York, Introduction p. 28 that Buber failed to include a reference to Aaron Moses Padua who suggested that these comments were inserted between 1241 and 1340, which still does not explain why they did not appear in the first print.
66 This would in fact be another research project.
67 Only until 37.3.
68 Florence (z), Vatican 81(t) Frankfurt (n) and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 (t)
69 1613 Prague where Midrash Tehillim was printed together with the Midrash on Proverbs and the one on Song of Songs, 1730 Amsterdam which used the Prague print, 1794 Polonnoye, 1800 Zolkiev based on Venice, 1851 Lemberg which has only material on the first book i.e. Psalms 1-41, 1861 Stettin, 1865 Warschau with a commentary by Padua, 1873 and 1875 Warschau. For more information regarding the printed editions: see chapter 17 of Buber's Introduction.
### Table of content of the editions and manuscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed edition</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td>1-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salonica</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>1-118, 119-150 comment by Mattathias ha-Yitshari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>1-118, 119-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>1-118, 119-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other printed editions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuscripts</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parma 1232</td>
<td>14th or 15th century</td>
<td>1-119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana Plut. 2.13</td>
<td>13th or 14th century</td>
<td>1-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican 76</td>
<td>unknown, before 1512</td>
<td>1-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican 81</td>
<td>before 1598</td>
<td>1-118 (2 verses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>1542?</td>
<td>17-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge OR 786 (12)</td>
<td>1282</td>
<td>1-119 (until passage 119.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity College Cambridge F18.39</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Hebr. 152 (1)</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>1-118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts belonging to Abraham Provençali</td>
<td>Before 1546 (Venice edition)</td>
<td>1-119 (until passage 119.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.2 The modern editions

#### 3.2.2.1 The Rosenberg print

Currently there are two relatively modern editions of Midrash Tehillim. The earliest edition is that of Solomon Buber, published in Wilna in 1891. The latest is the so-called Rosenberg print which has been published in 2003. In many instances the text of Midrash Tehillim has been needlessly ‘emended’ by the Rosenberg edition. The examples that will follow come from a comparison between Buber’s 22.2 and Rosenberg’s 22.2. There is a tendency to normalize the spelling, for example מַרְזַופִּים is rendered as מַרְזַופִּים, while the end nun is standard in Rabbinic Hebrew. The part that describes the fate of Haman’s sons, that at some points deviates from the parallel in Talmud Bavli Megillah 15B has been replaced by this very parallel. The fact that it was not completely identical to the Talmud most likely was intentional, namely to exaggerate the fate of those who threaten Israel, but this seems to be of no concern to
the editors. Another kind of change is found at the end of the passage where נר לשאול has been replaced by נר לשאול. In this case there is no consideration for the fact that נר לשאול is derived from Isaiah 10.17 that was quoted at the beginning of the passage. A more understandable modification is the addition of the word כותיב, but this has not been put between brackets and there is also no support for it in the manuscripts. Alterations which are made without evidence from the manuscripts and which are also not accounted for in an apparatus form the reason why this edition cannot be deemed a critical edition.

The editors of the Rosenberg edition echo Buber's ideas on the background of Midrash Tehillim. They present a new idea, namely that 'Midrash Tehillim's essential thoughts were to set up a foundation of matters of halacha'. They reason that this may be concluded from the fact that later authorities such as Rashi and Rav Nissim Gaon based some of their halachic ideas on Midrash Tehillim. However, Buber lists only one instance where Rav Nissim Gaon quoted Midrash Tehillim. In this passage, 5.5, is taught that also the everyday's language of Israel is worth studying which is followed by an exposé on 'brother of the seven, father to the eight'. In this case neither the number nor the content are convincing. Also in the instances where Rashi quoted Midrash Tehillim, the material is mostly haggadic and not halachic. This is not to say that Midrash Tehillim does not contain halachic material, because it certainly does, but the arguments given by the Rosenberg editors is not convincing. Examples found in these 70 derashot that contain halachic teachings are: keeping the ordinance of Tefillin will be reckoned as labouring in the Torah day and night, this is also said for reading the Shema every morning and evening and of reading two chapters of Scripture during the morning and two chapters during the evening. It is not obligatory to wear tsitsit during the evening prayer. Another halacha states that God links His name to marriage; and when the Israelites are wearing the tallit, they should consider themselves clothed with the Shechinah.

3.2.2.2 The Buber edition

Buber's gargantuan work consisted of comparing manuscript Parma 1232, which he used as base text, with seven other manuscripts as well as with the notes made in the second part of the sixteenth century by Abraham Provençali in the margin of a copy of the Venice printed edition. In these notes Provençali indicated which sayings were superfluous and which sayings were missing according to the six manuscripts that were in his possession. Besides these manuscripts and notes Buber also looked at the

---

70 Buber, 'Introduction' to Midrash Tehillim p. 12.
71 Idem, p. 66.
72 Midrash Tehillim is often quoted in conjunction with the explanation of a Scriptural verse. Most of them concern the Psalms.
73 1.17
74 1.17
75 6.1
76 59.2
77 90.18
10 extant printed editions. The content of the notes by Provençali reveals that the manuscripts he used bear many resemblances to Parma 1232 and Cambridge OR 786 (12) and this may have been the reason Buber made one of these manuscripts his primary text. The main aspect that renders this edition less fit is the tendency to make changes that are not accounted for. It frequently happens that Buber wrote in his notes that a certain reading is supported by for example both Parma 1232 and Cambridge, but failed to mention the fact that there were considerable differences between the two. It is therefore necessary to closely examine the manuscripts for each passage. The Halle University that is currently preparing an electronic synoptic critical edition of Midrash Tehillim using all the manuscripts, including fragmented material from the Cairo Geniza, will supply this need.

3.3 The manuscripts

3.3.1 Characteristics of the manuscripts

For practical reasons I have only used the eight main, and more or less complete, manuscripts that Buber also used. The comparison of these manuscripts to Buber's edition gives insight into the way Buber dealt with them and these eight manuscripts are still the most important witnesses to Midrash Tehillim. Besides these manuscripts there are fragments of Midrash Tehillim, which are only of use for those preparing a critical edition. Like most of the Hebrew manuscripts, also the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim are from the Middle Ages. In general three branches of scripts can be detected, an Islamic branch, a Christian branch and a Byzantine branch. The Islamic branch can be subdivided into an Eastern branch which is often referred to as Oriental and that covers the region stretching from Iran, Yemen to Libya. The Western Islamic branch is found in Morocco (Maghreb), Spain and later on also Provence. The Christian branch can be located north of the Mediterranean Sea, stretching out to Germany and Poland. There are two sub-groups, namely that of the northern countries such as Germany, and one of the south. Once a script has been identified, it cannot automatically be traced back to a region and era because of immigration. According to Beit-Arié scribes would go from one area to another, thus for example bringing sefardic script to Italy. In the table below the different scripts of Medieval Hebrew manuscripts are presented. In the description of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim reference to these different scripts will be made.

---

78 Although the Hebrew Union College (Cincinnati) 47 manuscript is almost complete, it is less useful because it seems to be based on the Polonnaye edition of 1794.
79 The earliest dated Hebrew manuscripts are from 1000 CE onwards. Beit-Arié mentions several reasons for this phenomenon such as book burnings, loss of books because of emigration or expulsion, but most importantly the fact that the manuscripts were privately owned and were intensively used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Islamic branch</th>
<th>Christian branch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Eastern Islamic</td>
<td>1) Northern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriental square</td>
<td>Ashkenazic square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriental semi-cursive</td>
<td>Ashkenazic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriental current semi-cursive</td>
<td>Ashkenazic current semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemenite square (rather late)</td>
<td>Ashkenazic cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian - only semi-cursive</td>
<td>2) Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Western Islamic</td>
<td>Italian square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sefardic square</td>
<td>Italian semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
<td>Italian cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sefardic current semi-cursive</td>
<td>Byzantine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sefardic current cursive (rather late)</td>
<td>Byzantine semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Parma manuscript is written in the fourteenth or fifteenth century\(^81\). It is written in Sefardic semi-cursive script\(^82\) and offers a running commentary from 1.1 until 119.8. In the Buber edition the end of Parma is marked by the words מִזְמוֹר דָּעַןְו מַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּמַסֵּר וּmere and Leonard (1949) and the St. Andrews bible (1964). A less current abbreviation is for Hebrew Book of Ezek for Hebrew Book of Ezekiel. Parma uses a superscript circle-like sign as indication
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\(^{81}\) Thus according to the index of the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts, there are watermarks supporting this view.

\(^{82}\) According to the index of the Parma library.

\(^{83}\) There may be a few exceptions. Number 22 has been inserted by a different person.
for a special abbreviation, see for example 6.5 where הרפאים looks like הרפאים. This manuscript has been preserved in a rather good shape and is legible throughout.

**Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana Plut. 2.13 (Florence) Buber's siglum ב**

The Florence manuscript begins with 1.1 and goes on until the end of 118 and it also contains pages on some of the pilgrimage songs (שֶׁרֶץ הֶעָרָעָּת). None of the other manuscripts have this and there is also no parallel to what the Yalkut offers. According to Buber\(^8\) it has been taken from the gemara on Talmud Bavli Yoma 35B and from Lamentations Rabbah. This manuscript has most likely been completed in the thirteenth or fourteenth century\(^8\).

Florence is written in Sefardic semi-cursive script. Each page consists of one column. The letters are at times so close to one another that it is difficult to decipher them. In addition to this some parts of Florence are not legible, probably because the material has deteriorated over time. The chapters are occasionally numbered. Many chapters have the opening words in large square letters, but at the end of the manuscript this custom has been replaced by large letters in the Sefardic semi-cursive script. There usually is no separation between the parashiyot, but sometimes small dots are used. Florence contains many errors which range from missing letters\(^8\) to skipping a couple of lines\(^8\) to complete passages that are missing\(^8\). According to Buber this manuscript is close to Vatican 81, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Frankfurt. In many passages this is indeed the case, but at times there are similarities with manuscripts outside this family as well as is the case in 14.7, 20.1, 22.12, 118.13 where Florence also has aspects in common with Vatican 76.

**Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Vat. Ebr. 76 Buber's siglum א**

Vatican 76 has served as model for the first print of 1512 and must therefore be dated before this year. Also in this case the copyist is unknown. Each page consists of one column. The script is Oriental square and the words are almost written without spaces between them. The chapters are numbered, but here many mistakes have been made. Thus passage 4.6 is labelled 5, 5.1 has received the number 6, 6.1 is labelled 7 etc. The order is correct in 44 and further, but the number 79 is given to 78.8 and again the numbering is incorrect. Due to the fact that Psalms 96-99 are missing, 100.1 is numbered 97 and the numbering is wrong until the end of passage. Other than the number, there is nothing that marks the beginning of a new chapter. There is no indication that one parasha ends and a new one starts. Vatican 76 seems to prefer defective writing over plene writing. The word מְלֹא has often been added in the margin by a different hand and sometimes there are other small additions to this manuscript. In the parts examined there were hardly any mistakes, except for the

---

\(^{8}\)Buber, 'Introduction', p. 83.
\(^{8}\) Thus according to the index of the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts.
\(^{8}\) Such as דָּוִד instead of דָּוִד in 20.4
\(^{8}\) See the section on 10.2 for an example.
\(^{8}\) Idem as note 84, p. 82 gives a list.
Aramaic in 105.11. Vatican 76 is written in a careful way and contains no grammatical surprises. In a number of cases it bears similarities with Vatican 81 and to a lesser extent, or so it seems, with Florence, Frankfurt and Trinity College Cambridge.

**Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Vat. Ebr. 81 Buber's siglum 7**

Vatican 81 originally ended with two lines on Psalm 118, but in the year 1598 Giovanni Paolo Eustachio added material for 118-150. Eustachio is the baptismal name of Elijah ben Menahem ben Nola, a famous Rabbi and Hebraist who after his conversion became scriptor and teacher in the Vatican. The terminus ante quem has to be 1598, but this is rather late. The name of the first writer is not known.

Vatican 81 is written in Sefardic semi-cursive script and it contains one column per page. Often letters of words have been extended so that they fill the whole line. If the chapter is marked, it is done so by a number with small dotted v-shapes in superscript. The first words of the lemma are in square script and they are larger than the other words. Between one parasha and the next a dot is used to mark the transition. The words are separated by spaces. Vatican 81 uses standard abbreviations and it appears to prefer to write words plene. This manuscript misses many passages, whereof the largest group is 85-90. Starting with Psalm 51 the comments are considerably shorter. Buber remarked about this manuscript that parts have been copied from the Yalkut, including a reference to a specific remez. Buber also wrote that this manuscript ends in the middle of 117, with 2 lines on another Psalm, but it seems that he was mistaken and that the manuscript ends with 118.7. As written above this manuscript belongs to the same family as Florence, Frankfurt and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39, while it sometimes also concurs with Vatican 76. Its presentation of a passage is often marked by brevity.

**Bibliotheca Merzbacheriana Monacensis Buber's siglum n**

This manuscript is written in late Sefardic semi-cursive script and has one column per page. The first pages have gone missing and the end of Psalm 17 is the first we have. The chapters are numbered and the opening words of each chapter are in square script and are larger than the comments. On page 102 mention is made of a Rabbi Jehuda Uziel who is perhaps the writer of the manuscript. On the same page the year 1542 is mentioned, this would also be rather late since by then two printed editions had already been published.

Most of the abbreviations do not contain a comma, but have a wave-like shape in superscript. These waves are also used in the chapter numbering. This is not the case for single words that have been truncated, such as Rabbi. These kinds of shortenings have a comma at the end of letters that are given. There are no marks that separate a

---

89 Buber's 'Introduction' to Midrash Tehillim, p. 84  
90 Idem.  
91 Since this manuscript is currently located in the university library in Frankfurt am Main, it will be referred to as 'Frankfurt'.

---
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parasha from the next. In the few instances where Frankfurt has text on the meshalim that were selected, it seems to concur with Vatican 81 and had no special readings.

**Cambridge University Library OR 786 (12) Buber’s siglum †**

It is this manuscript that, according to Buber, belongs to the same family as Parma. It covers the same passages as Parma and ends where 119.9 should have begun. In the manuscript is written that it has been completed in the year 1282. The script is Ashkenazic semi-cursive, it is easy to read and only in a few cases words look smudged.

Cambridge presents its material in two columns per page. If a word does not fit on the line, the part that does fit is written down and on the new line the word is written again. In contrast with this, Cambridge also truncates words at the end turning לְעַל into לְע. Each chapter is numbered and the first lemma appears in large letters. The parashiyot are divided from one another by blanks. Cambridge contains a number of grammatical mistakes and writing errors. While Cambridge certainly resembles Parma with respect to the content, there are a few occasions on which Cambridge has a different reading that is also found in some of the other manuscripts. A good example hereof can be found in 6.1 where Parma has מָאָס יְשִׁיר מִי and Cambridge has the more unusual מָאָס יְשִׁיר מִי, which is also present in Florence, Vatican 76, Vatican 81, Trinity College Cambridge College Cambridge and Paris.

**Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 (49) Buber’s siglum †**

For the first ten chapters of this manuscript a painting-like frame contains the chapter number, for 11 and further this has been replaced by either some decorations above the chapter numbers or v-shapes that are also used on the first words of the chapter. In all cases the first words of the verse commented on are in square script. The remainder of the manuscript is written in a tidy Sefardic semi-cursive script. The passages are usually separated by a small dot, but this also occurs within the passages themselves.

Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 uses abbreviations sparingly, the introduction to a, possibly remote, verse הַנַּחַל נָהָר הַנְּחֵמָה is always given in full and truncation of words occurs occasionally. The comments on 96-99 are absent which has resulted in a wrong numbering for the Psalms that follow 95. Thus 105 has been given the number 100, 114 can be found under 109 and the comments on 118 can be found in 111 and 112, which has been noted by a later hand that wrote the correct numbers in square script. The comments on the last twenty Psalms is considerably shorter than on the earlier Psalms. Trinity College Cambridge often resembles Vatican 81, but in 14.6 it clearly follows the version Parma and Cambridge have. The order of blessings, good things and consolations is like Parma and Cambridge. Like these manuscripts it has both rav /

92 Buber obtained this manuscript from Rabbi Ginsburg, which explains why it is sometimes also referred to as the Ginsburg manuscript. In this thesis the name that refers to its location, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39, will be employed. It should not be confused with Trinity College Cambridge F12.6 that contains fragmentary material on Midrash Tehillim.
student examples, it speaks of the בֵּית רְבּוּ and it even has the addition with the 1 Chronicles 16 quote that is also found in Cambridge.

(Bibliothèque nationale de France) Paris Hebr. 152 (1) Buber's siglum ס

This manuscript was completed in 1533 and is written in late Sefardic semi-cursive script. There is one column on every page. The chapters begin with big square letters and at times something similar in slightly smaller letters is found within the chapter but there is no clear pattern to be discerned. At the end of a passage a dot and a blank mark the transition to a new passage. Paris does not often use abbreviations and the ones it uses are also longer than usual such as שטנ. Like Parma it employs the abbreviation קוחו and not ס"ק.

Buber has associated this manuscript with Vatican 76, but its quality is inferior when compared to Vatican 76. Buber suggests that the Constantinople print served as model for the copyist of Paris. Given the late date of Paris and the many transcriptional errors that are made, his theory seems correct. If one looks at its rendering of 11.1, one comes across a duplicate מלך in the introduction of the mashal, the words מיכל עבדיו on the other hand are missing, also missing is the word בהר which elevates the servants to a higher position, it has לא נתן למשלחו twice, at the expense of the word לא נתן and Rabbi Acha is mentioned twice. The duplications and the omissions give the passage unintentionally a different meaning, this suggests that the copyist was either working hastily or did not know Hebrew well enough to understand the implications of his mistakes. Paris is not an exact copy of the Constantinople print because it at times deviates, for example in the end of 22.12 where it seems to follow Parma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuscript</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parma 1232</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana Plut. 2.13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican 76</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Oriental square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatican 81</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge OR 786 (12)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ashkenazic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity College Cambridge F18.39</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Hebr. 152 (1)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Sefardic semi-cursive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

93 As note 89, p. 87.
3.3.2 Families of manuscripts

Buber distinguishes three families of manuscripts. The first family is that of Parma (n) and Cambridge (t). The manuscripts of Provençali also belong to this family. The second group he has discerned contains Florence (s), Vatican 81 (t) Frankfurt (n) and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 (t). The last group has as main manuscript Vatican 76 (s) along with Paris (n). That two or more manuscripts belong to the same family, evidently does not mean that they are exactly the same. Unfortunately Buber's way of dealing with the manuscripts did not always take the differences within a family into account. This has led to the suggestion that there is uniformity among the manuscripts, while that is not always the case.

In his Introduction Buber has listed additions that are found in Parma and often also in Cambridge, the manuscripts of Provençali and in the Yalkut. Here too the reader should be aware of the fact that the list is not exhaustive and that not all the extra texts have been mentioned. A similar list is also given for the additions that are found in the other manuscripts. In order to understand the nature of the material that is presented in one family, but that is absent in another family I have looked up the passages that Buber listed. These additions are recensional changes, not transcriptional errors or writing variations. Below a description of these additions will be given for these two families of manuscripts.

The list on the additional material in Parma is considerably longer than that of the other manuscripts. While there is no clear 'programme' behind this extra material in Parma, a few recurring items can be detected. Some teachings on religious festivals and religious practices are found. They inform the readers about Sukkot, Yom Kippur, intercalation and the Eighteen Benedictions. There are also some halachot, for example that one should not eat flesh of animals that have died by themselves. Another subject is the Torah. Israel was forced to receive the Torah because refusal would give God a reason to return the earth to emptiness and chaos. The fact that Israel stifled the study of Torah has led to exile. On several occasions Israel is encouraged to study Torah and to keep the mitsvot, and they will be rewarded for their efforts. There are many remarks on David, which suggests that Cambridge and Parma have a Davidic orientation. He is portrayed in a positive way in

---

94 As note 89, chapter 12.
95 Lulav and etrog are mentioned in 17.5, in passage 26.5 is explained that one should not use a stolen lulav. Circling the altar seven times during Sukkot is mentioned in 17.5 and 26.5.
96 27.4
97 20.5, 81.4, 28.5, 104.7
98 20.2
99 18.25
100 75.1, 76.4, 20.3
101 32.3
102 18.23, 16.12 5.2
103 84.3, 84.4, 104.18, 20.3
a number of them and it is reported that he has been forgiven for his sin. Some details about his relationship with Saul are given and one of the additions says that David accused Saul falsely of lies. Interestingly, we also find cases in which the reverse is argued: David suffered from gossip and he excommunicated a slanderer. In a few other additions we also find a condemnation of slander, but here it is used in a more general sense.

A large number of additions deal with the topic of redemption and with speculations about what will happen in the time to come. The theme of redemption is not limited to the future redemption, but the additions also deal with those of the past. Extra information is provided on the Exodus, Esther's deeds, Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar. An interesting element is present in 30.6 where the Hasmoneans, see below at 6.5.4, are mentioned. However, most occasions are in the present in which Israel is oppressed and in which it longs and hopes for redemption. Many aspects are treated; for example Israel's despair, God's longing for redemption, the four kingdoms, the contrast with former redemptions and the future redemption by God that will be everlasting etc. There is also attention for what will happen in the remote future, such as Judgment Day, Gehenna and also the resurrection of the dead. The latter is mentioned no less than five times. The addition in 60.3 reveals something about the date of the manuscripts Parma and Cambridge, as well as Provençali's manuscripts, because there is a reference to the war against Rome and the war against Constantinople. This would place the manuscripts in the Byzantine Empire. In this setting of the remote future one might also expect additions that bear a messianic character. As will be pointed out further on, Midrash Tehillim does not have significant material about the Messiah. It is in this respect noteworthy that on three occasions in the additional material Parma and Cambridge mention the existence of two Messiahs. The name of the Messiah existed before the creation of the world, but this is also present in other teachings in Midrash Tehillim that are supported by all the manuscripts.

---

104 David is given a double portion of kingship; in this world and in the world to come, see 5.4 and 18.27. God shows His face to David in 17.5. Other instances are present in 18.2, 18.28, 18.30, 22.28, 58.1. In 83.3 is reported that David cursed Edom and the ten nations. Verses 14-18 of Psalm 83 are to be regarded as the curses David uttered against them.

105 24.10

106 18.7, 36.1, 56.1, 56.2, 92.9

107 Twice in 41.7, 58.2

108 12.2

109 26.5, 50.3, 39.5

110 18.11, 19.13, 25.2, 68.5 and 71.4

111 There is one other occasion where Rome and Constantinople are mentioned together. In 9.8 they form part of a group of heathen cities whereof the remains still existed, while Jerusalem was utterly destroyed. This derasha contains some difficulties and unlike 60.3 it does not speak of two capitals at the same time.

112 21.1, 60.3, 87.6

113 90.12
In the additions of Parma and Cambridge references\textsuperscript{114} to Aramaic translations, and in one instance clearly to Targum Ongelo\textsuperscript{115}, are found. This suggests an affinity within Parma and Cambridge with the Targumim. Though many of the additions have no parallels, some of this extra material is inspired by earlier sources, especially Talmud Jerushalmi and the Mishnah.

The vast majority of additions found in 'the other manuscripts' are only found in Florence Vatican 81, Trinity College Cambridge and after 17.9 also in Frankfurt. At times these readings are also present in the first editions or in the Yalkut. All sorts of topics are addressed, including the situation of Esther\textsuperscript{116} and former redemptions by the hand of human beings that were followed by new servitudes that are contrasted with the redemption by God\textsuperscript{117}. Buber mentions sources for approximately half of them, they range from Talmud Bavli, Sifre, Tanchuma to Midrash Samuel.

About forty additions are found in all the other manuscripts. There are two features that stand out: some additions are also found earlier in Midrash Tehillim and the additions found in the comments on Psalm 90 and onwards are often paralleled by the Pirqei de Rabbi Eliezer. For the ones in 92, the Psalm praising the Sabbath, there is a link to pisqa’ot 18, 19 and 20. Another pisqa that regularly offers parallels is 35, which appears in 90.10, 91.6 and 91.7. The other pisqa’ot seem to have no common factor\textsuperscript{118}. Only in one or two occasions\textsuperscript{119}, errors by a copyist seem to have caused the absence of an explanation in Parma.

\textbf{3.3.3 Implications}

The vast majority of the material of Midrash Tehillim is represented by all the manuscripts. This suggests that there was a kernel wherewith everything started. One can assume the existence of a so-called Urtext, in the sense of a kernel, not in the sense of one document wherewith everything started, to which the manuscripts somehow can be linked. Midrash Tehillim had not reached its final phase yet, which can be deduced from the existence of duplicates\textsuperscript{120} and also the differences between the families of manuscripts point towards its fluidity. The problem is that we do not know into which direction the kernel moved. It most likely moved into several directions. The shortest branch used a collection of material that can be identified as the rather late Pirqei de Rabbi Eliezer\textsuperscript{121} (Vatican 76, Paris), then there is the longer branch that used

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{114} 56.2, 60.2, 76.3 and 77.1. Other instances are also present in the other manuscripts are 18.36, 48.5 and 81.7.
  \item \textsuperscript{115} 110.2
  \item \textsuperscript{116} 22.7, where is described how the people who surrounded Esther were dividing her belongings before she went to see Ahasverus. 22.32 on how Haman's wealth was divided.
  \item \textsuperscript{117} See 50.3
  \item \textsuperscript{118} in 90.18 pisqa 31 is used, in 93.5 pisqa 5, in 112.2 pisqa 29 and in 114.8 it is pisqa 42.
  \item \textsuperscript{119} Certainly in 2.3 where there is a case of parablepsis.
  \item \textsuperscript{120} For example the teaching that the Torah preceded the creation is found in 72.6, 90.12 and 93.3. Only the teaching in 90.12 is an addition found in Parma and Cambridge.
  \item \textsuperscript{121} That itself is somewhat problematic because it looks incomplete.
\end{itemize}
a number of sources and also had 'fresh' material and thirdly there is the longest branch that is interested in the theme of redemption, which was already present in the kernel, and uses Talmud Jerushalmi and other early sources (Parma and Cambridge). Buber's second list gives the extra material found in the family of Florence, as well as the extra material found in the Vatican 76 family. At times material is found in both families, which suggests that there either the family of Florence and the Vatican 76 family had a common source they used, that the family of Parma did not have or did not use, or that one group influenced the other.

The development of the manuscripts may have been like this:

The reader should be aware of the fact that the method of editing Buber chose, taking one manuscript as base text, has at least two side-effects. First of all it determines the, initial, perception one has of a work. If for example the Florence manuscript would have served as base text, one would be tempted to regard all what Parma and Cambridge have as 'late and superfluous'. And secondly, one would probably have a different opinion about the content of Midrash Tehillim and its originality.
4 The “sources” of Midrash Tehillim

4.1 The question of “sources”

One of the unsolved issues of the study of Midrash and Targum is the question how to deal with the presence of parallels. Another question closely connected to this is how one can determine what the “sources” that a given Midrash or Targum used are. When speaking of sources one presupposes the availability of finished literary works. As we already concluded for Midrash Tehillim, and as is witnessed by the manuscripts for other Rabbinic works as well, this assumption is incorrect. Rabbinic works were in a fluid state. This is not only the case for later Midrashim, but also for the Mishnah and the Talmud which were recreated during the process of copying. But even if it is possible to detect a dependency between one Rabbinic text and another, it is almost impossible to prove that the receiving Rabbinic text used that particular parallel. In the description of the parallels we saw that two families of manuscripts had material that is paralleled in the Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer, but did both families use the Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer or perhaps a source of Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer, or perhaps it is even more complicated if for example one tradition was handed down in writing, while another tradition was transmitted orally. In case there are a number of parallels, it is almost impossible to determine dependency. In that case “the best we can do is to collect the attestations of a given aggadah, compare and contrast them, and try to work out some sort of tradition history”.

Let us now look at what Buber has to say about our present question. In his introduction Buber has included a list of works that he considered as having served as source for Midrash Tehillim. He also lists works that in his opinion have drawn upon Midrash Tehillim. In the first list he mentions the Mishnah, Tosefta, Mechilta, Sifre to Deuteronomy, Talmud Jerushalmi, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana, Tanchuma, Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer and Targum Onqelos. This list seems very reasonable. What stand out are the many instances in which the Talmud Jerushalmi and the Pesiqta de Rav Kahana are used. Although there are some derashot in which the Talmud Bavli forms a source, the dominating Talmud is that of Palestine. This hints at a preference for Palestinian works.

Buber’s second list is unreliable because Buber assumes that all these Midrashic works are younger than Midrash Tehillim and that they all use Midrash Tehillim. The Midrashim Buber mentions are: Exodus Rabbah, Leviticus Rabbah, Deuteronomy Rabbah, Song of Songs Rabbah, Ruth Rabbah, Midrash Lamentations Rabbah, Ecclesiastes Rabbah, Esther Rabbah, Midrash Samuel and Pesiqta Rabbati. The present state of knowledge regarding these Midrashim is that they may be younger than Buber claims. Lamentations Rabbah is to be dated around 500 CE and Leviticus

123 Idem.
124 Starting on p. 10 of the Introduction.
125 Buber’s examples start with Midrash Tehillim 91, so this may be found in all the manuscripts except for Parma and Cambridge.
126 Starting on p. 54 of the Introduction.
Rabbah is even to be dated around 450 CE. Thus we can argue that Buber's source theory is highly unlikely. It seems best to consider these Midrashim as parallels for the moment. We should take into account that the Midrashim that are mentioned may still have been 'in progress' and had not yet been given their final form.\[^{127}\]

Outside the Rabbinic corpus, there are the later commentators who have used Midrash Tehillim in their works. The earliest person to refer to Midrash Tehillim is probably the North-African Nissim ben Jacob ben Nissim ibn Shahin (990-1062). Other people who quoted Midrash Tehillim are the Spanish Isaac ben Rabbi ibn Ghiyyat (1038-1089), Nathan ben Jehiel of Rome (1035-1110) and Rashi (1040-1105).

### 4.2 Midrash Tehillim and the Yalkut Shim'on

Some passages that are present in Midrash Tehillim appear in the anthology Yalkut Shim'on that is usually dated to the twelfth or thirteenth century. Thus we have, together with Aggadat Bere'shit, two other commentaries on the Psalms. The Yalkut has used over fifty works\[^{128}\] and sometimes confuses one work with another\[^{129}\] either referring to Midrash Tehillim while the source was another work or referring to another work where Midrash Tehillim should have been mentioned. The manuscripts the author of the Yalkut used were not always of a good quality\[^{130}\] which has resulted in conjectures and in combinations with other sources. Also the manuscripts of the Yalkut itself are somewhat problematic. Only the Oxford manuscript covers a large part of the Yalkut and the other manuscripts are so fragmentary that even when combined they do not cover the entire Yalkut.

The Yalkut does have derashot on Psalms 119-150. It heavily draws on other sources for these derashot, among others on Genesis Rabbah, Tanchuma, Talmud Bavli Berachot, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana and Pesiqta Rabbati, the Mechilta and to a lesser extent it uses the Talmud Jerushalmi. Further research is needed to establish the origin of the remaining material that the Yalkut has on these Psalms.

In half of the cases there is no parallel to a derasha of Midrash Tehillim in the Yalkut, neither in the section on that particular Psalm, nor in the comment on the verse that acted as remote verse in Midrash Tehillim. In the majority of these passages, the introduction formula נְנֵר and/or the remote verse are missing. At first sight this may appear to be a result of the anthological character of the Yalkut; for the sake of brevity some passages were reduced in length. However, in a few instances there was an opportunity to preserve the petichah form of the passages without adding much, but for some reason the parallel deviates near the end. The parallel on 90.6, Yalkut Psalms

---

\[^{127}\] Or as Alexander remarks 'Rabbinic tradition seems to have been in a very fluid state in late antiquity' and 'Rabbinic tradition in late antiquity was transmitted not only through written texts, but also orally, through preaching in synagogue and through study and debate in schools. This mixture of oral and written media complicates the problem of literary dependence and in many cases makes it insoluble.' Targum Canticles, Introduction, p. 39

\[^{128}\] Stemberger, Talmud and Midrash, p. 351.

\[^{129}\] See Buber's Introduction p. 61.

\[^{130}\] Stemberger calls them 'defective', idem as note 128.
841, misses at the end the reference to Psalm 90, which consists of only five words. The passage seemed to be prepared for a petichah because נְפֶשׁ and the remote verse are present at the beginning. Another example is Yalkut Proverbs 625, which forms a parallel to 3.1, where only רֶסֶד was needed in order to preserve the petichah. The Yalkut refers in the section on the Psalms to Midrash Tehillim as מֵדְרֶשׁ מִדְרֶשׁ, in other parts where Midrash Tehillim served as main source it says מֵדְרֶשׁ כֶּבֶד.

In the cases where the Yalkut did have a parallel for the passages examined there is no common factor to be discerned. Sometimes the text is quite close to what Buber offers. In other instances the content of the Yalkut differs because it follows one of the parallels or because it combines a parallel with what is present in Midrash Tehillim. The Yalkut does not reproduce one of the manuscripts, but seems to have found a balance of these, mixed at times with its own inventions. Such a mixture is for example found in Psalms 635, which forms a parallel to Midrash Tehillim 6.5. In the beginning it does not have Rabbi's dictum, which is also not present in Florence and Paris. The hours the sick man is waiting which are mentioned are: four, five, six and then ten. None of the manuscripts have this, the closest are Parma and Cambridge that mention all hours between four and ten. Cambridge has some specific words in common with all the other manuscripts, besides Parma, so it is hard to tell what the Yalkut follows in the rest of the mashal. Paris and Florence are not identical to the Yalkut because they both speak of האצור והתרשל, Florence does not use the word אצור and that is present in Paris and in the Yalkut and there are other small differences between the Yalkut, Florence and Paris. In its application the Yalkut clearly follows Florence, Vatican 76 and 81, Trinity College Cambridge and Paris, which connect the mashal to David. In Psalms 679, which has a parallel to 20.1, the Yalkut displays some errors which also occur in Florence, yet it does not follow this manuscript entirely and it shows similarities with the other manuscripts as well.

4.3 Midrash Tehillim and Aggadat Bere’shit
Aggadat Bere’shit, a late Midrash, is the second source that provides comments on some of the Psalms. This work has a remarkable, recurring structure: first there is a comment on Genesis, followed by a comment on a part from the Prophets and then there is a section on the Writings. The way this Midrash is built up, suggests a link to a reading cycle. The unity of Scripture is demonstrated by this special structure. The passages from Genesis are following the biblical order. The Psalms play a dominant role, they are not presented in biblical order, but are usually clustered in groups that begin with the same Psalm verse, which is often the first or second verse of a Psalm.

---

131 Other instances are found in Yalkut Psalms 767, parallel to 54.1, Yalkut Psalms 777, a much shorter version of 59.1, Yalkut Psalms 728, parallel to 37.1.
132 Examples hereof can be found in 10.2 where the Yalkut follows Pesiqta Rabbati 31, 11.4 where the Yalkut three times follows Genesis Rabbah (Wilna) or 17.9 that is based on Pesiqta Rabbati 41.
133 See Yalkut Psalms 652 where TB Sanhedrin 107A is combined with Midrash Tehillim 11.1.
Aggadat Bere’shit also employs נֵרָשִׁיר as an introduction to a petichah, although the other two uses that are also present in Midrash Tehillim occur here as well. There is not a single petichah that occurs in both works. The remote verses that are brought forward in Aggadat Bere’shit are not used in any of the petichot in Midrash Tehillim. Only one remote verse of Aggadat Bere’shit appears in Midrash Tehillim 1-118, but only as proof in a regular passage. This might suggest that besides ניאסר, there are no similarities between the two texts. There is however a passage in Aggadat Bere’shit that certainly indicates a shared tradition or even dependence. Three petichot in Midrash Tehillim share the same remote verse, the passages are: 17.1, 90.1 and 102.1. Proverbs 15.8 is the remote verse in these passages and it is also found in connection with Psalm 17.1 in Aggadat Bere’shit 6.1. The link between the Psalm verse and Proverbs 15.8 is in all cases that Proverbs 15.8 contrasts the abominable sacrifice of the wicked to the desired prayer of the upright. In all the Psalms in question the word נֵהוָנ ‘prayer’ is present, which is also present in Proverbs 15.8. There are two other Psalms that contain the word נֵהוָנ, Psalm 86 and 142. The comments on Psalm 86 and 142 in Midrash Tehillim do not contain a petichah, both these Psalms are not commented on in Aggadat Bere’shit. The first two passages in Midrash Tehillim identify Balaam as the wicked one whose sacrifice the Lord rejects. In 17.1 this scene is cast into a dialogue in which Balaam tries to persuade God to accept his sacrifice, while referring to the book of Job as proof for the fact that God delights in sacrifices. The Lord declines his interpretation and calls him wicked. In 90.1 we find a monologue by God directed to Balaam. Here is stated that God does have pleasure in the humble sacrifice of sifted flour, but that He does not accept a sacrifice from the wicked. In the end of the passage, a prayer by Israel, who are called righteous, is mentioned. In the last passage, 102.1, the style of comment is different. It does not show a protagonist and an antagonist, but contains ‘plain exegesis’. The sacrifice of the wicked is mentioned in the beginning of 102.1, but then the focus turns towards David who at times calls himself David (17.1) and at times ‘afflicted’ (102.1), by cleverly reinterpreting Psalm 102.1 it is shown that delaying prayer can result in poverty: one should not offer sacrifices, but pray to God without any postponing. The passage in Aggadat Bere’shit on Psalm 17.1 is aware of the two other Psalms that contain נֵהוָנ, however it neglects Psalms 86 and 142. The comment does not linger on the question who can be identified as a wicked person, but it wants to know to whom the prayer of the upright belongs. The answer that is given is: Moses (Psalm 90) David (Psalm 17.1) and the Messiah, who is identified as the afflicted one in Psalm 102. David is then singled out because he is the one who prays with skill since he first asks for a small thing and then for a difficult thing. The tradition about these three Psalms is present in the two Midrashim, and in both Midrashim Proverbs 15.8 plays an important role in the interpretation. The explanations that are given differ, this is even the case in Midrash Tehillim where two passages do share the same theme.

---

134 See 6.4.1.3
4.4 Midrash Tehillim and the Pesiqta Rabbati

The date and place of composition of Pesiqta Rabbati is still much debated. A number of people considered the remark that 777 years has passed since the destruction of the Temple to be an important clue to the date of the work that should have reached completion in the year 845 CE. The problem with this remark is that it probably is a gloss that has been inserted by a later reader and therefore provides no relevant information regarding Pesiqta Rabbati other than giving the date ante quem.

Pisqa’ot 31 and 41 are quite important for our study because they contain parallels to no less than three redemptive meshalim in Midrash Tehillim. The majority of the parallels on the selected derashot do not present the actual mashal, but usually have something in common with another element of the derasha. The Pesiqta Rabbati takes in a special position, not only because of the number of parallels to the redemptive meshalim, but also because the two pisqa’ot both belong to one source in Pesiqta Rabbati which contains more parallels to other passages in Midrash Tehillim. These two reasons make it worthwhile to look into this particular part of Pesiqta Rabbati in more detail and to see whether Pesiqta Rabbati and Midrash Tehillim have more in common. There are at least five sources for the Pesiqta Rabbati135, pisqa’ot 30-47 belong to the so-called Yelamdenu Rabbenu source, which has not been dated yet. The pisqa’ot of this source can be divided into two groups: 30-37 are connected to the seven Sabbaths of comfort that follow the Ninth of Ab and 38-47 offer discourses from Rosh haShanah to Yom Kippur136. In a considerable number of these pisqa’ot the Messiah plays an important role. His name is Ephraim, the Messiah who is usually associated with suffering. According to pisqa 36 Ephraim, who is called מְשׁוֹחַ יְדֵיקֶק, has been put away under God’s throne of glory where he suffers because of the sins the souls that belong to Israel have committed or will commit. In this particular pisqa God is also said to be in pain since the moment Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the first Temple. In pisqa 37 there seems to be a combination of the idea that Ephraim suffers for Israel’s sins and the conception that he was in prison137. The Lord will give Ephraim protection and he will receive rewards for his suffering. There is a role for Ephraim in the time when the redemption comes, he proclaims the עִנּיִים יִמּוֹן and he will make the exiled Israelites return to Zion. In one occasion Ephraim is called יָנוּאֵל מֶלךְ מְשׁוֹזִי, but in the other pisqa’ot it is God from whom redemption is expected. Another element that stands out in this group of pisqa’ot are the Mourners for Zion, יָנוּאֵל יְזָרָה. They are beseeching God for mercy and deliverance and pray for the coming of the Messiah, even though this will bring about troubles139. The Mourners for Zion were in great distress and they are scorned by those who did not wait for the Messiah and God’s kingship. These two themes, a Messiah who is involved in Israel’s redemption and a group of people who are desperately awaiting the redemption, might also be of interest for Midrash Tehillim. Yet there is no trace of the Mourners for Zion in Midrash

135 Stemberger, Talmud and Midrash, p. 299.
137 See pisqa 34.
138 Pisqa 33.
139 Pisqa 34.
Tehillim, nor of such messianic expectations. Apart from the three parallels the Pesiqta Rabbati and Midrash Tehillim have different thoughts on redemption.

Besides the parallels that are quoted and treated below, there are many other parallels between Midrash Tehillim and Pesiqta Rabbati. This varies from the use of the phrase רְבַע הַדָּעָה that is used in Pesiqta Rabbati to complete a derashot. A very clear example hereof is present in pisqa 32 that after quoting Psalm 4.3-4 tells how David's glory was put into shame. This is also present in Midrash Tehillim 87.1, 87.2 and 87.3 are found. The ma'aseh in 87.2, on Rabbi Jochanan and the gem is only witnessed by Pesiqta Rabbati, Midrash Tehillim and the Yalkut. Another example is pisqa 39 that quotes Psalm 81.1-2 as haftarah. The mashal on the king who consults his three friends concerning the building site for his palace is also present in Midrash Tehillim 81.2. There are also parallels to Midrash Tehillim outside the Yelamdenu-source.

One of the major differences with Midrash Tehillim is the pace with which the comments are made. Midrash Tehillim runs quickly through themes and topics, while Pesiqta Rabbati does not shift that much in its comments. This has of course to do with the fact that it concentrates on a particular occasion with a haftarah. However, it does not automatically imply a coherent structure.

4.5 Midrash Tehillim and the Targum of Psalms

As its name suggests, this Targum is dealing with the same basis material as Midrash Tehillim. While quite unusual for a Targum on the Writings, the Targum of Psalms offers a rather literal translation, similar to that of the Targumim of the Pentateuch that consist of a base-translation with detachable glosses. Its Aramaic shows an admixture of eastern, western and Onqelos-Jonathan Aramaic and it is probably from the eighth-nineth centuries C.E.

The relation between Midrashic and Targumic material is a delicate matter. The cultural hierarchy, Midrash is ranked higher than Targum, may tempt one to assume that in this case Midrash Tehillim is older than the Targum of Psalms. The translator and commentator of this Targum, D.M. Stec, observes that 'several of the midrashic and aggadic additions of TgPss as compared with MT have parallels in Midrash Tehillim. This could mean that TgPss is later than Midr.Teh., or it could suggest that the two works draw upon a common body of later aggadic traditions.' An important aspect is the extent to which these parallels are truly parallels and if their number is

---

140 See Buber's Introduction p.p. 59 and 60.
143 Idem, p. 12. The Targum of Canticles has a similar dialect which Alexander dates to the eighth-nineth centuries C.E.
significant. First of all the number of parallels, twentyseven, that Stec gives\textsuperscript{145} is quite small, and this number turns out to be even smaller because three of them belong to the problematic second part of Midrash Tehillim for which there are other parallels\textsuperscript{146}. Secondly, Stec's list with other parallels, i.e. besides Midrash Tehillim, is not exhaustive and it seems to me that there are at times more likely parallels, or perhaps even sources, than Midrash Tehillim. For example the explanation found in Talmud Bavli Berachot 64b may have influenced the Targum's rendering of Psalm 84. Stec's point about a common source that provided material for Midrash Tehillim and the Targum of Songs has to be considered as an option.

\textsuperscript{145} Op. Cit., p. 251.
\textsuperscript{146} For 122.4 the parallel, or probably source, is Mishnah Ta'anit 5 and in 137.5 Pesiqta Rabbati 31 forms a parallel that also has the same verb 'to cut off', נטף, while Midrash Tehillim has נמי.
5 Date, origin and author of Midrash Tehillim

There is a lot of uncertainty about the background of Midrash Tehillim. At the end of the nineteenth century there was a lively discussion between Buber and Zunz. In the *Gottesdienstliche Vorträge* Zunz argued that Midrash Tehillim has to be situated in Southern Italy at the end of the ninth century. Zunz's argument for Italy is based on 9.8 where important rulers are said to have built cities that are named after them. The verse commented on is Psalm 9.7 in which a contrast is detected between the enemy who has come to an end while the ruins of its cities will be forever and Israel. This has to be seen in the light of Jerusalem and the Temple that had suffered greatly from the Destruction in 70 CE. After the lemma has been quoted, the text mentions the names of people who have died, but whose cities are still there: Constantine, Antioch, Romulus and Alexander. The reading of two of these cities, סקפיא פלא and סקיפיא פלא, is the subject of a discussion. Zunz maintains the words סקפיא פלא and סקריא פלא and believes that they are references to two regions in Italy, namely Apulia and Sicily. This assumption is somewhat problematic. There are no traditions about a certain 'Apulius' or 'Sicilius' who have founded these two regions. Besides that Zunz does not account for the fact why the other topographic names refer to cities and not to regions as he claims to be the case. Thirdly, why would these two rather unknown 'rulers' be mentioned in the same breath as the legendary Alexander the Great? Buber suggests to adjust the names and read 'Philippus built Philippi' and 'Seleucus built Seleucia' instead. Though the impact of the second ruler, Seleucus, who built a city in Syria, is known, the reason why Philippus should be mentioned is not explained by Buber. Therefore his solution does not provide all the required answers.

In the beginning of 6.2 we find a list of four exiles which took place in eight kingdoms. The seventh kingdom that is mentioned is Ishmael, which Zunz regards as evidence of the fact that the composer lived during Muslim rule. Buber thinks that it rather points to the Arabs. When one looks at the context of this seventh kingdom it strikes one that the kingdoms are mentioned in pairs, thus Media and Persia form a pair and likewise Ishmael and Edom (Rome). The only reason why the exiles are said to have taken place during eight kingdoms is to focus on the eighth kingdom, an explanation of בדמ in the Psalm verse, the Roman Empire. One may conclude that the darshan did not intend to give Ishmael a particular position because it just functions as 'part of a pair'. If this is indeed the case, this passage can be used neither for Buber's arguments nor for those of Zunz.

A number of assumptions have brought the discussion between Zunz and Buber into a stalemate. The first difference of opinion that should be mentioned concerns the way they deal with the division of the comments into two groups, namely 1-118 and 119-150. According to Buber, Zunz did not take this phenomenon as seriously as he should have and therefore he rendered examples from this second selection as invalid because they are clearly from a later period. I believe that Buber was correct about the implications of this distinction. His second solution to Zunz's arguments is less convincing; almost everything that Zunz calls traits of youth is in Buber's view a later addition by some copyist. A few of the examples of Zunz that would plead for a late date of Midrash Tehillim concentrate on grammatical issues, such as the use of אמרו 'they said' in combination with 'רבני' 'our rabbis' or 'נכבדים' 'wise men' or 'scholars'. There is indeed a difference between אמרו and אמר רבני.
first expression indicates that a quote from the Mishnah or a Talmud will follow. The latter two dictions either paraphrase a Mishnaic or a Talmudic passage\textsuperscript{147}, a Biblical quote\textsuperscript{148}, a text taken from another source\textsuperscript{149} or it concerns a saying for which no source can be found\textsuperscript{150}. A similar tendency is found in the derashot containing מילים מעבר. The majority of these derashot contain a paraphrase\textsuperscript{151} or actual quote\textsuperscript{152} or a reference to another source\textsuperscript{153}. In three cases there was probably no parallel in other sources\textsuperscript{154}. It seems that these expressions certainly had a function in the sense that they 'signalled' that a certain type of quote was going to be inserted into the discourse. Most of the quotes concern the Mishnah or the Talmud and in case of the Talmud the parashiyot containing the quote have to be later than the fifth/sixth century CE.

Midrash Tehillim sometimes imitates Scripture, a feature Zunz calls another sign of lateness. Buber contradicts this by a referral to other, old, Midrashim that also employ a biblical style. In the other cases Zunz claims to have detected sayings that have been taken from other sources as the Talmud Bavli, the Pesiqta de Rav Kahana, Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer and the Tanchuma. Buber argues that the examples are either a late addition, or that the reading is not present in all the manuscripts or that there are too many discrepancies between the text of Midrash Tehillim and the assumed original. In the case of the Pesiqta Rabbati Buber thinks that the process was the reverse of Zunz's opinion: it was the Pesiqta Rabbati that drew upon Midrash Tehillim.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Buber holds to a Palestinian origin and an early date of Midrash Tehillim. He produces the following arguments:

1) Midrash Tehillim makes use of the Mishnah, the Tosefta, Talmud Jerushalmi\textsuperscript{155}, Mechilta, Sifre, Genesis Rabbah, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana, Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer\textsuperscript{156}, Tanchuma and Targum Onqelos. This however only enables us in establishing the terminus a quo, but it does not indicate the final phase of the Midrash.

2) All the Rabbis who are mentioned are Tannaim and Amoraim who lived in Palestine\textsuperscript{157}. There are only a few exceptions to this phenomenon\textsuperscript{158}. The phenomenon of quotes stemming from early Rabbis, does not guarantee an early date. Thus Leviticus Rabbah, Ruth Rabbah and Lamentations Rabbah contain no sayings later

\textsuperscript{147} As is the case in 22.2, 52.2, 57.2, 59.2, 80.1 and 108.1. A real quote can be found in 60.2.
\textsuperscript{148} See 72.4 and 114.2.
\textsuperscript{149} 92.11 quotes Genesis Rabbah (Theodor Albeck) 40.17 and Numbers Rabbah (Wilna) 3.1.
\textsuperscript{150} 52.4, 62.4 and 79.1.
\textsuperscript{151} Paraphrases are found in: 3.3, 6.8, 7.9, 16.1 and 49.3.
\textsuperscript{152} 65.2
\textsuperscript{153} Genesis Rabbah (Wilna only) 65.22
\textsuperscript{154} 11.7, 25.14 and 113.3
\textsuperscript{155} On pages 11-13 of his introduction, Buber mentions 117 sayings for which the Jerushalmi was the source.
\textsuperscript{156} Although these sayings cannot be found in manuscripts Parma and Cambridge, nor were they in the notes of Provencali.
\textsuperscript{157} See p. 4 of Buber's introduction.
\textsuperscript{158} Braude has made a list of the deviation from this state of affairs, see note 3 on p. 12 of the introduction.
than the Amoraic times and they are not later than the fifth or sixth century\textsuperscript{159}, but Midrash Samuel, that quotes only early Rabbis, is presumably from the tenth century. However, one has to be aware of the possibility that the anonymous saying may originate from a later period. Later editors may have used the advantage of anonymity to include their own opinions.

3) Another element Buber mentions is the language of Midrash Tehillim\textsuperscript{160}. It contains many Greek and Latin loanwords and also contains Aramaic passages that can suddenly turn up in the middle of a derasha. The Latin words can also have been inserted in a later period, which is less likely for the Greek loanwords and the parts in Aramaic, unless it is a technique that is used to feign authenticity.

4) The style and mode of the derashot are according to Buber also typically Palestinian\textsuperscript{161}. Unfortunately he does not reveal what kind of features he had in mind, therefore it is impossible to comment on this statement.

5) Another unclear argument is that it appears to bear a Palestinian imprint, but once again Buber does not explain how he came to this conclusion and what elements met the requirements of his definition. He probably thought of language and the way in which the derashot were arranged, but he does not describe this.

The German translator A. Wünsche concurs with Buber's conclusions in his introduction to Midrash Tehillim. He too believes that Zunz’s examples are additions made by later redactors\textsuperscript{162}. Wünsche agrees with Buber that there was more than one editor and Midrash Tehillim slowly grew to the corpus we now have. As examples of stories that occur in more than one derasha Wünsche mentions: 7.6 and 18.3 about the five angels of punishment\textsuperscript{163}, 18.25 and 95.3 which is not a real case since 95.3 speaks about God being tried and 18.25 is about the ten trials of Abraham. Furthermore he mentions 18.26 and 103.2 where is shown that a human artist is very much unlike God, 27.7 and 94.5, 56.4 and 100.4 and 91.6 and its parallel in 104.3.

There are quite a few doublets or explanations that have a parallel within Midrash Tehillim be it with some differences in focus or in length. Thus there is a tradition attributed to Rabbi Abbahu stating that the salvation of Israel is also the salvation of the Lord. This tradition is found in Midrash Tehillim 9.14, 13.4 and 91.16. Another doublet concerns the description of troubles being so enormous that Israel nearly drowns in them. In 10.6 there is a short comparison to a man drowning, but in 17.9 there is a mashal about a man and his son who want to cross a river, but a wave rises up and intends to drown the son. This mashal tells about Israel that needs the helping hand of God when the kingdoms rise. In both cases the call for help is voiced by Psalm 10.6. These doublets may suggest that the Midrash waxed over a larger period and that

\textsuperscript{160} Introduction p. 4.
\textsuperscript{161} Introduction p. 4. There is no such thing as a Babylonian type of Midrash, so this argument could be applied to any Midrash.
\textsuperscript{162} Wünsche, A., \textit{Midrasch Tehillim}, Trier, 1892, Introduction p. 5.
\textsuperscript{163} 7.6 contains the larger explanation where the five angels of punishment are mentioned by name.
certain marks of this growth have not been ‘corrected’ by editors. Another possibility is that they are just another take on the subject, used to stress elements that are important in more than one case.

The opinions of Zunz and Buber have been criticised since the nineteenth century. Thus Ch. Albeck argues for a later date than Buber did because Midrash Tehillim used Palestinian Midrashim that are later than the ones Buber mentioned in chapter 4. This has to be determined for every single case. Albeck believes that the form and terminology of the most often anonymous proems show signs of deterioration and defectiveness. This poses a fundamental question: what does the ideal typical proem look like and are traces of imperfection really signs of lateness, perhaps the ‘perfect proem’ could only be achieved after a long period in which the perfect form had to be slowly developed, causing the proems of that time to be ‘imperfect’. Albeck also suspects that there were several collections of midrashim on the Psalms, as has been discussed above. It may very well be possible that proems were not the main concern of a certain collection, which happened to be the one Albeck took the deficient proems from.

Another point Albeck made, was that in Midrash Tehillim ‘wrong’ interpretations of lemmata can be found. Perhaps this phenomenon might in part be explained by the article by Rabinowitz in which he indicates that some of the explanations which at first sight seem farfetched can be understood when seen in the light of a triennial reading cycle. Thus the combination of a Psalm verse with a remote verse can be explained by means of lists of reading portions in which the Psalm and the other chapter are read together on a particular sabbath in the cycle. There are some disadvantages to this assumption, first of all the list Rabinowitz gives, is not complete. The second problem is that there probably did exist a reading cycle of three or three and a half years, but this lectionary was subjected to local customs and could be changed if convenient. J. Heinemann makes this clear in his article 'The triennial Lectionary Cycle', in which he also supposes a kind of eclectic use of the haftarot, which could also be the case for the several parts from the Writings. Besides that it can be argued that not only the Psalms, but also other books from the Writings could have been introduced into the lectionary. Thus we have to be very careful especially because we are dealing with different collections of Midrashim, which can originate from different regions, having different lectionaries.

---

164 The words ‘proem’ and ‘petichah’ refer to the same homiletical form. There has been some disagreement on which of the two words should be used. Ch. Albeck, J. Heinemann and M. Bregman call this form proem, which almost infuriated A. Goldberg because the name proem suggests that it is an independent sermon which preceded the reading of the Torah. Goldberg, Arnold, ‘Versuch über die hermeneutische Präsupposition’, p. 1.

165 It should be noted that this is only a suggestion, I cannot sustain it with evidence since it is not part of my research and I have therefore not dealt with it.


Braude’s introduction partly returns to the question of the date and origin of Midrash Tehillim. Braude supposes that the period of development begun in the third century and was completed in the thirteenth century. The third century is probably chosen because in Genesis Rabbah and Talmud Jerushalmi168 is told how the third century Rabbi Judah was reading in a collection called ‘Aggadah de Tellim’. In choosing the thirteenth century as closing date for Midrash Tehillim, Braude follows Buber’s and Aaron Moses Padua’s dating of the second part of Midrash Tehillim169. According to Braude the ‘overwhelming body of Midrash Tehillim goes back to the Talmudic period’, although he does not give any proof. It has also not been made clear what country of origin we have to think of. In Braude’s opinion this presumably was Palestine because of its links to the reading cycle170 and the fact that nearly all Rabbis are of Palestinian origin171.

Elbaura in his article in the Encyclopaedia Judaica mainly describes the different points of view of the scholars mentioned above, without taking a stand of his own. One gets the impression that he agrees with Albeck who argues for a later date than Buber did, although Elbaura admits there is material present that goes back to the third century. Elbaura has some serious doubts concerning the proof that the triennial cycle can explain the content of homilies in Midrash Tehillim. Stemberger also does not hold to Buber’s early dating of Midrash Tehillim, although a definitive date of composition is not given. In agreement with Buber and Braude, Palestine is proposed as the place of origin because of the Rabbis and the nature of the aggadic expositions172.

Neither the approach Buber used, nor the one Zunz advocated have brought us much further. Both project their views and biases onto Midrash Tehillim and thus one can call a certain feature early while the other is convinced that the same phenomenon cannot be but a late feature. Another disadvantage of their approach is that they are concerned mainly about small details, which cannot speak for the whole of the Midrash. Dividing Midrash Tehillim into two parts is indeed a sensible thing to do. The second part is not supported by the manuscripts, the comments are at times taken word for word from the Yalkut and the comments are considerably shorter. A distinctive expression, זְמוֹנ ¶3 V. ‘ז», which will be described in more detail at 6.4.1.3, that is often found in the first part is not used in the second part. Given the dependence of the Yalkut, the thirteenth century most likely was the time when this part was composed. However, this still does not explain why the manuscripts, some of

---

169 Padua wrote a commentary on Midrash Tehillim that was published in the Warsaw edition of 1865.
170 Braude refers to this lectionary on p.p. 21-22 and p.p. 31-32.
172 Stemberger, Talmud and Midrash, p. 323.
which were dated in the sixteenth century, do not have it. The first part is considerably older and I concur with Zunz, Albeck and Braude who advocate a late date for finalisation. In my view there is no convincing evidence that Midrash Tehillim was composed in Southern Italy. With the current state of research a Palestinian origin is likely, though a different origin cannot be ruled out beforehand.
6 Structuring elements in Midrash Tehillim

6.1 The base-text

Midrash Tehillim is an exegetical Midrash that is centered around the Book of Psalms. The Psalms provide structure to Midrash Tehillim in a number of ways. The intent must have been to offer a commentary from Psalm 1 through Psalm 150; i.e. every Psalm of this Biblical book would be taken into account. Within the Psalms a subdivision into five books can be discerned and this structuring element has also been adopted. The Psalms are given in the biblical order and no Psalm has been left out. Also within the commentaries on an individual Psalm the Biblical order of the verses is maintained to a large extent. This lemmatic approach can be found throughout the Midrash. Even the comments that do not address a Psalm verse directly, such as 22.12 that begins with Songs of Songs 6.10, display this lemmatic approach.

All the manuscripts display a systematic commentary on the Psalms in the sense that the comments follow the order of the Psalms as given in the Bible and that every Psalm is treated. One would have expected that the Manuscripts would have offered comments on all the Psalms, which for an unknown reason is not the case. Also the division of the Psalms into five books has been preserved in Midrash Tehillim. This is done in two ways, the first being a literal division which is reflected by the Manuscripts. At the end of a book of Psalms a remark states which book has ended. This may be done by simple stating ‘end of the fourth section’ (Parma), or ‘the fourth section has been completed’ (Vatican 81). Cambridge does not only mention the end of the fourth section, but also counts the number of parashiyot (פרושים) and marks the start of the next book (פרק). The knowledge and acceptance of this division is linked to the Davidic authorship, which constitutes a second way of preserving the five books. David was not of an impeccable reputation and this may influence the way the Psalms were looked upon. It seems only logical that the first book defends David on several occasions and he, the writer of five books of Psalms, is compared to Moses who wrote the five books of the Torah. The equating of David to Moses has two effects. First of all is confirmed that the Psalms are a legitimate object of study. The second effect is that David gains authority. This is not only done for the sake of the Psalms, but also for the statements he makes as ‘(implied) interpreter’ within Midrash Tehillim. In a number of petichot David’s motives for composing a Psalm are given. These explanations include David’s own time and situation as well as those of his people Israel in later times. David is at times also portrayed as an intercessor for Israel, in fact another feature he has in common with Moses, and also for this purpose it is important that David is authoritative.

The third structuring element is that of the Psalms, each Psalm with its commentaries forms a ‘chapter’. Within these chapters we find smaller units, which are already present in the manuscripts. The boundaries between these units, by Buber identified with \( \cdot \cdot \cdot \) etc., are artificial and it is sometimes better to read two or more of these units.

\(^{173}\) See 6.4.1.3.
together because they are connected\textsuperscript{174}. Such a unit will begin with the quotation of the lemma, in the first unit this usually is the first verse of the Psalm, which makes the darshan dependent upon this verse. This lemma is then followed by one or more comments. Typically only the first verses of a Psalm are commented on\textsuperscript{175}, but sometimes verses from the middle or from the end of a Psalm occur as well. For example in the comments on Psalm 94 verses 1, 13, 15, 16 and 23 are addressed. In nine instances a verse, usually the first verse, is repeated in one of the last passages on that particular Psalm so that the beginning and the end of the passages comment on the same verse. This phenomenon occurs in 4.13, 7.13, 8.8, 9.17, 10.8, 16.13, 30.6, 39.3 and 110.1. At times the lemma is not repeated at the beginning of a passage that deals with the same lemma, in that case it is introduced by דב רז הנח 'another case / explanation' that is also often found within a passage to introduce another opinion. This occurs for example in 27.2, 31.2, 31.3, 45.3 and 59.2.

As is customary in Midrash, the comments and opinions are illustrated or demonstrated by Scriptural verses that can be introduced by several formula's such as כי כותב וכותה and כי as has been said' and by the abbreviation דִּבְרֵי יָהּ דִּבְרֵי 'it is this what Scripture says'. The statements are at times attributed to Rabbinic authorities, mostly Palestinian. There is also a large group of anonymous statements and in this case the question concerning their origin arises. Is this perhaps the redactor(s) who gave shape to the collection(s) of derashot, or do they form part of a tradition and did they just happen to be anonymous or are we dealing with a combination of these two possibilities?

6.2 The language

Midrash Tehillim is mainly written in Rabbinic Hebrew\textsuperscript{176}. A typical feature is using the final mem and nun interchangeably, which can even stand side by side as כותב וכותב וכותב כותב (19.7) and כותב וכותב כותב כותב (22.4). In the first example another feature can be detected, namely the frequent use of as conjunction which is found in almost every unit. Also the genetive particle המ is often used, over a 1000 times in Midrash Tehillim it stands on its own but it is also used with a pronominal suffix such as המ as found in Biblical Hebrew is replaced by

\textsuperscript{174} See for example 113 where the passages form an ongoing explanation.

\textsuperscript{175} This is another difference with the Targum on the Psalms which, as a Targum should, comments on each and every verse.

Also the personal pronouns display some shifts; the form נָה is found in Midrash Tehillim, but neither נָה nor נָה prevails. The same holds true for pronouns that occur now and then, but that is mainly substituted by נָה. The interchange between final mem and final nun is also present in the third persons plural that have become נָה or נָה. The object-marker נָה with suffix can have demonstrative value, for example in נָהְוָי that day (25.7, 40.4, 41.4, 46.1, 74.1, 90.3, 96.2, 97.2). The style of Midrash Tehillim’s language can be best described as straightforward, not oversimplified, nor very sophisticated.

In over 100 passages of Midrash Tehillim Aramaic is used. The majority is Late Galilean Aramaic, similar to that of Targum Lamentations and Lamentations Rabbati, which narrows the Aramaic down to the seventh or eight century CE. However, in a few cases the Aramaic is similar to that of the Mishnah, Talmud Bavli and Genesis Rabbah which contain parallels. The majority of the Aramaic in Midrash Tehillim concerns just a few words that appear within a unit that is otherwise written in Hebrew. It can therefore not be compared to a work like Lamentations Rabbah in which Hebrew stands alongside Galilean Aramaic and that often shifts between the two languages. These smaller groups of Aramaic words often concern numbers such as מַעְטִיר in 1.17, 15.1, 16.7, 16.12, 18.8, 19.13, 22.8, 78.11, 78.13, 22.20, 103.7 and מַעְטִיר in 19.14. Also combinations with there is not in 4.8, 7.6 and 30.1 and there is as found in 1.21, 5.11 and 16.1 occur. One sees the question מַעְטִיר what is the argument? used as introduction to the reasoning behind a certain explanation, see for example 16.1, 41.2, 64.1, 101.4 and 103.3. A fourth unifying element is the presence of proverbs or fictional teachings, the clearest example hereof is מַעְטִיר (we notice) life when it is ending, the eye when it is enflamed which occurs in two passages, namely 90.19 and 91.5 which supports its status as proverb. Other examples are found in 1.21, 7.3, 22.20, 28.4, 32.3, 51.2 and 90.17. The last common use of the single Aramaic words is connected to the practice of translating Hebrew Scripture into Aramaic. These instances are introduced by the word מַעְטִיר or a similar expression, as in 18.7, 18.32, 18.34, 48.5, 56.2, 76.3, 77.1, 78.9, 78.12, 81.7 and 106.5.

The larger Aramaic parts bear a narrative character and are mostly cast in ma’asim and fictional stories. These parts are not always fully in Aramaic, see for example the ma’aseh in 11.7 that begins in Aramaic and then switches to Hebrew. The fictional stories can be subdivided into two categories; the entirely fictional story and the story in which biblical figures feature. To the first subcategory belongs the story on Falsehood (שקר) and Vexation (חטאות) that enter Noah’s ark as a pair (7.7). To the second subcategory belong the story about David who is tricked by Satan into the land.

177 Sanz-Badillos, Hebrew language, p. 186.
178 Mishnah Yeabamot 6.2 in 2.1.
179 Sanhedrin 10A in 1.15, Sanhedrin 95A in 18.30, Bava Batra 75A in 97.2, Bava Metsia 5B in 1.22, Gittin 68A in 78.12, Berachot 61A in 25.11.
180 18.1 for Midrash Tehillim 25.11 and 65.2 for 11.7.
181 Stemberger, Midrash and Talmud, p. 285.
of the Philistines (18.30) and Solomon’s search for the Shamir (78.12) and the bat qol that warns Nebuchadnezzar (79.2). The ma’asim address many different topics, for example the disbelief of Rabbi Jochanan’s student who is punished with death (87.2), the poverty of Rabbi Simeon ben Chalafla (92.8), the peace that exist between a lion, a dog and a Ethiopian gnat (104.19). Judge Alexandros is favourable towards a robber who is also named Alexandros (4.3), a matron curses a pious man who returned her lost golden box in Aramaic\(^{182}\) (12.1) and Rabbi Jose wants to console a heretic whose son has died (2.11). Some other ma’asim are on Rabbi Akiva’s daughter in law (59.3), the two nephews who are both going to Gan Eden (11.7), a man who decides to wait for the light of the sun and likewise one should wait for the redemption by God (36.6) and two rabbis who walk in the valley of Arbel and compare the redemption to the dawn (22.13). Except for the mashal on the corpulent man and the ass in 105.11, the other mashalim are not fully in Aramaic. In 20.4 bystanders who try to console a woman in labour speak Aramaic and the mashal in 116.8 shows a king that speaks a few words in Aramaic.

Our Midrash contains quite a few loanwords\(^{183}\) from Greek and Latin. In his Introduction\(^{184}\) Buber lists about 600 foreign words\(^{185}\), of which the majority is Greek. These Greek and Latin loanwords appear on their own, surrounded by Hebrew words and are at times introduced by a remark such as וַיָּשֶׁר 'in the Greek language'. This is often done when the darshan reaches for a Greek or Latin word to explain a (rare) Hebrew word. Thus for example in 77.3 the word וַסַּחֲרָא is explained by means of the Greek word as ἀπεξ of the verb ἀφίημι (to forgive, to pardon). The majority of loanwords is used without further introduction, but the fact that there are variant ways of writing them suggests that they may have become less familiar.

The Latin words can be divided into a few categories: war-related such as scutum (1.4 shield), duces (3.3), legio (5.7), then there is a legal category with words including matron (17.14, 45.5), patron (2.4, 4.3, 55.6, 88.2), quaestionarius (6.3 executioner), scriptor (103.7), quaestor (103.7 ‘seeker of facts’, judge), caesar (93.6) and words referring to Roman culture in general like sebaccus (90.5 tallow-candle), pluma (3.3 pillow), circus (14.3, 18.12). The Greek loanwords can be divided into similar categories. The legal section is quite big and includes words that are to regulate everyday’s life. Here words such as επιτρόπος (24.5 trustee, guardian), συνθηκος (81.6 an advocate), διαθηκη (1.5 testament), δημοσιον (3.3 state property) and συγκλητος (4.4 a summoned council, used for the יֵצֵא are found. Words associated with war are among others άρχων (4.3 ruler, chief) and στράτης (92.12 army). The largest group is formed by words that have not so much in common, such

\(^{182}\) Aramaic is also spoken by Pharaoh in 2.4 and by wicked Rome in 10.6.


\(^{184}\) P. p. 46-53.

\(^{185}\) The list also contains spelling variants, which reduces the number as well.
as στροβύλος (2.16 pine), εἰκόνιον (17.8 an icon), εὐγενής (1.6 well-born), ωνος (104.21 price paid) and σιτωνής (23.4 whole sale provision dealer).

6.3 The exegetical perspective

Most Biblical books have a certain unity both in form and in content. This enables a darshan to use a certain reading strategy for that particular Biblical book. Thus the strategy of filling in the gaps can be applied to large parts of Genesis, and a certain debate style can be used for dealing with the legal aspects of Deuteronomy. The Book of Psalms is a collection of, mostly, independent units. Their diversity in content and form does not allow a darshan to use one single reading strategy for the entire collection of Psalms. However, this does not imply that there is no coherence in the exegesis at all, it just happens in different ways. As argued in 6.1 the darshan is to comment on a Psalm verse, which limits his choices to a great extent. But as it turns out, not every Psalm verse is commented on so here the darshan has the opportunity to make some selection of verses. The darshan is not restricted to give only one explanation per verse, on the contrary, with the words ראה רבד, another explanation can be introduced and this can repeated over and over. Midrash is renowned for its tendency to offer non-literal explanations and for this the darshan has a number of tools wherewith he can tease out interpretations. Here Midrash Tehillim does not differ from other Midrashim and it employs techniques that are typical for the genre of Midrash. There is no progress in the consecutive units in the sense that they culminate in a certain conclusion arrived at after a number of units. Coherence takes place within the units and consists of selection on theme, verbal tallies, and also on form. The derashot can be highly associative and their purpose is not always to draw out a deeper meaning out of the biblical text, or to fill in the gaps. The verses are regarded as a point of departure for an exploration of the context wherein they were uttered, but more often they will generate an exegesis that is only loosely connected to their 'original meaning'.

The impact of the tools the darshan could use differs: for example by casting the comment in the form of a petichah another verse is introduced which can influence the explanation of the lemma from the beginning to the end. This verse taken from elsewhere in Scripture can influence the units following that petichah, as is for example the case in 22.3 where it has become the lemma. Also the practice of back-referencing can change the direction of the comment considerably, see for example 18.25 where Abraham’s ten trials dominate the unit. Then there are tools that can stand on their own and be the entire explanation, but that can also be part of a petichah or a series of comments. The ma’aseh, a story that has the appearance of a

---

186 The first verse is always commented on, the other verses in the beginning of the Psalm are also often treated, but for the second half of the Psalm the darshan seems to have had a great freedom.

187 The remote verse. The petichah will be discussed in greater detail in 6.4.1.
true anecdote\textsuperscript{188}, but that in fact may be entirely artificial like the story in 92.8 that relates how Rabbi Simeon ben Chalafta came across a precious stone that appeared from nowhere, belongs to this type of tool. Also the several types of comparison should be mentioned in this respect. There is for example the comparison introduced by ‘according to the custom of the world’ that has several functions, thus it can explain a certain action (2.15), may compare God to a human person (17.3) or contrast a human’s actions with those of God (5.11). The usually shorter negative comparison consists of the words אלף תכנית (a...of flesh and blood)... (but the Holy One blessed be He). Here the actions of a human, usually a king, are contrasted with those of God. The qal wa-chomer is comparing two situations that are not equal. If for the inferior case can be argued that a certain principle is valid, that principle certainly can be applied to the second, more significant, case. In 31.6 the measure of punishment and the measure of goodness are compared to one another. If the measure of punishment has already sixteen ways in which it smites, the measure of goodness, which is of a different and better quality, will certainly have more than sixteen ways in which it manifests itself. The mashal should also be mentioned here, although it differs in form and function from the other two types of comparison. Its more complicated nature, function and interaction with the lemma will be examined in 6.4.2.

The tools mentioned thus far, with exception of the mashal, display a certain distance to the lemma. Next to these there are exegetical techniques that have more interaction with the lemma. Thus questions can be asked concerning the moment of composition or the intent behind the Psalm. Rabbinic authorities may be quoted, or an explanation on the given lemma may be attributed to a Rabbinic authority. These explanations by tradents are certainly not always restricted to the lemma and may just as well present any kind of exegetical remark. The lemma is at times explained in a deictic way, as in 17.6 where we find several times a quote plus explanation like בֶּלָּה סֶפֶט מַרְמָה וּפוֹקַל עְרֵיבִית. Next to this there are numerous techniques that deal with only a part of the lemma. In the comments on Psalm 6.1, both in 6.1 and 6.2, the number eight, present in the lemma, is taken as a point of departure. In 6.1 Psalm 119.164 has been brought into the picture by the introduction זָרָה מַשָּׁמְרִית, which forces the comment into the direction of the word, שֵׁם, seven. The number seven is then interpreted in a number of ways and at the end of these interpretations the connection to the eighth, that is the eighth commandment, circumcision, given to Abraham, is established. David reflected on the circumcision and decided to dedicate a Psalm to it and does so by allusion\textsuperscript{189}. The fact that Psalm 6 does not praise circumcision is irrelevant. In 6.2 another interpretation of the lemma is given and it is based on a play on the numbers four and eight that are taken to refer to four exiles and eight kingdoms.

\textsuperscript{188} Originally this form was intended to convey a halachic principle, either a ruling by a judge in court or the conduct of a halachic scholar. The exemplary behaviour of such a scholar would be the practical application of a halachah he had received or one he taught himself. In our Midrash the halachic dimension is no longer the main characteristic of a ma'aseh and the form has become an anecdote about a Rabbi or an anonymous person. Parts of the ma'asim found in our Midrash contain Aramaic phrases.

\textsuperscript{189} The remainder of this unit is not present in all the manuscripts. The importance of circumcision is stressed and it is equalled to the study of the Torah.
This anonymous comment uses Daniel 2.32, the description of the image Nebuchadnezzar saw in a dream, to arrive at the number eight. This is done by taking the body parts that come in pairs as a reference to two kingdoms of one exile. Mentioning four of these pairs results in eight kingdoms. The head, breast and the belly of the image are neglected because they cannot be used in the exegesis. This type of explanation is also used regularly in Midrash Tehillim. As one can see, this kind of explanation is not literal and has a somewhat playful character, although the interpretations themselves are very serious. Another reason why a certain verse is quoted is that it contains verbal tallies with the lemma. In 6.7, commenting on Psalm 6.2, the intersecting verses contain words similar to one or more of the words\footnote{Underlined in the quote.} of the lemma. In 6.9 another wordplay can be found on (it consumed) and (moth). This kind of play on cognate roots, also found in 'hero' and 'the current rose' in 17.9, is called paranomasia.

Replacing one or or two consonants like / can change the meaning of a word. At times this introduced by the construction | as is done in 9.1. Similarly a different vocalisation can also be used as an exegetical technique. In 8.1 the word , that at first has to do with an instruction related to the Psalm and that can be translated as 'for the choirmaster', needs to be translated differently at the end of the unit namely as 'to Him who is victorious'. In 8.8 the meaning of also changes into 'to Him who is victorious'. In both passages the words are also modified. In the Psalm verse may have been an instruction to play on the Gittite\footnote{Brown, F., Driver. S., Briggs, C., The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon, Peabody, 2001, p. 388.} (lyre), but in 8.1 and 8.8 it is abbreviated to 'on the winepress', which is then connected to the eschatological image of God punishing the four kingdoms, that is treading upon them like one treads the winepress. Another way of rearranging words is found in the comments on Psalm 9.1 that deal with the words 'concerning the death of the son'. A highly artificial technique is that of the notarikon. This principle uses every letter of a word as the initial letter of another words. The word in 3.3 is used to form the following words: .

Numbers play a role in several ways. A rather evident rule is that a plural always signifies two or more. In 6.6 Psalm 6.11 'all my enemies will be ashamed and they will be very much dismayed (they will return and they will be ashamed suddenly)' is explained while making use of the number two. There are two different explanations, one in the name of 'the Rabbis' and one by Rabbi Joshuah ben Levi. The first comment depicts God as giving the righteous a tour through Gehenna to show them vacant places where they might have ended up if they would not have been involved in doing good deeds. The reverse also happens: God shows the wicked vacant places in Gan Eden. In retrospect one can conclude that this is the shame the wicked will have to face. Rabbi Joshuah ben Levi's approach is based on grammar. The fact that appears twice in this verse is taken to suggest that the
wicked will be confronted with a double curse. In parallel to the first comment on this verse, the reverse is also shown; Israel will be blessed with a double blessing and the verse that illustrates this contains a twofold denial of future shame for Israel. Or in the comment of 62.1 on Isaiah 26.4 where the plural for ‘worlds’ ימי עולם is found the darshan applies this to the present world and the world to come. The gematria, albam and atbash generate artificial meanings and it is clear that the darshan has been manipulating and puzzling in order to reach the desired effect. Gematria is the practice of taking the sum of the numerical value of every letter of a word and using the outcome as a number associated with another entity. In this system א=1, ב=2, and ר=400. The numerical value of the word דב is twentytwo and this can refer to the twentytwo letters of the alphabet. Albam, in itself a mnemonic, replaces the value of the ר with that of the 5 and thus becomes 30, the א takes the value of then and becomes 40 et cetera. Atbash is also based on replacing numerical values, here the ר takes the value of the פ and becomes 400, the א takes the value of the ו and becomes 300. Of these three techniques the gematria is by far the most popular.

6.4 Literary structures

Two literary structures that were mentioned in passing in the previous section deserve more attention because they are commonly used in Midrash Tehillim and because they do not always represent the ‘ideal typical form’. These two structures, the petichah and the mashal, will be discussed in further detail below.

6.4.1 The Petichah

6.4.1.1 Petichot in general

Already in early aggadic Midrashim such as Genesis Rabbah and Lamentations Rabbah petichot are found. The name of this rhetorical device is derived from one of its opening sentences that reads רבינע רבי x....opened”. This introduction is followed by a verse that is usually taken from the Writings or the Prophets. This verse can be called petichah-verse or ‘remote verse’ because it often is from a different part of the Bible than the verse that is being commented on, the pericope verse, that is usually a verse from the Torah. Currently there are two explanations for this preference for a verse. The first idea, among others inspired by W. Bacher192, is that the petichah demonstrates the unity of the Bible. In this scenario the Torah is present in the seder reading, the Prophets are present in the haftarah and the Writings in the petichah. It should be noted that this vision on the petichah places it within a liturgical setting. Goldberg wonders why the petichah itself has not combined the elements of Torah, Writings and the Prophets, but consists of a combination of only two out of three parts of the Bible. According to Goldberg193 the explanation should be sought in

the fact that Scripture was spoken by God Himself, or inspired by the Holy Spirit. Thus every Scriptural verse was considered revelation and was therefore applicable to all situations, including those of a different Biblical book. The second explanation, brought forward by M.S. Jaffee, is that the petichot were created in an academic setting.

The first group, represented by J. Heinemann, claims that the petichah was created in a liturgical setting and that it played a role in the Sabbath service. It could have served as an introduction to the sermon, or as an introduction to the reading of the Torah. J. Heinemann suggested that the sermons have to be identified with the introductions to the reading portion, which in my opinion is the most plausible explanation of the nature of the petichah. Heinemann shows in his article that those who argue that the proems were introductions to the sermons are not able to explain the upside-down character of the petichah nor can they show where the sermons themselves have gone. Even if one would call the exegetical parts following the petichah a sermon, then it is nearly impossible to explain why there is a sudden shift in style. According to this first group the intention of the petichah was to provide the audience with an introduction to the Torah portion with which they were already familiar due to the reading cycle that was in use. The people knew what to expect, but because of the presence of the remote verse at the beginning of the exposition their curiosity was provoked, their minds were in suspense and they were anxious to know how the two verses would be brought together. The petichah did not have to be very long because it was to be followed by the Torah portion of that day.

The second opinion, represented by Jaffee, denies any liturgical function of the petichah and believes that most of the petichot are artificial works that are products of the intelligentsia. Their only intention was to pose a riddle for the readers and to demonstrate their erudition. Jaffee argues that a petichah consists of 5 literary units:

1. The superscription which can be ‘Rabbi x opened’ or ‘This is what Scripture says’.
2. The Scriptural citation (remote verse) and an explanatory pericope.
3. A sequence of independent pericopae related to the verse of part 2.
4. Citation of the verse of part 2 and an explanatory pericope.
5. Citation of a final scriptural verse unrelated to the verse of part 2.

---

194 For Goldberg the petichah did not necessarily have to be situated in a liturgical setting, but at the same time he rejects an academic setting as becomes clear in ‘Versuch über die hermeneutische Präsupposition’ p. 59. Goldberg’s explanation is rather general and can be applied to all types of Midrash.


---
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His major point is that the third part intentionally does not seem to have a connection, besides the link to the remote verse, to the other four parts. This was done to create confusion, which is according to Jaffee a very important element of a petichah. He formulates his statement as follows: ‘These substantive discontinuities among the basic components of the proem indicate that the form is an exegetical construct intended to create tension among its elements, even while it links them within a common thematic agendum’.

There are some critical observations to be made to this second line of thought. First of all it is not able to account for some important features of the petichah. The upside-down aspect is only partly explained by the assumption that the audience should be confronted with a riddle that they have to solve, a complicated mashal could have had the same effect. Another unanswered question is that of the reason of the brevity of the proem. The majority of the petichot is rather short, but the ‘academic theory’ does not provide an explanation for this phenomenon. Finally, this theory fails to demonstrate why the petichah was singled out as a medium to demonstrate one’s skills in writing.

The place of the petichah and therewith its function differs. In Lamentations Rabbah we find a cluster of petichot on Lamentations 1.1 before the comments on Lamentations begin. This collection might have been intended for preachers since the petichot do not form an integral part of the commentary on Lamentations. In other texts, the petichot are found at the beginning of the parasha for which they were intended. Some petichot are so short that one can doubt whether they could have served in this form as an introduction to Scripture, in fact they look as a kind of directions for preachers so that they had a frame to work with.

Goldberg seems a little indecisive about the background of the petichah. He points out that there is little known about the Sitz im Leben of the petichah and suggests that we have only knowledge about its Sitz in der Literatur. On the other hand, he refers to one who delivers a sermon (Prediger) and clearly rejects the ‘academic background’ when he writes ‘Die Petiha wurde weitgehend unverständlich, ja unsinnig, und konnte nur noch als Spielerei rabinischen Intellekts oder als Ausgeburt associativen Denken wahrgenommen werden. Dass sie dies nicht ist, meine ich hinreichend gezeigt zu haben’. Goldberg’s main contribution to the study of the petichah lies in his detailed analysis of the ideal typical form of a petichah. As Lenhard showed extensively there may be more than one type of petichah. I concur with her that this option of more than one type of petichah should be taken into consideration. In my opinion there are at least two types of petichah, a ‘regular’ form that ends with the parasha-verse and a circular form that ends with the petichah-verse. In addition to this it seems that the rules for a petichah were either not tied down or were to be applied in a rather flexible manner for which I will provide some examples.

197 Jaffee, ‘The Midrashic Proem’, p. 105
198 There are also some petichot scattered through the text.
200 In her book Die Rabbinische Homilie Lenhard discerns many types of petichot.
In order to understand any deviations in a petichah, we first need to establish its 'ideal' basic structure and characteristics, which will then be compared to the petichot that are found in Midrash Tehillim. For the sake of clarity I will demonstrate the basic structure of a petichah, using Leviticus Rabbah (Margulies) parasha 13.2 as an example.

Rabbi Simeon ben Jochai opened *He stood, He measured the earth, He beheld and drove the nations asunder* (Habakuk 3.6) The Holy One blessed be He measured all the nations and did not find a nation worthy to receive the Torah except for Israel. The Holy One blessed be He measured all the generations, but did not find a generation worthy to receive the Torah except the generation of the wilderness. The Holy One blessed be He measured all the mountains and He did not find a mountain on which the Shechinah would rest except for Mount Moriah. The Holy One blessed be He measured all cities and He did not find a city in which the Temple would be built, except for Jerusalem. The Holy One blessed be He measured all the mountains and He did not find a mountain on which the Torah would be given, except for Mount Sinai. The Holy One blessed be He measured all the countries and did not find a country worthy for Israel except for Erets Israel. This is what has been written: *He stood, He measured the earth.*

*He beheld and drove the nations asunder.* Rav said: He declared their blood permitted, He declared their wealth permitted. He declared their blood permitted. *You must not let live any soul* (Deuteronomy 20.16). He declared their wealth permitted. *And you may eat of the spoil of your enemies* (Deuteronomy 20.14). Rabbi Jochanan said: He will make them leap into Gehenna, as Scripture says: *to make them leap over the earth* (Leviticus 11.21). Rabbi Huna of Sephoris said: He untied their belts. This is what has been written: *He opened the girdles of kings, He tied a waistcloth around their waist* (Job 12.18). Ulla Bira’ah said in the name of Simeon ben Jochai: (a mashal) to a man
who went out to the threshing floor and his dog and his donkey were with him. He loaded his donkey with five se'ah and his dog with two. The dog was panting. (The man) removed one from him and he was (still) panting. (After removing) both of them, he was panting. He said to him: You are not loaded with a load, yet you are panting.

Likewise the sons of Noah although they accepted (only) seven commandments, (the time came) when they were not able to stand in them they stood and removed them (and transferred them) to Israel.

Rabbi Tanchum bar Chanilah said: (it may be compared) to a physician who entered to visit two sick (people). One did not have as much as was required for life and one did have as much as was required for life. To the one that did have as much as was required for life he said: 'This thing and that thing you may not eat.' Concerning the one that did not have as much as was required for life, he said to them (who were with him) 'Bring him whatever he asks.' Likewise the nations of the earth, who are (not destined) for life of the world to come, Like the greenness of the plants I give you everything (Genesis 9.3), but Israel, that is (destined) for the life of the world to come, this is of the living (animals), of all the animals which are on the earth which you may eat (Leviticus 11.2).

A petichah may have an ‘opening sentence’ which forms the introduction to a verse from either the Writings or the Prophets. This verse is often called ‘remote verse’ or ‘petichah verse’. The aim of the petichah is to begin with the remote verse and to end with the first, or second, verse of a parasha, which is achieved through a series of comments. This verse is called parasha verse or pericope verse. In our example the first line reads נַדְרָן קֶדֶם וְלֹא ‘Rabbi Simeon ben Jochai opened’. The second element of the petichah is the remote verse. Parasha 13 has a verse from the Prophets as remote verse, namely Habakuk 3.6, He stood, He measured the earth, He beheld and drove the nations asunder. The remote verse and the parasha verse often do not seem to have anything in common, though there may be similarities in words or in theme. One of the strategies is to exploit the fact that a word can have several meanings, which is exactly what has been done in our example. The exegetical part that connects the remote verse to the parasha-verse is the ‘body’ of a petichah. It is often called ‘charizah’, since here several scriptural verses are strung together like beads. This part should contain at least one comment, but it often consists of several comments which do not have to be in agreement with each other. Our example first has a comment on Habakuk 3.6, which depicts the Lord as searching for the appropriate nation and appropriate generation to receive His Torah. He also looks for worthy places for His Torah, His Temple and His people. The same type of formulation is used for every single case. No biblical proof is brought forward, except for the beginning of the petichah verse. Rav’s comment on the second part of the petichah verse is mainly based on a wordplay רָדָה ‘to drive asunder’ in the petichah verse and וב ‘to permit’ in Deuteronomy 20.16. The third comment is by Rabbi Jochanan who refers to another meaning of תַּמְחָה namely ‘to leap’. He quotes the parasha verse, Leviticus 11.21. Rabbi Huna uses yet another meaning of תַּמָּן, ‘to loosen’, although this is not the exact verb that is used in Job 12.18 which functions as proof. The wordplays are then put aside and by means of two meshalim the connection to the pericope-verse is built up. Ulla Bira’ah tells a mashal about a man who gives his donkey and his dog loads to carry. The dog is not able to carry his load, therefore the
owner transfers the burden to the donkey. A similar situation can be detected in the real world where the nations were given seven commandments, which they could not keep, therefore they were given to Israel. The last comment is by Rabbi Tanchum bar Chanilah who also brings forward a mashal about a doctor and two patients. The element of the food is brought in, thus creating a natural transition to Leviticus 11.2 where is dealt with the animals Israel is permitted to eat and the animals Israel is forbidden to eat.

The last element of the petichah is the parasha verse. In the example, this is Leviticus 11.2. In the example there is no introduction to the parasha verse, probably because it serves as proof in the mashal.

The above described basic structure occurs with many divergences. The introduction is not always present and some petichot begin immediately with the remote verse. In some cases where the introduction is left out, the pericope verse is mentioned first, directly followed by the petichah verse. This might hint at a stage in which the petichah were captured in writing, but where the structure of the petichah had to be stressed, by placing the pericope verse at the beginning. A third variant is found in Genesis Rabbah where a new introduction for the remote verse is presented, it consists of the word דברים, ‘it has been written’. This general term is very often used for introducing Scripture, but it seems to have acquired the function of introducing a remote verse as well. In Exodus Rabbah a similar expression דָּרָשׁ הַמְּלָכָה forms the introduction to the remote verse. Here too the formula is found in two different contexts: at the beginning of a petichah while introducing the remote verse and in the middle of an exegetical text, where it provides the introduction to a ‘regular’ Scriptural verse. The appearance of this formula in the beginning of a passage does not necessarily imply that a petichah structure will be used, see for example Exodus Rabbah 9.7.

A parallel development seems to be the introduction תֶּהָלַכְתּוּ, which is found in Leviticus Rabbah (Wilna), Numbers Rabbah (Wilna), Deuteronomy Rabbah (Wilna) and in the Tanchuma Buber where it occurs on a regular basis. This introduction is also found in Midrash Tehillim and Aggadat Bere’shit, which was touched upon in 4.3. Most often the remote verses are taken from the Writings or the Prophets. In a few petichot, the remote verse is from the Torah. It appears however to be a more frequent phenomenon in later Midrashim. At times there is a comment between the pericope verse and the remote verse, see for example Genesis Rabbah 8.2. The differences in the beginning of a petichah has made Goldberg conclude that there

---

201 For example Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) 51.1 and Leviticus Rabbah 2.1 and 8.1.
202 See Leviticus Rabbah 6.1 and Genesis Rabbah 10.1 and 12.1.
203 4.1, 5.1, 7.1, 21.1 and 27.1.
204 As in 2.2, 2.3, 4.1 and 5.10 etc.
205 See 9.9, 13.5 and 14.3
206 4.2, 6.1, 7.1 e.a.
207 15.8
208 1.22, 2.4, 2.20 e.a.
209 As is the case in Leviticus Rabbah 25.3, Lamentations Rabbah petichah 21 and 27.
were no firm rules and he even argues that the formula ‘N.N. patach’ does not belong to the form petichah because it is a meta-communicative notification\textsuperscript{210}. The fact that a passage begins with לְכִלָּיָה or any other formula is no guarantee that it contains a true petichah-form. For some reason there are passages that have the looks of petichah, but do not arrive at the destination verse. This already occurs in the early Midrashim, see for example Exodus Rabbah 50.1, Genesis Rabbah 8.2 and 41.1.

In a petichah, opened by a Rabbi, one expects this Rabbi to be the author of the statement(s) following the remote verse. That this is not necessarily the case, becomes clear in Lamentations Rabbah 2. The length of the main part of the petichah can vary from one comment to a series of comments. These comments can display different patterns. One of them is the composite form in which the remote verse is applied to several biblical figures, only to arrive in the end at the person who is mentioned in the pericope. A ‘dual structure’, which is not often used, is present in Pesiqta de Rav Kahana parasha 2 where the opinion of Rabbi Samuel bar Eimi and the Rabbis is built up along the same steps: identification of the enemy, the enemy’s statement that concurs with Scripture, the accused agrees that God agrees with the enemy, God forgives the accused. The structure that occurs most often is that of the הדב האחר, different explanations are given one after another and the last comment is the one that deals with the pericope verse. Occasionally petichot employ rhetorical devices such as a comparison or a mashal\textsuperscript{211}.

Every petichah arrives, sooner or later, at the beginning of the parasha. In the majority of the early Midrashim this parasha verse is connected to the parasha from the Torah, but already in Lamentations Rabbah we find a cluster of petichot on Lamentations 1.1 i.e. not on a verse from the Torah. This tendency occurs more often in later Midrashim where the subject is not one of the books of the Torah, but a different Biblical book. In an ideal, well-working petichah, there should be a ‘fluent’ transition to the pericope verse, meaning that the pericope verse should be the logical next step in the exposition. In our example the path to Leviticus 11.2 is paved by the references to the Torah and by the mashal on permitted food and as a result the pericope verse comes naturally. Already in early Midrashim some transition formulae to the pericope verse are found. In Lamentations Rabbah eleven times the expression אין שיתוף כל כו.setRequest is used as a transition to Lamentations 1.1. Other transitions are: הנב, ולך\textsuperscript{212}, and ויהי ואד דריב\textsuperscript{215}. Goldberg writes on this phenomenon ‘Es gibt vor allem keinen einheitlichen Abschluss für den Perikopentext und keinen, der als solcher relevant für die Struktur wäre’ and ‘eine Petiha kann ohne jeden formalen Anschluss den Perikopentext am Ende einführen’\textsuperscript{216}.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{210} Goldberg, Arnold, ‘Versuch über die hermeneutische Präsupposition’ p. 36, 45.
\textsuperscript{211} Genesis Rabbah (Wilna) 10.2.
\textsuperscript{212} Exodus Rabbah 1.1, 2.2
\textsuperscript{213} idem 4.2
\textsuperscript{214} idem 4.3, Deuteronomy Rabbah(Wilna) 1.22
\textsuperscript{215} Genesis Rabbah (Wilna) 10.2
\textsuperscript{216} Goldberg, ‘Versuch über die hermeneutische Präsupposition’, p. 47
\end{flushleft}
A special type of petichah is that of the circular proem. Unlike the regular petichah this type does not end with the parasha verse, but with the petichah verse. It is rarely present in the early Midrashim, but it is found on a more frequent basis in later Midrashim, where it still is a minority. The Tanchuma-Yelamdenu literature forms an exception, here two types of circular proems, 'the Holy Spirit'-type and 'I will come'-type are quite popular.

6.4.1.3 The Petichah in Midrash Tehillim

In chapter 1 Ch. Albeck's opinion on Midrash Tehillim was described. He thought that the petichot of Midrash Tehillim were unstructured and that they show a decline from the high literary quality that was present in the early Midrashim. Two of his main arguments are that its petichot are anonymous and that the terminology is not used in a consistent way. With regard to the expression דואא יוהי לב ל, 'this is to be read in the light of', he points out that it is not used consistently because at times it functions as an introductory formula for the petichah, albeit that many petichot deviate in the sense that they do not arrive at the destination verse, and at times the expression serves as an introduction to Scripture, thus being similar in function to סמארת etc. Thus Albeck confronts us with two intriguing questions: What are the functions of the expression דואא יוהי שב in Midrash Tehillim? And: Is there really no structure at all in the petichot?

The petichot in Midrash Tehillim do not contain the נפתח-opening, but have the anonymous introduction דואא יוהי שב. Its function is similar to that of דואא יוהי שב in Exodus Rabbah. Even though this introductory formula does occur in early Midrashim, it is mainly a later feature, perhaps it is a later development of the aforementioned דואא יוהי שב or of the simpler form דואא יוהי שב. Before the petichah verse and its introduction are mentioned, the pericope verse is given. This may have something to do with the fact that the majority of petichot are on pericopes from the Torah and therefore a petichah on the Psalms may have been unusual. There may also have been a practical reason, namely the fact that mentioning the pericope verse at the beginning facilitates the recognition of the petichah form and it will help the audience with understanding how the petichah verse and the pericope verse are brought together. The Pesiqta de Rav Kahana mentions the pericope verse as a kind of title before the homilies and petichot, other examples can be found in Leviticus Rabbah 8.1 and Exodus Rabbah 51.1.

The expression דואא יוהי שב (רש"ד) occurs in three different contexts in Midrash Tehillim; halfway or near the end of a passage, at the beginning of a passage without introducing a petichah and finally it is found at the beginning of a passage serving as a title.

---

217 Genesis Rabbah 27.1 and Exodus Rabbah 14.1
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an introduction to a petichah. In a few cases, ten in total, the expression is found halfway or near the end of the derasha. Except for 79.3, none of these passages have a petichah-form. Two types of texts seem to qualify for this phenomenon: 1) those where the expression does introduce a quote followed by a comment, which forms a continuation of the previous explanation and 2) those where the expression introduces a quote that is followed by an exposition that deviates from the previous explanation. An example of the first category is 21.1 where it is found two times, the first time is at the beginning of the midrash where it introduces a petichah and the second time is near the end of this petichah. The Micha verse introduced there only illustrates what has been argued in the previous lines: a king reigns in the name of God. Here it could have been replaced by one of the more general introductions to Scripture like דָּבָר אוֹת or שָׁמֵר. Passage 16.1 is a good example of the second category: first there is a commentary on Psalm 16.1 a and b in two steps, which is followed by a quote that consists of a combination of Psalm 16 verses 1c and 2. Right after this comes וַיִּשְׁמַר הָדוֹר מִשְׁמָרְתּוֹ which is used as an introduction to Psalm 24.1. This passage, except for the parts that Buber marked as 1 and 2, consists of elements that are taken from Talmud Jerushalmi Berachot chapter 6. It is not a literal quote, which was already indicated by the use of o'non rinm instead of onwn uv. Some parts have been reworked, such as for example מִשְׁמָר חֲלֹם מִשְׁמָר לְיִשְׂרָאֵל, thus placing it in this world, while meantime involving everyone who does so. The quote of Psalm 24.1 has made it possible to understand verse 2, which was previously read as 'I have no good but in You', as 'It will not be held against you'. The comment on verse 1a/b was mainly interested in the exegetical phenomenon of notarikon and in identifying the subject of the verse, while the part that is introduced by n"v. has room for the halachic dimension of Psalm 16.2 and it also mentions different ways of reading this verse. The passages that belong to this second category have material in common with other passages in either Midrash Tehillim or in other sources. Midrash Tehillim 16.1 has incorporated material from elsewhere, this is for example also true for 79.3. There the question 'how can Asaph compose a psalm?' is very similar to the question regarding David in 3.3, the quote from Proverbs 21.15 reminds one of the similar context in 3.1 and the mashal about a king who is angry with his son brings 3.3 into mind.

The largest group exists of cases where יִשְׁמַר appears in the beginning, but where it does not introduce a petichah. In these passages there is also, like in the petichot, no comment between the Psalm verse and the biblical quote. The function of the quote varies: in half of the cases the verse plays an important role in the comment and is repeated, in the other cases the verse supports a certain explanation, but the verse is no consistent factor throughout the passage. Midrash Tehillim 34.1 belongs to this first category. The comment is on Psalm 34.1 which tells that David changed his demeanor before Abimelech. This posed the commentator before a problem: David did not feign madness before Abimelech, but before Achish the king of Gat. Right after Psalm 34.1

220 18.33, 21.2, 40.4 and 53.2
221 16.1, 18.5, 22.15, 23.6, 79.3 and 87.1
222 This petichah belongs to the third category of petichot that will be discussed later on.
223 See elsewhere in this chapter.
follows Ecclesiastes 3.11 ‘He has made everything beautiful in its time’ that was introduced by נוֹנָט . This verse is followed by four different explanations that all demonstrate that God created both people and objects in their due season. The fifth comment states that God has not only made everything beautiful, but that He has also made it in wisdom, as is proven by Psalm 104.24. David challenges this claim because he doubts the profit of folly. God tells him that he will need madness and that he will even grieve and pray for it. Thus the link to David and madness is established. David’s flight from Saul is reread leaving out David’s encounter with the priest Achimelech who gave him hallowed bread, and more important, Goliath’s sword. In I Samuel 21 this sword is not mentioned in connection with Achish, nor did Achish respond there to the allegations his servants made concerning David. In Midrash Tehillim David is pictured at Achish’s court, having Goliath’s sword with him. The sword is probably the reason why Achish’s servants identify David as the one who killed Goliath and this is also why they want to kill David. Achish defends David by saying that David killed during a war, but he retracts his support when he realizes that this could lead to his own downfall. At this point David fears for his life and prays God for madness, which is demonstrated by Psalm 34.1. The comment then addresses the problem that Abimelech is mentioned, while David feigned folly before Achish. This is solved by understanding it as a way to say that Achish was a righteous man like Abimelech. Hereafter the comment returns to the moment David became scared and pretended to be a fool. The result of his act is that Achish sends him away because he is having enough problems with his mad wife and daughter already. Thus is demonstrated that God has made everything well, even the things that may not seem convenient at first. Ecclesiastes 3.11 plays a role throughout the comment and it justifies David’s deceit. Midrash Tehillim 74.1 is an example of a passage where the quote introduced by נוֹנָט plays only a minor role. The Psalm reads ‘Why oh Lord have You cast (us) off forever? (Why) does Your anger smoke against the flock of Your pasture? Jeremiah 15.15, introduced by נוֹנָט, is brought forward to demonstrate that the Lord is longsuffering. Both texts contain the word גֵּשֶׁם, which in Jeremiah appears as גֵּשֶׁם גָּזַע, which is exactly what was required to make the connection to ‘longsuffering’ in Psalm 86.15. The Jeremiah-verse does not reappear in this passage, nor does the idea of God’s longsuffering resurface in this comment. The fact that נוֹנָט appears in passages lacking the petichah form, may seem to be a sign of deterioration, however passages which begin with a petichah introduction but do not reach the pericope verse, are also found in earlier Midrashim.

In fiftyseven cases the expression פְּתִיכָה serves as introduction to a petichah, this implies that all the petichot have an anonymous beginning. Some petichot do contain names of Rabbis in the body of the petichah224. There are two types of petichot in Midrash Tehillim, the ‘regular petichah’ where the pericope verse is a Psalm-verse and the ‘circular proem’ where the petichah verse also functions as destination

---

The length of the petichot varies, but the average peticha is not very long and can be compared to the length of the petichot in Genesis Rabbah.

The majority of the petichah verses are taken from the Writings and the Prophets. A great number of them come from the Psalms. Only in 6 cases the petichah verse is taken from the Torah. Some petichah verses are used more than once, such as Proverbs 15.8 in 17.1, 90.1 and 102.1, Isaiah 10.17 in 22.2 and 27.1 and Proverbs 18.21 in 51.1 and 52.2. As stated previously Proverbs 15.8 is a special case because it also functions as remote verse in Aggadat Bere'shit. At times there is a verbal link between the pericope verse and the petichah verse. Two very clear examples are 18.1 and 18.2 where both verses contain the word ר'ננ, more subtle is the petichah in 15.1 where a play exists between מ'ן וינר and מ'ן וינר, and the one in 8.1 where a pun exists between תונ and תונ.

Midrash Tehillim employs several strategies in its petichot and no standard method can be detected. Because of this diversity, almost every petichah has a surprising effect. As indicated above a pun can establish a link between the pericope verse and petichah verse. Often the exposition will evolve around this link. Another way to expound the pericope verse is to take a certain word from the petichah verse and to use this as the starting point of the explanation. In 10.8 the anonymous philosopher says that the Lord has performed the ritual of מ'ן מ'ן, a conclusion which he derives from the petichah verse. The body of the petichah itself is formed by a discussion between Rabban Gamliel and the philosopher. In 21.1 the words מ'ן מ'ן of the destination verse are interpreted by means of the petichah verse, the messianic Isaiah 11.1, and then transformed into the 'king Messiah', מ'ן מ'ן. The king Messiah and his relationship with God is the subject of the remainder of the passage. At times a rhetorical device is brought into the petichah, this is also true for Midrash Tehillim. In 114.1 we find a mashal about a donkey and its rider who want to get rid of each other, this mashal is quite straightforward and it forms the main part of the petichah. The mashal at the end of 70.1, which seems to be an addition because the pericope verse, along with a transition formula, has already been mentioned, draws attention to David's position. It takes advantage of the fact that the pericope verse can be read in a different way: God must remember David, while the first part of the passage pointed out that David and Israel had to remember God. In 10.1 the mashal is the moment where the intention of Israel's attackers becomes clear, it plays a crucial role in the understanding of the petichah verse from Daniel and the call to God. The form that is most frequently used, in the petichot as well as in the other passages, is that of מ'ן מ'ן. It can appear at the beginning of a petichah, when it is not the first passage to that Psalm and it is also often present within the petichah where it forms the introduction to another opinion.

---

225 Regular petichot are found in 3.1, 8.1, 10.1, 10.8, 15.1, 15.2, 18.1, 18.2, 19.1, 21.1, 23.2, 24.1, 24.4, 27.1, 28.1, 30.1, 30.4, 31.1, 31.2, 31.3, 35.1, 36.1, 41.4, 45.1, 45.3, 51.1, 51.2, 52.2, 52.3, 54.1, 59.1, 63.1, 68.1, 69.1, 70.1, 81.1, 85.1, 90.1, 90.6, 81.1, 100.2, 102.1, 103.1, 104.3, 107.1, 108.1, 111.1 and 114.1. It is used as an introduction to a circular peticha in: 4.3, 5.2, 17.1, 22.2, 27.2, 30.5, 37.1, 110.1 and 118.1.
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The petichot in Midrash Tehillim have not been composed according to one strategy, but they display a diversity in both form and topic. Thus meshalim (10.1, 14.1 and 70.1), monologues and dialogues (5.2, 31.1, 45.3 and 90.1), and a ma'aseh (52.2) are used in the petichot. With regard to content they contain polemics (10.1, 10.8 and 24.4), comparisons between biblical figures (27.2 and 81.1), theological discussions and lessons (30.4, 104.3 and 108.1) and folktales (91.1 and 110.1). Many petichot do not have a parallel in earlier literature and even when there are parallels these petichot often differ with regard to context and meaning. Midrash Tehillim 8.1 is such an example of a petichah that has a parallel elsewhere. The middle part of this petichah, on the four things that should not be harvested before their due season, has a parallel in Song of Songs Rabbah 8.12. In Midrash Tehillim these four metaphors are not totally explained, while Song of Songs Rabbah points out the danger of an early harvest for every individual case. Not only the level of detail differs in these two parallels, but also the context. In Midrash Tehillim it is situated in the context of the four kingdoms that will be judged. It fits in with the promises of the harvest, that is represented by the winepress, which follows after this part.

Nearly all the petichot in Midrash Tehillim have a small introduction to the pericope verse. The majority of them is standard, like לָכְךָ אוֹתָר תַּעַלָּמְךָ אוֹתָר שְׁעָרָמְךָ. In a few cases there is a small scene in which David ponders over the interpretation or over facts given in the petichah-body and he decides to perform the action as well or the transition explains his motives. The first occasion is in 3.1 where David is joyful because judgment is executed upon him, he is thus regarded as one of the righteous who were mentioned in the last argument of this petichah. At the end of 15.1 David concludes on the basis of the remote verse that no one can live in God's tent. In 23.2 David decides to call God shepherd, even though shepherds are despised, because Jacob called the Lord a shepherd. David attributes the creation of the world to God alone in 24.4, which is in agreement with statements by several rabbis. In 27.1 distinction is made between the righteous for whom a light is set apart and the nations who will encounter darkness. In the petichah-body the light is connected to the End, this is why David mentions both light and salvation in the pericope verse. Passage 31.1 shows that everyone who trusts in the Lord will be saved, this is David's motivation to put his trust in the Lord. In 31.3 is taught that those who have trusted in other gods will be ashamed. David fears this fierce shame and starts praying to God. In this prayer he put his trust in the Lord and asks Him to let him never be ashamed. In 36.1 is stated that even though the Lord wages Israel's wars, the victory is attributed to Israel. David however wants to ascribe victory to the Lord, which he does in the pericope verse. The petichah in 51.1 describes how the prophet Nathan tells David that the Lord has forgiven him because David has confessed. As a response David composed this psalm, the first verse should be understood as an expression that God let Himself be won over by David's confession. Another instance is found in 100.2 where is shown that repentance is required by the Lord. Several instances are given and Moses chooses to make a Psalm of avowal, which is the new understanding of the original Psalm title כִּי הִנֵּה לְדוּתָה. The last case is in 108.1 where David follows the example of Moses who prepared his heart before praying to God.

An ideal typical petichah should run smoothly, i.e. every step within the petichah should serve a purpose and the destination verse should come as the natural result of
the exposition. Now in Midrash Tehillim the presence of the small transition formulae may suggest a deficiency. That this is not necessarily the case, is shown by Lamentations Rabbah, but in Midrash Tehillim there are indeed some petichot that are so complex that it appears that essential stages have been left out. In 15.1 we find two types of explanations: first the petichah verse is said to speak of the wicked kingdom, then several wordplays are made which all point to Rome. Suddenly the style changes and the scene moves to Isaiah who is questioned about his knowledge. Isaiah answers with the words of Isaiah 31.9 that the Lord has spoken thus, and then the words of this pericope verse are repeated by David who then utters his Psalm. What is missing in this petichah is a smoother transition from the first to the second part and secondly the part on Isaiah 31.9 is very short; one would have expected a few more lines before the pericope verse would be brought in. In 70.1 we find another leap in thoughts. Psalm 70.1 is complicated and its explanation depends on what aspect is emphasized. Do we have to read לָצֵי ה' מְנוֹלָה to remember God and is the part before that just the Psalm’s beginning, like ‘a psalm by David’? Or was the Psalm created to cause God to remember David, לָצֵי ה' מְנוֹלָה? Or should one read ‘to remind God to save me’ לָצֵי ה' מְנוֹלָה? The first possibility, remembering God, is looked at from different angles and the exposition reaches an end when David decides to remember the Lord in order to be saved. The second reading, that God should remember, comes as a surprise. There is no verse quoted that could facilitate this transition to this second explanation. This part starts with a mashal and the explanation becomes more transparent in the nimshal, where the reader realizes that the Psalm verse is read in a different way. The fact that David is forgotten can only be deduced from Psalm 70.1 and there is no proof from Psalm 69 showing that the rebuilding and ingathering of the flock had taken place. The third example that I will give is found in 3.1 where is claimed that ‘executing judgment is a joy to a righteous’. This verse, Proverbs 21.15, is applied twice to the Lord, but the second time this is done it does not reveal why it is a pleasure for God. Between the lines, one may read that the destruction of the Temple caused the people to fear God, or that not showing any partiality ‘enables’ the Lord to punish others even harsher. The third, and last, application fails to show what sins David committed that required cleansing, here too exists a gap.

The diversity in the structure of the petichot in Rabbinic literature suggests that there was no strict set of rules that had to be applied when making a petichah. It seems that many variations were allowed as long as the basic rule, namely that the petichah verse should lead to the pericope verse, was observed. Due to the fact that the content of the petichah is in part determined by the combination of two verses, little room is left for patterns and stereotypes. This means that there was a relatively great freedom with respect to both form and content. It could also imply that the deficiency of Midrash Tehillim’s petichot is not as great as Albeck suggested. Part of what Albeck labeled as deficiency, may have been ‘darshans’ freedom’. A second element that may have created confusion is the fact that quite a number of passages uses the expression נבואר for the introduction of a verse that is important for the entire parasha, without being a petichah verse. That this is not necessarily a sign of deficiency and lateness is demonstrated by the fact that this phenomenon is also present in earlier Midrashim. In my opinion deficiency does not play a major role in the petichot of Midrash Tehillim. However, there is another phenomenon that threatens the effectiveness of the petichot. To a certain extent the complexity of a number of the petichot of Midrash
Tehillim is distorting. Too many and too complicated manoeuvres in the body of the petichah are distracting and harm the message of the petichah. This brings us back to the origin of the petichot. Earlier on I agreed with J. Heinemann that the origin of the petichot must lie in a liturgical setting. Yet the petichot we find in Midrash Tehillim are probably not reports of a ‘live delivery of a petichah’ because of the preference for the introduction נמיות. While I do not think the petichot of Midrash Tehillim are academic products in the way Jaffee describes this, I do believe that there the petichot that have an overkill of information or of tricks have experienced some reworking and cannot have been created nor used as such in a ‘pure’ liturgical setting. This may be a sign of lateness, as Albeck would argue, but given the assumed absence of strict rules, it may also be the product of artistic freedom.

6.4.2 The Mashal

6.4.2.1 The form of the Mashal

The mashal is an exegetical tool that is already found in tannaitic halachic works such as the Mechilta de Rabbi Ishmael, Sifré on Numbers and Sifré on Deuteronomy. However, the mashal is mainly found in aggadic material where it is fully integrated in the derashot. This integration is the reason why the mashal requires the presence of a lemma, that is the scriptural verse that should be elucidated. This lemma is usually found at the beginning of the derasha, or it is implied when the derasha begins with בְּרֵאשָׁת. In Midrash Tehillim the lemma is indeed often found at the beginning of the passage and it is usually a Psalm verse, but it can also be another verse that was introduced in a previous derasha, as is the case in 22.12. The lemma can be followed by one or more dictum(s), which comment on the lemma or which discuss a certain topic or tell a tale, but this is not a requirement. The lemma and the mashal are linked and, mostly in retrospect, the reader will gain a new insight into the lemma. It is often not clear from the beginning of the mashal on which part of the lemma the mashal concentrates: this adds to the suspense and reinforces the strength of the mashal. Midrash Tehillim 81.2 contains a mashal that is required to understand the dictum that follows the lemma, Psalm 81.2. In this verse a synonymous parallelism is found הרונון ‘Sing aloud to God our strength’ and השוע נון ‘shout to the God of Jacob’. Midrash Tehillim 81.1 seeks to find out why Jacob is singled out in ‘the God of Jacob’. Numbers 23.21, words by Balaam, plays a role in the explanation and the conclusion of this passage is that Jacob, as well as his offspring, was holy. In the first part of 81.2 a teaching by the Rabbis227 ‘the measure wherewith a man measures, therewith others measure him’ is given as a reason why Balaam singled Jacob out. However, the somewhat technical exposition does not explain how the teaching should be applied to Jacob, nor why. It is in the mashal that the connection to the lemma is made and from it we learn that ‘the God of Jacob’ is God’s reward for Jacob’s sound advice228 in Genesis 28.17. At the end of the passage it has also become clear how the

227 Mishnah Sotah 1.7.
228 Jacob calls the place (מַקָוֹם) where he had his dream about the ladder בֵּית אלילים, ‘House of God’.
teaching of the Rabbis needs to be understood: Jacob’s correct naming of the place that would later become the Temple has been followed by a correct naming in Psalm 81.2 ‘the God of Jacob’.

There are several ways to introduce a mashal. The mashal may be told by a certain Rabbi (רב ... אמר), by an anonymous collective of Rabbis (嫚ק אמא), or anonymously (משלח משל). In Midrash Tehillim about half of the meshalim have been handed down with the name of the tradent and the other half are anonymous. The meshalim that can be considered as unique, i.e. without any parallels in other rabbinic texts, are at times passed down anonymously and at times together with the name of a Rabbi. This suggests that the presence of the name of the tradent has no influence on the uniqueness of the meshalim. The formal introduction to a mashal, which may follow the examples given above, is ‘למה نحوב דומחים מעשל ל ...’ or ‘it may be compared to...’. The ‘case’, that is mentioned is at that moment still unknown and will keep the reader in suspense. This ‘case’ is connected to the lemma and it is something that is presented as a dilemma, or a (seeming) contradiction, or an indication that a certain explanation for someone’s behaviour is missing etc.

After the introduction, the body of the mashal follows. This can be divided into two main parts, the first being the mashal, or comperatum in Goldberg’s terminology, and the second one is called nimshal, or comperandum. The comperatum contains a fictional story, usually about human beings, in which a more or less similar situation as the ‘case’ is told. The characters find themselves in a certain situation, but at a sudden moment a turn in events takes place. This turning point can be the solution to the dilemma that is thought up by one of the characters, it can be an unexpected intervention by a third party, a reconciliation, the retrieval of a lost item etc. The story of the comperatum only contains the bare essentials that are necessary to create the atmosphere and the general outline of a story. Many details are lacking, such as the events that have lead to the current situation, the emotions of the characters, how the turning point influenced the events after the moment the problem has been solved etc.

Certain characters in the meshalim, such as a father and his son, or a king and his queen, appear so often that they have become stereotypes. The father and the king often stand for God, while Israel is often portrayed as the son or as the wife or as a vineyard. Though Midrash Tehillim uses these familiar metaphors in the meshalim that are not associated with the redemption, and at times they are also found in the meshalim on redemption, it seems that there has been an attempt to bring some originality into the meshalim on redemption. This has been done by creating new characters and new situations to explain God’s and Israel’s relationship.

The relation between the comperatum and comperandum is one of analogy, the structure of the nimshal has been laid down in the mashal and will be used in the

---

230 Goldberg calls the part that precedes the turning point protasis and the part that begins with the shift apodosis. Idem, p. 19.
nimshal. The story of the mashal has been translated to the biblical pericope, which does not have to imply that it completely corresponds to the biblical text. In reality the message the darshan wanted to convey, a certain thought or exegetical point, preceded the nimshal and the mashal. The mashal has been modelled on the concept of the nimshal, while the structure of a mashal suggests the opposite order. In the nimshal the lemma usually returns, but also other biblical quotes which demonstrate or illustrate some aspects of the case can be found. One of the functions of the comperatum is to create a setting and atmosphere in which the biblical scene can be developed. Thus one will also find a turn in the nimshalim that will be anticipated by the reader. Like the mashal, the nimshal does not dwell on every possible detail, this may be done in order to keep the audience involved in the tale and may thus be easier reminded by the audience. Midrash Tehillim often has a discrepancy between the mashal and its nimshal, this is probably a deliberate feature to attract attention to the nimshal. One way this is achieved is by not taking up an element of the mashal in the nimshal. Another way is to insert an aspect in the nimshal that was not covered by the mashal. Also altering an element, such as replacing a dialogue by a monologue, is used as a way to create some difference between the mashal and its nimshal. In the example below the elements of the mashal and the superstructure of the passage wherein it appears have been translated and the smaller elements that make up the structure have been labelled.

6.4.2.2 An example: Midrash Tehillim 45.1 The king and the crown of lilies

For the choirmaster, upon Shoshannim, the sons of Korach. A mashkil. A song of loves.

(Psalm 45.1)

{introduction to petichah and the remote verse}
It is to be read in the light of: my beloved has descended to his garden [etc.] to pick lilies (Songs 6.2).

{dictum}

And they were not recognized. Everyone who sees them says 'They are thorns.' Why? Because they were among the thorns. And which way do thorns go? [to the fire, as has been said: Thorns] are cut down and will be burned with fire (Isaiah 33.12). [and it has been written: for fire will go forth and find thorns (Exodus 22.5)] and it has been written: fire went forth from the Lord and consumed the two hundred and fifty men (Numbers 16.35). The sons of Korach who were lilies picked from among the thorns so that they would not be consumed together with the thorns. Thus leapt the Holy One blessed be He and saved them.

{short introduction to the mashal)

It may be compared to a king

{mashal: protasis}

who entered a city and the people of the city came to crown him with a golden crown that was beset with precious stones and gems.

{mashal apodosis}

They went forth and said to them: 'The king only wants a crown of lilies from you.' Immediately the people of the city rejoiced.

{nimshal is introduced by: דכ

{nimshal protasis}

Likewise it was with Korach and his assembly. They said: 'The Holy One blessed be He wants golden censers from you.'

{nimshal apodosis}

The Holy One blessed be He said to them: 'What good is something of gold to Me? Mine is the silver, Mine is the gold (Haggai 2.8). Even the incense. Incense is an abomination to Me (Isaiah 1.13). But what do I want? Lilies.'

Korach's sons said: 'We are lilies.' The Holy One blessed be He said: 'You will be victorious.' As has been said: To Him who gives victory to the sons of Korach because they are lilies.

The superstructure of this passage is that of a circular proem. The petichah is introduced by the expression ויהי שנהר ויהי, a common formula in Midrash Tehillim. The remote verse draws attention to the o>>wty (lilies) and the fact that there is some kind of loving relationship, indicated by the similar words ויהי ויהי which are found in these two verses. The darshan uses the metaphors of lilies and thorns to
illustrate the contrast between Korach and the other rebelling leaders on the one hand and Korach's righteous sons on the other hand. For the darshan it was a small step to go from the Korachites, choristers in the Temple, to Korach's sons who lived hundreds of years earlier. While the Psalm verse mentions Korach's sons, it is only after quoting Numbers 16.35 that one realizes whom the metaphors represent. The mashal comes right after the moment the audience has identified the people behind the metaphors and places them in a new context. The mashal brings in the character of a king, the well-known type for God. The inhabitants of the city he visits want to pay him honour with a very expensive crown. Presumably people of the royal entourage point out that the king only wants a crown of lilies. This turning point in the mashal causes great relief with the city's inhabitants. As is customary in a mashal, many details are missing such as the occasion for which the king came and for which the population offered him a crown. It is also not known why the king preferred a crown of lilies over a golden crown, nor do we know why the people rejoiced after hearing that. Was it only because of financial reasons or were they also glad because the king was not after money and was satisfied with the gesture of the people offering him a crown?

Also in this case the nimshal is not an exact copy of its mashal. It brings in new elements and at some points it diverts from the mashal. Let us first have a look at the differences in setting; there is no mention of God visiting Israel and unlike the human king God does not use messengers to make His wishes known. Korach and his company represent a group that is not present in the mashal; the ones that made the suggestion to make the valuable crown. While the king of the mashal may have been modest and therefore rejected the precious crown, God on the other hand stresses the fact that He is the owner of everything and even considers incense an abomination. Here part of the biblical story of Numbers 16 is explained in a different way. In the biblical context Korach and the other leaders argue with Moses and Aaron about the fact that they, despite the fact that they are consecrated, play a role of lesser importance than Moses and Aaron. The censers are only a tool that is used to establish whose incense the Lord accepts and therewith whom God accepts as religious authorities. The darshan has interpreted the scene differently and has made the censers the object of the rejection of Korach and his company. They do not give the Lord what He wants, what is more, they offer Him something He loathes. The lilies the Lord wants are the sons of Korach who have not followed their father and whose conduct was impeccable. In Midrash Tehillim 46.3 further details of how God saved them when the earth opened its mouth, which is not mentioned in 45.1 in order to put emphasis on the fire that came after the men had been swallowed, are given. The darshan finds in their rescue an opening to explain another word of the Psalm, namely נועז that is often translated as 'choirmaster', but in Midrash Tehillim it is sometimes associated with 'being victorious', or in this case it is understood as a pi'el participle. The fact that they are good among bad people has saved their lives.

In this particular case it is evident that the mashal in its entirety has been composed with the exegetical message in mind. The darshan faces several difficulties, or to put it

---

232 See for example 8.1 and 8.8.
differently opportunities, in the Psalm verse. In the end he has succeeded at bringing three loosely connected elements together and explaining them as an unity.

6.4.2.3 The function of the Mashal

As has become clear in the comments on 45.1, the mashal is more than just a literary form. It also has a hermeneutic function, which becomes especially evident in derashot that only consist of lemma and mashal. Goldberg's approach concentrates solely on form analysis and as a result the strength and purpose of the mashal have not received as much attention as desirable and this certainly is a drawback in his approach. The mashal of 45.1 has not only solved the 'case', initially the question what the לא ונשע in Psalm 45.1 referred to, but it has also conveyed a message about Korach and his sons. God condemns Korach and his company and at the same time He praises and rewards Korach's sons.

The meshalim on redemption in Midrash Tehillim digress from the 'standard' mashal in the sense that the well-known and popular king-mashal is not the dominant type of mashal, although it is present, sometimes with slight alterations such as replacing the main character by a prince (14.7) or princess (22.12). A range of characters are used in the meshalim and God is among others pictured as a strong person, a keeper of a station house and a suffering mother. The latter occurs in a setting in which God weeps about the Temple, which is an idea that is also expressed elsewhere. Yet to portray God as a suffering and caring mother is certainly a new and somewhat unexpected, element. Disparities between the mashal and its nimshal are to be regarded as intentional and their effects should be taken into account.

6.5 Themes

Midrash Tehillim touches upon many subjects. It would go too far to sum them all up, therefore a selection of them will be presented below. The theme of redemption will be introduced at the end.

6.5.1 David

As one might expect in a Midrash that deals with a book with a 'traditional' author, it has a number of passages dedicated to the author. David did not bear an irreproachable character and the Midrash displays two views: it praises and defends David, but it also condemns some of his actions. Already in the comments on the first Psalm the darshan establishes a positive link to David. The Psalm itself is not dedicated to an author and therefore a connection to David is welcome. Psalm 1.1 has the appearance of a proverb and points to no one in particular. The task for the darshan is to make clear

---

233 See for example 105.11.
which righteous is referred to when the Psalm says 'blessed the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked'. Even before this verse is applied to a prophet or a patriarch in no less than three units the righteous is identified as David. The comparison of David to Moses, and also of the five books of Psalms to the five books of Moses (1.2) give the Psalms and its author the required authority.

The Midrash also shows a more negative side of David. Psalm 7 speaks of 'impulsive speech' (שאלות) that David uttered against Cush the Benjamite. It is only here that the Bible mentions this Cush and the darshan of Midrash Tehillim connects it to the famous Benjamite Saul whom David cursed on several occasions. Although Saul has lost God's support and has been rejected by God, he has not become a complete outlaw and still receives some protection. In several comments on Psalm 7 it becomes clear that God does not want David to curse Saul (7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.18), who was after all God's anointed. David admits his mistake when he calls it impulsive speech. David's worse sin was of course that he had an affair with Bath Sheba and that he had a hand in her husband's death so that he could come close to her. This incident is mentioned a number of times, not always because it was required by the biblical verses. For example in 4.2 where, perhaps by a faint wordplay on מפקח/בר, where it is one of three things David worried about. The second worry concerns the idea the people have concerning David's unfitness for ruling Israel. Their complaint that he took the ewe-lamb, killed its shepherd and made Israel fall by the sword is set aside by Nathan the prophet who declares that David's sin has been forgiven. This statement also solves the third problem concerning the question if Solomon is the right heir to David's throne.

In other passages a more positive view on David is found, mainly based on what the Bible tells about David. Within Midrash Tehillim David often intercedes for Israel, for example when he saw that the four kingdoms would come against Israel he composed a Psalm urging God to rise. Midrash Tehillim ascribes prophetic qualities to David and also demonstrates how much David loved Israel. Despite the fact that David lived many centuries before those who lived after the destruction of the Second Temple people should still be able to experience what he has done for them. David has not only the role of intercessor, but also that of interpreter. On a number of occasions for example in 22.14, 31.2 and 104.3 David's motivation to write a certain verse or Psalm is introduced by the formula כִּי צְרִיךְ רָעָה קְרוֹ出厂. David interprets a certain situation and acts on this. Many a Psalm may, according to the darshan, have been composed after David gained insight into a particular subject or situation.

235 Or Doeg and Achitophel in 3.5.
236 Note the similar wording in 3.5 and 6.9. It is in part inspired by the words of Nathan in 2 Samuel 12, but the element of the shepherd, a hint at David's former profession and his role as king, is new.
237 See 17.9. This text will be discussed in detail later on.
6.5.2 The Temple

In the history of the Temple our Midrash discerns four periods: the building by Solomon, the destruction by the Babylonians\(^{238}\), the Second Temple period and its destruction by the Romans and its aftermath. Some passages that speak of the first Temple add miraculous elements to its building and dedication. In the description of the building of the Temple\(^{239}\) is revealed that no iron tools were used. The darshan of 78.12 inferred from this that the use of these tools was not allowed and that this posed Solomon for quite a problem, that could only be solved by using the Shamir, a small device that looks like a kernel of barley. In this passage there is the amusing story about how Solomon made Benaiah catch Ashmedai the king of the demons who told them where the Shamir could be found. The stones for the Temple were cut by means of the Shamir and another passage, 24.10, relates how the Temple built itself and how all the stones flew to the right places. The darshan deliberately neglects the fact that the stones were cut in Tyre before they were transported to Israel and creates an opportunity to add to the marvel of the First Temple. Another miraculous event took place when Solomon wanted to bring the ark into the Holy of Holies. The Temple would not let it pass until Solomon said that David’s good deeds needed to be remembered, here too is suggested that David was forgiven.

The second phase concerns the destruction of the First Temple. In the Bible we find the thought that this catastrophe took place with God’s approval. God gave several countries to Nebuchadnezzar, whom He calls ‘My servant’\(^{240}\). Midrash Tehillim adopts this view that God coordinated the downfall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple in the sixth century BCE. Not all biblical passages so strongly point out that Nebuchadnezzar is God’s answer to the idolatry of Judah and its kings, but they do mention that God sent Nebuchadnezzar\(^{241}\) or that the people of Judah should serve him\(^{242}\). The clearest remarks that state that God ordered the Babylonians to cooperate with Him are found in 79.1 and 79.2. God appointed Nebuchadnezzar as His servant and made him go up to destroy Jerusalem and exile Israel. In 79.2 the Midrash shows how Nebuchadnezzar was summoned by a ‘bat qol’ to carry out God’s orders. He is called a bad servant because he ignored the ‘bat qol’ for eighteen years. After this period he uses the divination of arrows to see if he should obey. He shoots arrows into the directions of great cities and they all break, except for the one he shot into the direction of Jerusalem. He regards this as a sign that he should destroy Jerusalem and kill God’s children and decides to execute God’s orders. It is evident that this passage wants to explore how God communicated with Nebuchadnezzar and how He instructed him.

Midrash Tehillim pays little attention to the period of the restoration of the Temple and of Israel as a nation. Ezra and Nehemiah play no role of importance. It does not follow

---

\(^{238}\) The Midrash hardly mentions the rebuilding of the First Temple.

\(^{239}\) I Kings 6.7

\(^{240}\) Jeremiah 27.6

\(^{241}\) 2 Kings 24.11

\(^{242}\) 2 Chronicles 36.6
the tradition of the ‘Knesset haGedolah’ which is mainly associated with halachic teachings, nor does it share the interest in the return and rebuilding as is the case in for example Sefer Zerubbabel.

There are a few stories that give some information about the events in the Temple. However, these are not to be regarded as some kind of witness’ reports elucidating everyday’s life in the Temple, but they are clearly non-historical stories. The stories in 22.31 and 106.8 were devised to demonstrate the extreme poverty of the Jews which even rendered the poor man’s sacrifice impossible. The actual destruction of the Second Temple has only one reference, in 94.6 Rabbi Jose ben Chalafta teaches that the Temple was destroyed at the end of Sabbath, at the end of a year of release.

6.5.3 The destruction of the Second Temple

The catastrophe of 70 CE raised many questions. The Temple had always been the place par excellence to seek atonement with God. Now that the possibility of bringing sin and guilt offerings had ceased to be, new ways to come to terms with God had to be explored. In my opinion in Midrash Tehillim the emphasis shifts to prayer, to the festivals which is somewhat contradictory, and to the study of Torah.

The essence of prayer is present in the saying by Rabbi Isaac in 5.7. He concludes that since in the present days there is no prophet, nor priest, nor sacrifice, Temple nor altar all that is left is prayer. God has promised to Solomon that His eyes and heart will be near the Temple during all the days and His Shechinah is still present even though the Temple has gone, ergo the prayers will be heard (11.3). Midrash Tehillim points out that already in former days God had more delight in the prayer of an upright than in the sacrifice of a wicked, as expressed in 17.1, 90.1 and 102.1. In these three units it is Proverbs 15.8 that in all theses cases is introduced by הָעוֹד. The connecting element is the word מְדָנָה that appears in the three Psalms and in the verse from Proverbs. This concurs with Rabbi Isaac's saying that prayer can replace sacrifice. Prayer is also important because it can lead to salvation. In the long passage on Daniel, 64.1, Daniel continues to pray three times a day despite the decree that forbade to do so. Perhaps this should be expanded to the concept that keeping one's religious obligations does not go without reward. In one passage Daniel's rescue is ascribed to the fact that his three friends prayed for him, here the prayer has the function of intercession. The units that speak of Esther have inserted the element of prayer and prayer have close ties.

---

243 Which are to be identified as the daily prayers in Rabbinic days. The minchah is mentioned by name.
244 55.4. Neither Psalm 55 nor the book of Daniel describe a scene in which Daniel's three friends pray for him. Midrash Tehillim situates this prayer when Daniel is in the lions' den.
245 See the section that deals with the redemptions of the past.
Now that the effectiveness of prayer in the past is demonstrated and the belief that prayer can replace sacrifice has been expressed, it is time to pay attention to the prayers themselves. Most of the references to prayer are an attempt to describe the institutionalized prayers. In several passages regulations for praying are found. There is for example the idea that one should prepare his heart before praying so that God will hearken his prayer (10.7, 107.5 and 108.1), and 19.2 expresses the belief that one may not add anything to the Eighteen Benedictions. The build-up of Eighteen Benedictions is treated in 29.2 where each aspect is discussed, it contains three important statements connected to the theme of redemption. The Eighteen Benedictions call God the Redeemer, they assign the task to punish the wicked of the nations of the earth to the Messiah and they express the belief that God will rebuild the Temple. In 20.2 the Shemoneh Eshre is connected to the 18 Psalms that precede it. In 4.9 is explained that the Shemoneh Eshre should immediately follow the Blessing of Redemption so that Satan cannot bring accusations against the person who said it. Another subject that receives attention is that of the three daily prayers, which a man is obliged to say daily (1.21 and 64.1). According to 55.2 these prayers were instituted by the patriarchs. The earliest biblical account of these prayers is probably present in Daniel 6.11. By making this a patriarchal institution the three prayers gain authority as well as ancientness. Abraham instituted the Shacharit, which is based on an altered form of Genesis 19.27, Isaac instituted the Minchah prayer and Jacob was the founder of the evening prayer. This motivates David to utter these three prayers on a daily basis. In Psalm 96.1 the word (דָּבָר) 'sing!' appears three times and in the first comment on this Psalm the explanation that it refers to the three daily prayers is given. The three prayers also appear in 72.4 where it is stated that the Shema should be said with the morning prayer. More details about the reading of the Shema and accompanying benedictions and customs on special occasions are found in 6.1. Saying three daily prayers can according to 17.4 avoid the punishment for not mourning the destroyed Temple.

The Midrash also contains some general information regarding praying. In 66.1 praying is considered as service (דָּבָר) to God and several biblical verses are quoted to demonstrate that this observation is true. What the darshan actually does is replacing חַגָּר of Psalm 66.2 by חָגָר. Prayer will also be the kind of worship that will be used when God will be King over the earth. What is quite unusual about this latter view is that it does not show how the new Temple will fit in. According to 65.2 God can hear all prayers, even when said at the same time. God’s interest in the kind of sins Israel seeks forgiveness for seems to suggest that genuine prayer can atone, and that prayer functions as a replacement for sin offerings. According to some Rabbis the gates of prayer are (sometimes) shut, but the gates of repentance are always open. Other Rabbis object to this teaching and say that the gates of prayer are also never barred (65.4) There is a parallel to the reward for studying Torah in Erets Israel; praying in Jerusalem is as praying before the throne of glory (91.7).

246 The passages are scattered throughout Midrash Tehillim, but if one would arrange them according to the chronology of the events they discuss one can deduce that prayer was effective in the past and may be useful for those who live after 70 CE.
For our Midrash the most important festivals are Rosh haShanah, Yom Kippur and Sukkot. Several passages indicate that Rosh haShanah was the day on which the whole world was judged, see 4.4, 17.5, 27.4, 81.6 and 118.2. The precise date was determined by the Sanhedrin of below and Heaven acted accordingly. The texts more or less agree on what kind of preparations were made, 4.4 tells that the thrones are put in place, that the books are opened and that some of the angels will argue in favour (נֵבֵין) and some will argue against (מִלְשַׁדְיֵים חוּרָה), in 81.6 mention is only made of accusers, נאוסים. In some passages we find the idea that the outcome of Rosh haShanah has not been made public, and therefore the question who has been victorious in this judgment is still unanswered.

In 17.5 a link is made to Yom Kippur and Sukkot. God who functioned as judge on Rosh haShanah accepts bribe (_Options) (even) from the wicked in this world, these bribes are: נטתף, נט börת, תִּשְׁבַּח. The ten days between Rosh haShanah and Yom Kippur are meant for repentance, this is made clear in 81.5 where Israel is encouraged to renew their deeds and it also plays a role in 17.5. The question that is yet unanswered is who was victorious in the judgment, Israel or the nations? It was not made known on Rosh haShanah, nor on Yom Kippur when Israel was fasting and wearing white clothes, and when Israel was praying. Only on Sukkot it becomes clear that Israel was victorious because they carry the lulavs and citrons (17.5 and 118.2). According to 17.5 the people circled around the chazan of the community on Hoshanna Rabbah like they used to circle the altar. After the destruction of the Temple Yom Kippur had to be celebrated in a different way, the ritual shifted to fasting, praying and wearing white clothes (17.5 and 27.4). On that day Satan cannot come near Israel and he has to watch their behaviour on Yom Kippur. Here we see that the involvement of the people, the community, substitutes the role of the high priest and sacrifices. Also the three bribes, mentioned earlier in the derasha, show a shift towards behaviour towards God (repentance and prayer) and one's fellow humans (loving kindness).

The Sabbath is also important and is treated in some comments on Psalms 92 that is devoted to the Sabbath. These comments, along with a handful of other remarks elsewhere in Midrash Tehillim, mainly demonstrate the glorious position that the Sabbath enjoyed from the moment that it was created. One vision that is worth mentioning is found in 95.2. Here is said that if Israel would only keep one Sabbath as required, they would be redeemed immediately.

The Torah

In Midrash Tehillim the Torah and the study thereof is important. Midrash Tehillim digresses from the biblical accounts on the origin of the Torah. The Torah is reported to belong to the group of seven things that existed before the creation of the world. In 17.5 these three festivals are mentioned together.

17.5 or Beth Din as in 81.6.

249 27.4

250 72.6, 90.12, 93.3 The concept of seven (or six) things that preceded the world is already present in Talmud Bavli Pesachim 54A and Nedari 70B.
was miraculously made (90.12); it was written with black fire on white fire, while it rested on the Lord’s knee\(^{251}\). The Midrash mentions several reasons why the Torah was given. In 75.1 and 76.4 is described how Israel was forced to accept the Torah since the earth started to quake. Out of fear that it would be returned to its former state of emptiness and chaos Israel accepted the Torah. This world-threatening situation is not found in the Bible. In two passages the Torah is considered a gift, that was given without price (15.4) and is in that way comparable to water that is also given without cost (1.18). This idea is also present in 68.11 where is also said that the nations were unwilling to accept the Torah. The point of origin of the idea that the Torah is given for free may come from Isaiah 55.1 that is quoted in 15.4, but not in 68.11.

In 8.4 and 8.5 is told that God needs sureties that Israel will live according to the Torah before He will give it to Israel. By means of a miracle the embryos and young babies start a conversation with God and promise that they will be a surety for their fathers\(^{252}\). The second explanation in 8.5 says that God gave the Torah because of Israel’s enemies. The actual giving of the Torah was according to our Midrash a memorable event. First Moses encountered five angels of punishment because Israel was provoking God. Moses was not able to confront them all and invoked God’s help, as is written in 7.6 and 18.13. When God came down on mount Sinai, chosen because it was the lowliest, He was escorted by 22.000 chariots of ministering angels (68.10). The Israelites were crowned and/or given a weapon and were girded with linen.

In order to understand the impact on the religious life, one should look into what Midrash Tehillim regards as the purpose of the giving of the Torah. Our Midrash pays attention to the several aspects of the Torah. The study of the Torah can have beneficial effect on the life in the present world. Thus God will keep the body of one who studies Torah (32.4), the Torah is also the restorer of the soul (19.14) and the precepts of the Torah provide health to those who study it (19.15). God loves Israel because it has accepted the Torah (15.5) and His presence will dwell within Israel when Israel engages in Torah continually. The Torah is like a precious pearl (28.6) and it belongs to Israel for ever (118.4), but it is sometimes hard to study it as much as desired. The study of the Torah itself can weaken a man, although it will be with with him in the hour of death (7.3). The harsh circumstances people lived in and sometimes also the prohibition to study Torah made it very difficult to meet the requirements (63.1). Add to this the notion that the study of the Torah does not only comprise the Written Torah, but also the Oral Torah\(^{253}\) and Mishnah and Talmud (1.16, 1.19, 12.4 and 68.7) and the predicament of the pious Jew becomes clear. The Midrash sometimes gives solutions such as wearing Tefillin will be reckoned by God as labouring day and night in the Torah, or reading the Shema in the morning and in the evening or reading two chapters in the morning and two chapters in the night can be a substitute (1.17). On the other hand Israel’s poverty is also considered to be advantage. In 5.2 is argued that poverty will ensure that Israel will occupy themselves with the

\(^{251}\) Also in Deuteronomy Rabbah (Wilna) 3.12.

\(^{252}\) See Alexander, \textit{The Targum of Cancticles}, note 84 on p. 110 for more instances of this theme of babies joining in singing.

\(^{253}\) See for example 12.4 where 49 arguments for cleanness and 49 for uncleanness are given.
Torah and as a reward they will inherit 310 worlds. Another reason that the Torah was given is that this way Israel will not busy themselves with idle words or evil tongues and when they do not slander they will have a part in the life to come (39.4). There are other texts that also shift the reward from the present world to the coming world. Those who study Torah in a true way, i.e. not using it for one’s own sake, will have their dwelling place in Gan Eden (31.9). Passage 49.1 shows that the nations who argue that the labouring in the Torah is done in vain will be proven wrong in the world to come. The people who have studied diligently in the Torah will receive a reward without end. Studying the Torah in Erets Israel will make one behold the Shechinah (105.1). This does not necessarily imply that our Midrash was written in the diaspora; it may, for example be inserted by a later hand, or the darshan was aware of the many people living abroad. The reward for keeping the individual precepts is not made known publicly because the whole Torah should be kept, not only those precepts that will result in a great reward (9.3). The story about the students of Simeon ben Jochai who were jealous of a fellowstudent who made his fortune in India and the valley filled with golden denarii shows that not just the reward for studying Torah is laid away in the time to come (92.8).

At the beginning of this section I suggested that the study of the Torah was one of the ways to substitute the Temple. This was in part illustrated by the passages that were quoted above. In addition to these, there are also passages that speak of the synagogues and the houses of study wherein the Torah played a crucial role. In 87.4 Midrash Tehillim has God say that He loves the synagogues and the houses of study, which illustrates their special position. Other examples that mark their status are found in in 1.8, 30.3 and 61.3 where David expresses the hope that his words and meditation will be read in the synagogues and houses of study. We also find an anachronism that Achaz (2.10) shut the doors of the synagogues and the houses of study. By making the synagogues and the houses of study an ancient institution, their importance waxes.

6.5.4 Redemption

In Midrash Tehillim the word נסma is used to describe the redemption. It is derived from the verb נסה, that in the Old Testament was mainly associated with redemptions by God, but it is also used in the sense of 'to act as kinsman'. Other verbs that are used in connection with redemptive deeds are: נסה, לנה and לנד. These words are not always to be found in passages that speak of redemption, for example because the situation that calls for redemption or because the redemptive deeds are described.

In Midrash Tehillim a number of periods that are associated with redemption are presented in clusters, or in individual passages. The Exodus, the first redemption Israel experienced, has a different status than those redemptions connected to the later periods of oppression. The latter are called ‘the four kingdoms’ and they are: Babylon, Persia, Greece and Edom. The circumstances may differ and we find oppression in the form of forced labour, of limited political and of religious freedom. The servitudes to the first three kingdoms were ended by redemption, but the fourth servitude still endures and for Midrash Tehillim this is its historical setting. Edom is understood as the Roman Empire and its successor Christendom. This implies that what is portrayed...
as the present in fact cannot be narrowed down to a century, but encompasses a few
centuries.

The redemptions of the past, as opposed to that of the ‘present’, Edom, are all focusing
on one or two aspects of God’s nature.

Egypt

Without doubt the rescue from Egypt has always been the most appealing redemption
Israel experienced. It is a demonstration of the power of God who did not shun the use
of plagues and violence in His assailment of Egypt. The Exodus story has two major
events; the plagues and the miracle of splitting the Sea. Both moments of redemption
are found in our Midrash. There are two Psalms that mention the plagues that God
brought upon Egypt, namely 78 and 105. This last Psalm offers a helicopter view of
Israel’s history and Midrash Tehillim has only a few derashot that speak of the Exodus.

Psalm 78 contrasts and condemns Israel’s current behaviour with the wondrous works
that God did for them. The list of plagues that is given is, when compared to the book
of Exodus, incomplete. The first, second, fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth and tenth plague
are accounted for, but others are missing. Also the order in which they appear differs
from Exodus. The narrative found in Exodus has many elements that do not play a role
in Psalm 78 that considers the story of the plagues to be a given. First there are Moses
and Aaron who communicate with God and who act as His spokesmen before Pharaoh.
They often set a plague into motion by performing the ritual the Lord told them to do.
The second person that is missing is Pharaoh himself. It was his stubbornness and lies
that gave rise to the plagues. In a few instances Egyptian magicians were able to
conjure a similar plague, this fact is also missing in the Psalm. Both renditions of
the plagues leave out the reaction of the people of Israel; it is mainly an affair between
God and Pharaoh. The darshan could have chosen to add the remaining plagues of
Exodus, but he has opted for an exaggeration of the plagues that are mentioned.

Psalm 78 does not dwell on the duration of the plagues and the version of Exodus is
also not very explicit about it. Exodus reports that the plague of the water turning into
blood lasted seven days and that the darkness was present for three days, but for the
majority of the plagues, no definite number of days is given. Thus not only the exact
circumstances and consequences, but also the length of the plagues became subject to
speculation. Passage 78.9 ends with the longest option; there existed a warning period
of seven days followed by twenty-three days during which the plagues would rage.
The issue of the length of the plagues and the intermediate time is also present in other
sources. In Tanchuma (Buber) נַחֲנָה 14 it is noted in passing that there existed a
warning period between two plagues. According to Rabbi Jehuda this involved
twenty-four days of warning and seven days for each plague. This is also found in
Exodus Rabbah (Shinan) 9.12 in the name of the same tradents. Deuteronomy Rabbah
(Wilna) 7.9 does not mention an authority, but does discuss the length of the plagues.
The outcome there is that a plague lasted seven days and the intermediate time was
twenty-three days.

In the other passages on the plagues in 78 there is a similar tendency of adding to the
severity of the plagues. In 78.10 is made clear that all water the Egyptians tried to
drink would turn into blood, except for the water they would purchase from Israel. The plague of the blood turned out to be not only life-threatening, but also caused a reduction of their resources and it was a direct attack on their religion which venerated the Nile. In 78.11 the plague of the swarm (ערוב) is discussed and one of the ideas is that it was a 'mixture' (ערב) of bears, lions, wolves and leopards. The frog, that in Exodus forms the second plague, is portrayed as a fabulous creature that as a God-sent agent performs a miracle. The Egyptian pantheon also knew a goddess by the name of Hekt that had the head of a frog, or to put it differently: the gods of the Egyptians were turned against the Egyptians and they found themselves unable to harm holy creatures. The same may be true for the species that made up the swarm; lions and wolves were also holy in the eyes of the Egyptians. In 78.13 and 78.14 the plagues are also intensified and this culminates in fifty plagues in Egypt and no less than two hundred and fifty plagues near the Sea in 78.15. The idea that every plague was accompanied by pestilence is expressed, and the plague of the killing of the firstborn is no longer limited to the firstborn of males, but includes the firstborn of females as well. In case there was no firstborn, a substitute was killed.

The comments on Psalm 18 which deals with Israel’s escape from the Egyptians near the Sea have a completely different atmosphere. Passage 18.14 depicts God as a warrior who, by using natural phenomena, outsmarts and defeats Pharaoh. He uses arrows of fire, the pillar of cloud and the pillar of fire, hailstones and coals of fire, but the most impressive tool is the cherub He uses to fly on. In 18.15 the cherub reappears and it becomes apparent that God took it from the merkavah254. His love for Israel was so great that He took the first item within reach to attack the Egyptians. In 18.22 a theory with respect to the period Israel spent in Egypt is presented. They were supposed to stay four hundred years, but God decided to reduce the time to two hundred and ten years.

Midrash Tehillim has also some material that is not linked to a larger unit within the Egypt cycle. Two of these passages discuss the reason why Israel was redeemed from Egypt. In 114.4 and 114.5 the belief is expressed that Israel had earned merit and that this was the cause why Israel was redeemed. In 114.4 the merit was earned because Israel 1) did not change their names 2) did not change their language 3) did not reveal their secret and 4) were not loose in moral conduct. There are many parallels to this saying, which all differ to some extent from our passage. There is a group of six texts centered around Song of Songs 4.12 ‘My sister is a garden enclosed’, which is understood as a sign of chastity. These texts are: Leviticus Rabbah 32.5, Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) 1.28 and Song of Songs Rabbah (Wilna) 4.1 which are much alike and Pesiqta de Rav Kahana parasha 11, Numbers Rabbah (Wilna) 20.22 and Tanchuma (Buber) p53 25. The order of the four things Israel did not do is the same, but the third deed is described as ‘there was no gossip among them’. An exception is formed by the Tanchuma and Numbers Rabbah that also speak of not revealing their secret (מסתרות or סתרות). Midrash Tehillim certainly has some elements that are unique such as the biblical proof for the first deed. Psalm 114 verses 1 and 2 serve as evidence for the

254 The divine chariot mentioned in Ezechiel 1.
second deed and the active role of God in exposing the immoral woman. The other texts concentrate more on the chastity because they bring in Song of Songs 4.12, but in Midrash Tehillim all four deeds are treated equally.

The thought that Israel was redeemed because of certain merits is also present in 114.5. The first saying is in the name of Rabbi Jehuda who teaches that the blood of the Pesach lamb and the blood of circumcision flowed on the same day. The surprising element of the four other merits is that they yet have to take place. For three of these merits Exodus 2.25 is quoted because it depicts God as looking into Israel's future. The receipt of the Torah, the building of the Tabernacle and the sanctification of the Lord's name by Chananiah, Mishael and Azariah are proven by two quotes each. In the first two cases verses from Exodus are preferred, this was obviously not possible with the martyrdom of the three men. Isaiah 29.23 which was the first biblical proof for this martyrdom is repeated in the saying by Rabba Abba bar Kahana. It does not form an integral part of the passage because Exodus 2.25 and the second verse are missing and because the exact deed of the generation of Isaiah is not described in detail. This strong pattern is missing in the parallels. Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) 17.3 has an anonymous explanation of Ezechiel 16.6, which is not the key element of the passage. The core of this midrash is the smearing of the blood of the Pesach lamb on the lintel and the doorposts. Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) 19.5 focuses on the fact that an uncircumcised man may not take part in the Pesach-ritual. Ezechiel 16.6 forms the bridge between the blood of circumcision and the blood of Pesach, there is no explicit reference to the Exodus nor to the other merits mentioned in Midrash Tehillim. The closest parallel is Pirque de Rabbi Eliezer 28 which attributes the saying to Rabbi Eliezer. A new element is that the repetition in Ezechiel 16.6 is not only applied to the two kinds of blood, but also to the redemption from Egypt as well as the coming redemption from the fourth kingdom, Edom. The four other merits are not present in this parallel either, which can be explained by the fact that the main theme is circumcision, not redemption.

Almost all of the passages that are connected to the events in Egypt's have parallels in well-known Midrashim such as Exodus Rabbah (Wilna), Tanchuma (Buber), Deuteronomy Rabbah (Wilna), and the Mechilta's. Surely the popularity of the celebration of Pesach must have played an important role in the development of stories of what took place during this glorious escape from Egypt. This may have also restricted the scope of the exegesis; people were familiar with the material and any additional characters or daring narrative expansions could have met resistance. This phenomenon also dominates the ideas about merit; it probably formed part of the general theology and perhaps the darshan concurred with the common view or refrained from giving a different opinion. It is only in the minor details that there is some room left for innovation and fantasy; such as the introduction of the frog in 78.13.

The Babylonian exile

This period encompasses the events during the exile to Babylon as well as the rescue of Daniel, who technically was saved during the reign of the Median Darius. In Midrash Tehillim the rescues of Daniel and his three friends are described, although not as extensively as the rescue from Egypt, nor do the passages form clear clusters.
The scattered nature of the passages makes it very difficult to see a certain development of ideas. The moment Israel was allowed to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the Temple is not a topic in Midrash Tehillim.

The situation in the Babylonian days differed from Egypt. The Jewish community in Babylon was not subjected to servitude: their main problem, which was not present all the time, was the restriction of religious freedom. This could be combined with an obligatory state religion. Refusal to adhere the state religion could be sentenced with death penalty, to which the three men and Daniel were condemned. It is probably because of the nature of the oppression that the reasons for the redemption are related to piety. While the Babylonian period was marked by two rescues, no comparable component was present that resembled the strained circumstances that Israel had to face in Egypt or near the Sea. In fact, the contrast with the peaceful departure from Babylon could not be greater! Cyrus obeyed the Lord instantly, issued a proclamation that encouraged the Jews to return and asked his countrymen for material aid. Also, if the darshan would have chosen to enlarge on the return to Israel, it would have been hard to avoid the creation of a human leader, such as Sheshbazzar.

Our Midrash is ambiguous about Nebuchadnezzar. On the one hand he is depicted as the bad genius who is responsible for the destruction of the First Temple in Jerusalem, the deportation of Judean citizens and who ordered Chananiah, Mishael and Azariah to be thrown into a burning furnace. Yet on the other hand the Midrash presents him as God's servant, albeit that he is not very willing to carry out His commands, albeit after practicing the pagan art of belomancy.

In 28.2 multiple time levels can be discerned. Nebuchadnezzar tries to force Daniel's friends, Chananiah, Mishael and Azariah, into being idolatrous. As a result the predicament the three friends were in has become an example of Israel's perseverance and its loyalty to God; they were not the only people who remained faithful. Nebuchadnezzar is outraged by "the separation of Church and State" the three men advocate. They do acknowledge Nebuchadnezzar with respect to political issues, such as taxes, but refuse to obey him in religious matters. The kind of taxes that are mentioned, such as annonae, suggest a Roman rather than Babylonian background. Moses Aberbach in discussing the parallel found in Leviticus Rabbah (Wilna) 33.6 also points into this direction and suggests that it concerned Caligula who had his statue placed in the Temple. Daniel 3 does not say that the golden statue that Nebuchadnezzar had prepared was a representation, and as a result also 'deification', of himself. It is not a coincidence that the Rabbis who are quoted at the end of the passage are both men from Rome. This taken together with the identification-factor, i.e. the reference to 'us', makes it likely that this text was not only intended as a description of the past, but also, or especially, as an encouragement for the present. Another layer is present in the reasoning of the three friends. In the comments on Psalm 78 mention was made of frogs that acted upon God's request. In 28.2 the darshan goes one step further and depicts the frogs as role model and halachic 'authority'. The frogs also

---

255 This is inspired by Ezechiel 21.26.
appear in Talmud Bavli Pesachim 53B, where is said that the frogs were not commanded to sanctify God's name, by means of *qal wachomer* the three men arrive at the conclusion that they should imitate the example. Midrash Tehillim differs with regard to two important aspects; it brings up the doctrine of אמת אבות, merit of the fathers, and introduces the concept of being awarded for performing a good deed. The Lord paid the frogs by letting them survive the hot ovens and preserved their lives while all the other frogs died. This twofold rescue cannot be copied to the situation of the three men. They realize that they, unlike the frogs, do have the obligation to sanctify God's name, which brings to mind the Talmud's remark that the frogs were not commanded to sanctify God's name. The pious frogs became martyrs voluntarily and spontaneously, but the three men were more calculating. They took into account the fact that their ancestors had earned merit and they knew that the frogs had been given a reward. The *derasha* transcends the miraculous rescue of the three men and brings encouragement and exhortation for the present. Also the praise of God at the end of the passage is not just a by-product of the discussion which verse brought inspiration. It is a confession of faith that addresses the audience.

In 9.17 a milder view on the motives of the three friends is presented. There it reads: 'They did not hand over their lives on the condition to be saved, but to be burned. Why? *For love is as strong as death* (Songs 8.5) See how far the son loves You, therefore *To the leader, concerning the death of the son.*' This would imply that their deed was genuinely inspired by love for God.

A long passage on Daniel is present in the comment on Psalm 64 that is interwoven in the many quotes from Daniel that constitute a 'retold' biblical story. The darshan has given his account of the story a swing by pointing out that the attack on God's servants is not a demonstration of might, but rather a sign of weakness because they are not able to pose a threat to the Lord. King Darius is depicted more favourably than in the biblical story, he seems to have fallen victim to the political schemes of his satraps. After having been decoyed by them, he expresses his annoyance and throughout the passage his emotions and concerns are described. Daniel 6.11 mentions that Daniel prayed three times a day, a custom that, as our Midrash tells us, was known to Darius. Two of these prayers are identified; the minchah and the shema. The reason why the minchah is mentioned, is that the Bible says that Darius tried to save Daniel until the sun went down. According to Talmud Bavli Berachot 26A-27A the minchah may be prayed until sunset. Darius, being familiar with the prayers, hoped that Daniel had decided not to pray the minchah, the time for the prayer had almost passed and it was not an obligatory prayer. The intermezzo ascribes similar devotion to the other exiles.

Daniel's punishment is in itself a miraculous happening. The text assumes that there were no stones in Babel and that it came flying. For a better understanding of the phrase that explains who saved Daniel 'Let a lion come and save a lion from the mouth of a lion', the parallel of Numbers Rabbah (Wilna) 13.4 needs to be brought in. The general idea of that passage is that 'God is known by Judah' (Psalm 76.2) and that

---

256 This comment on the remote verse is only present in Parma and Cambridge and in the remarks by Abraham Provencali.
Judah's honesty that saved Tamar has been rewarded with merit for his tribe. The text demonstrates that God is called a lion in Hosea 11.10 and Judah is called 'whelp of a lion' in Genesis 49.9. Daniel's descent from Judah is mentioned in Daniel 1.6. The explanation that God, a lion, saved a descendant of Judah, also a lion, is probable, yet the actual miracle is performed by an angel, corresponding to Daniel 6.23. In retrospect this also makes sense of Rabbi Jose's teaching that the angel had the shape of a lion. In our passage it was Daniel's piety and perseverance that made God save him and unlike Numbers Rabbah the merit of the fathers, in his case Judah, did not play a role. The magnitude of the threat only surfaces when Daniel's mocking opponents have to face the same danger. The poetic justice of this narrative is exaggerated, presumably to teach that injustice will not go unpunished. Psalm 64.11 functions as the conclusion and the lesson of the story is that trusting the Lord like Daniel did will turn one into an upright of heart who can praise the Lord.

Persia

The events that took place in Susan under king Ahasverus are recorded in the book of Esther. Unlike the two redemptions discussed above, this period was not marked by miracles or by a return to Israel. The name of the Lord is not present in Esther and thus the darshan is assigned with the task to associate God with the turn of fate of the Jewish community of Persia. Most of the Esther cycle is concentrated in the comments on Psalm 22. The majority of the exegesis is also present in parallels such as Talmud Bavli, Exodus Rabbah (Wilna), Genesis Rabbah (Wilna), the Mechilta de Rabbi Ishmael, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana, Leviticus Rabbah and Song of Songs Rabbah. In two unique passages, 22.6 and 22.7, Esther is depicted as praying to God. Esther bluntly asks God which situation was more grave; Egypt where male babies were murdered and where men who did not complete their tasks of forced labour were walled up or the present situation in Susan where all the Jews were about to be killed. This severe criticism is not found elsewhere. At the end of her prayer Esther mentions the fact that God immediately answered the cry of the fathers in Egypt, but that He has kept silent with respect to the Jews in Susan who have been fasting, praying and crying. It seems that she has deduced that they have not done enough or that they do not have any good deeds. If this indeed is the case, God should help them for the hallowing of His name. The concluding verse, Psalm 22.3, hints at the fact that the Lord in a certain way 'needs' Israel because of their praises, this is more clear in 22.19. In 22.7 Esther's courage and predicament is described and illustrated by a premature share-out of Esther's possessions. Here too God is introduced into the picture when Esther prays. In 22.16 another prayer by Esther is presented. Here she compares her own situation to that of Sarah who had to spend one night at the court of Pharaoh while Esther had to endure Ahasverus' embrace for years. Despite her devotion and her keeping the three mitsvot she had been given, no miracles are performed for her. There are also no parallels to this passage that calls God to account for His absence and lack of deeds. Only at the end of the comments on Psalm 22, in 22.27, is explained how God's redemption was put into motion. He first lengthened Ahasverus sceptre so that Esther's safe passing through the court was guaranteed. Then an angel caused Ahasverus to be favourable towards Esther, thus excluding the possibility that the redemption could be ascribed to Ahasverus' goodness which seemed to be the case in the Biblical account. Once Ahasverus's heart was won for the Jewish case, the edict
could be nullified and wicked Haman and his sons are heavily punished. The Midrash
does not pay that much attention to Haman's downfall and proceeds to the feeling of
relief and joy as described in Esther 8.16 'the Jews had light and gladness, and joy and
honour'. The idea of light versus darkness is another theme found throughout the
comments on Psalm 22. Especially Esther is a light to the Jews and the keyverse Esther
8.16 is quoted as early as 22.3. The events of the attackers of the Jews that were slain,
as recorded in Esther 9, are not treated in the Midrash. The turn of events is more
important for the Midrash than the downfall of the enemies.

The Greek kingdom

The material on the Greek kingdom is scarce and, unlike the other periods, Midrash
Tehillim has no cluster of comments on the Hellenistic era. The number of passages
that are solely dedicated to the Hellenistic period are very limited and the comments on
this period are mostly found in about twenty passages that speak of the 'four
kingdoms'. These four kingdoms are Babylon, Persia, Greece and Edom, that is the
Roman Empire. According to 38.2, 40.4 and 52.8 Abraham chose the yoke of
kingdoms so that Israel does not have to go down to Gehenna. Also Adam (92.10),
Jacob (78.6) and David (3.7 and 17.9) had knowledge concerning these four
kingdoms.

Several reasons can be given for the fact that Greece and the Hasmonean house, which
ruled during this period, have received little attention in Midrash Tehillim. In 22.10,
right in the middle of the passages on Esther, it is observed that Esther is the end of the
miracles, upon which the objection is raised 'There is Chanukkah!'. The response is
simple: unlike the situation Esther was in, the events concerning the purification and
rededication of the Second Temple are not recorded in the Bible. It is this apocryphal
nature of the Books of the Maccabees that disqualifies Chanukkah as a miracle.
However, this cannot have been the only factor since elsewhere the Midrash does not
refrain from incorporating mythic or non-biblical stories such as David and the re'em
which even appears in the comments on Psalm 22. Psalm 30 on the dedication of the
Temple could have formed a good starting point for a derasha on the Hasmonean
house. The Hasmoneans who were responsible for the revolt against the
Hellenistic/Seleucid domination were not totally accepted, as becomes clear from the
fact that there is no massheket on Chanukkah and from the hostile texts in Talmud
Bavli Sotah 47A, Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 19A and Talmud Bavli Kiddushin 66A
where the Hasmonean monarch Alexander Jannai is portrayed as bloodthirsty.

Besides the negative publicity there are two other aspects that may have played a role.
The Hasmonean house made the High Priesthood hereditary and officiated as High
Priest although they did not belong to the proper levite family. Mattathias ben
Jochanan called himself High Priest, while he was not of the house of Zadoq. The
Hasmoneans combined this function with that of being king, while they were not of
Davidic descent. For Midrash Tehillim the main reason for somewhat neglecting the

257 The source of this passage is Talmud Bavli Yoma 29A where it appears in the name of Rabbi Assi.
258 Which may also be due to its apocryphal character.
Hellenistic period was the apocryphal character of Maccabees, though the religious and political dimensions may have played a role as well.

An interesting element that all the passages on the Greek kingdom, with the exception of 22.10, have in common is that there are no parallels. Sometimes parallels on other parts of the passages can be found, but there is no material on the Hasmoneans. Despite the fact that the comments on the Hasmoneans are mostly incorporated in the four kingdoms and hardly appear on their own, they are recognised as redeemers. Thus far I have only seen such an enthusiasm for the Hasmoneans in the Targum on the Song of Songs. In this Targum the Song of Songs is regarded as an allegory of Israel’s Heilsgeschichte which it treats in chronological order. The repetitions in the Song of Songs are for the targumist an indication of the cyclical character of the Heilsgeschichte. As P.S. Alexander points out this Targum discerns three peaks in the Israel’s history, namely the reign of Solomon, which is Israel’s ideal polity, the rule of the Hasmoneans and the days of the Messiah. Ranking the Hasmoneans besides Solomon and the Messiah show how much this Targum appreciates the Hasmoneans. Midrash Tehillim’s position is moderate and stands in between Targum Song of Songs’ enthusiasm and the somewhat negative attitude of the Rabbinic corpus.

In Midrash Tehillim 22.9, which forms part of the Esther cycle, two main parts can be determined: the three kingdoms with their human redeemers and the Messiah as the redeemer in the fourth kingdom and the rebuilding of the First Temple by Ezra and the rebuilding of the Second Temple which will be carried out by God. The keyword is הרע רואא, in the last case it is clearly a religious awakening, but the character of the ‘standing up’ that is mentioned in the four kingdoms part is more difficult to interpret. Esther and Mordechai did have an influence on the politics, which can not be said for Chananiah, Mishael and Azariah. In the situations of the three friends and Esther religious freedom was cramped, which changed after their deeds. Like the Median period, the Greek period had also a political and a religious side. If the two parts function as parallels, which is suggested by הרע ‘awake’ and the structure of the counterpart, the part on the four kingdoms may speak of religious rather than political changes.

Midrash Tehillim 30.6, which comments on almost every verse of Psalm 30, speaks of three exiles, namely Babel, Media and Greece. The derasha pushes towards the dramatic change in events during Media but it contains some information concerning the Hasmoneans. They are called the ones who cured the ‘I’-person of the passage, who presumably has to be identified as the congregation of Israel. The text may refer to a political deed which prevented the execution of the Greek decrees which could have made Israel go down into Gehenna, i.e. the result of violation of God’s commandments. The negative tendency that was detected in the Talmud is not present.

---

259 This is interrupted in 6.8 with a reference to Alexander the Great and in 7.9 by Daniel and the three Hebrew Children.
here. Mattathias' sons are called God's pious men (מָּדְתָּתִיתִים), which was the honorary name of those who began the revolt against Antiochus IV.\(^{261}\)

Another passage that contains a variation on the four kingdoms theme is 67.1. The first part of the comment speaks of God’s mercies and compassions which will never end, this element that has been introduced through the remote verse, Lamentations 3.22. The link to Babel is formed by Lamentations 3.23 followed by the vision Moses had of the Greek kingdom. This reminds one of the vision that Abraham had with regard to the four kingdoms in 16.7 and 38.2. Moses’ reaction to this peek of the future is that he blesses the tribe of Levi, which is the tribe the Hasmonean house belonged to. Deuteronomy 33.11 which forms part of the blessing of Levi does have a violent character and can be regarded as a hint at the revolt. From this can be deduced that the political aspect is accounted for. The priestly blessing of Numbers 6.24-26 is here presented with the first word of each verse and serves as an argument to convince the Lord that He should bless the Levites as well. Quoting Numbers 6 also brings in the religious side of the Hasmoneans. The remainder of the passage tries to unite two different reasons for redemption. The first reason is that God rescues Israel for His name’s sake and to make His strength known. The second justification is in contradiction with the first comment because it suggests that God redeemed because of Israel’s righteousness.

In 5.11 we also find a variation on the four kingdoms. In the passage preceding it Babel is discussed. There is a description of Nebuchadnezzar’s praise of God, which the Lord rejected. This is followed by a demonstration of the principle that sometimes an evil deed is punished right away, in this case those who were involved in the punishment of the three friends and Daniel met their death by means of their own devices. In the following passage the transition to the kingdom of Media and Persia is made, the end of this power is called the vengeance of the Lord. This explicit attribution to God is in accordance with the overall tendency of the Midrash since the book of Esther does not mention God at all. The Lord is also assigned an active role in ending the power of the Greeks for He has delivered them into the hands of the Hasmoneans. The Midrash makes a very important statement here; the Hasmoneans are regarded as God’s instrument even though their actions have not been recorded in the Bible. The end of the passage contains a promise that Edom, Gog and Magog will also be taken care of. When the two passages, 5.10 and 5.11, are taken together it is about the downfall of three kingdoms, which will be succeeded by the fall of Edom and Gog and Magog.

Some information concerning the Greek kingdom is found in 18.35 where verses 49 and 50 of Psalm 18 are applied to five stages, the four kingdoms and the gathering of the exiles which coincides with the coming of the Messiah. All kingdoms, with the exception of the Greek kingdom, have at least two elements and one would have expected that Greece would have been mentioned together with Macedon. We find the somewhat strange expression שָׁאָר עַל פִּי שְׁמֵמֶשֶׁל בֵּית הָיוֹם, even though this nifal

seems out of place, it is present in the two main manuscripts Parma and Cambridge. The text informs us of the fact that during the Greek dominion the Temple was still standing, which indeed was the case since it had only been desecrated by Antiochus. There is nothing on the Hasmoneans in this passage.

The last passage to speak of the Hasmoneans is 93.1. First is explained why Jeremiah calls God ‘king of the gentiles’ in Jeremiah 10.7, which was introduced as the remote verse. In the second explanation of Psalm 93.1, Rabbi Chanina says that God’s clothing and majesty befits Him. This saying reminds of the more elaborate statement by Rabbi Chanina in 24.1 about Job. In the description of the seven garments of the Lord the clothes during the four kingdoms are also discussed. Quite surprisingly the garments of Mordechai, who wore a royal apparel, and the sons of the Hasmoneans are also described. The Hasmoneans were dressed in garments similar to those of the Lord, namely garments of zeal.

The parallels, with the exception of Pesiqta Rabbati, comment on Songs 4.10 and all mention ten garments instead of seven garments. Only the Pesiqta de Rav Kahana ascribes four garments to the four kingdoms, but it does not contain the additional information about Mordechai and the Hasmoneans. The passage in Midrash Tehillim is well composed and has a different verse for every garment, which is not the case in the parallels. The main tendency of this passage is to portray the Lord as warrior.

The scarcity of the material and the general reservedness in the passages on the Greek kingdom that are available impairs the opportunity to clearly describe the role of the Hasmoneans. It would appear that both the religious aspect and the political side of the Hasmoneans have received some attention. The Midrash is not as negative as the sections of the Talmud mentioned above and even seems to admire the Hasmonean house because it places it on the same level as the three friends and Esther and Mordechai. Oddly enough it is not stated anywhere what their exact deeds were and who their opponents were.

262 Pesiqta de Rav Kahana שיפן ווחוו, Pesiqta Rabbati שיפן ווחוו, DeuteronomyR(W) ויתנה and SongsR(W) 4.10.
7 Meshalim of Redemption

7.1 Midrash Tehillim 6.5, The sick man and the tardy healer

My soul is very dismayed (and You, oh Lord, until when?) (Psalm 6.4). Rabbi said: ‘It has not been written here ‘Incline Your ear’, but ‘and You, oh Lord, until when?’ . You are the one who has assured me I will be with him in trouble (Psalm 91.15).

What is until when? Rav Kahana said: It may be compared to a sick person who was to be healed by the physicians. The sick person was looking out for (the moment) that the physician would come. At the fourth hour, or at the fifth, or sixth or seventh hour? But he did not come. The eighth, ninth and tenth hour passed by and he did not come. When the sun was beginning to set (the physician) came and (the sick person) said to him: “Had you tarried yet a little while, my soul would have departed!”

Likewise spoke David when he saw the servitude to the kingdoms wherewith they would continually subject Israel, and he cried: You, oh Lord, until when? For You are my physician and You tarry to come to me!

Comment

In the present passage both parts of Psalm 6.4 are addressed, yet in a reversed order. The point Rabbi makes concerning the second half of the verse is that it is devoid of politeness and reverence for God. Other Psalms employ a more circuitous way to draw God’s attention and there a phrase as until when? would have been out of the question. The emphasis is explained by Psalm 91.15, which identifies God as the

---

263 Not all the manuscripts have Rabbi’s interpretation of Psalm 91.15 and in that case the mashal directly illustrates the lemma.
264 Psalm 31.3, 71.2 and 88.3.
one who will be with Israel in trouble and, as the mashal demonstrates, from whom
help is expected. The mashal about the sick person who requires a healer, is most
likely based on the previous verse, Psalm 6.3, that says רענני והע ‘heal me, oh Lord’.

The first part of the lemma, המל, is explained on two levels. There is of course
the waiting for many hours that is bothering the patient mentally, but there is also the
ailment that is so severe that his life, which is also called ומא, is at stake. The setting
of the sun is to be taken as a symbol of the patient who has almost died and so the
patient has a good reason for his complaint. In the mashal the question ועמי is
present, it is answered in the mashal, but in the nimshal it is left unanswered. Israel
does not know how long she will have to wait for redemption.

The manuscripts differ regarding the apodosis of the nimshal, which is in keeping with
the tenor of the manuscripts. Florence, Vatican 76, Vatican 81, Trinity F18.39 and
Paris do not speak of the kingdoms and apply the situation to David who is to be
identified as the sick man. Parma and Cambridge have David as a spokesman for those
generations that suffer from the servitudes imposed by the kingdoms. The only
parallel to the mashal is found in the Yalkut which has a combination of the two
traditions in the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim. In this case it leans more towards
the group of Florence because it mentions Rav Kahana and because it does not apply
the mashal to Israel, but to David. In Appendix B the full text is given.

7.2 Midrash Tehillim 10.1, The vineyard and the robbers

וכמה זוחל ברוחך עתים שונות unnamed.

with the creation of the kingdoms. The only parallel to the mashal is found in the Yalkut which has a combination of the two traditions in the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim. In this case it leans more towards the group of Florence because it mentions Rav Kahana and because it does not apply the mashal to Israel, but to David. In Appendix B the full text is given.

265 There is an inconsistency in the reading of Cambridge and Parma because the most logical exclamation by David would have been שמחה את הרפאתם שלם ‘You are their physician and You tarry to come to them’, i.e. pointing to the relationship between God and Israel. This may have been an error by a coplist, but perhaps it is because Parma and Cambridge have Israel as extra element.
1. Absent in Vatican 76 and Frankfurt.

2. While Parma is the main manuscript, modifications have been made. Thus the construction is not present in Parma, but it is in Cambridge.

3. The dictum is present in Florence, Vatican 81. Trinity College Cambridge F18.39.

4. Florence, Vatican 81. Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 identify the times as 'three pilgrimage festivals'


Why, Lord, do You stand far off and (why) do You hide (Yourself) in times of trouble? (Psalm 10.1). This has to be seen in the light of: And he will speak words against the Most High (Daniel 7.25). Rabbi Jose said: The wicked do not engage in war unless they blaspheme and reproach the Holy One blessed be He, as has been said: And he will speak words against the Most High. That is the Holy One blessed be He. And after that (is written): and he will wear out the holy ones of the Most High. Like Scripture says: You will be holy (Leviticus 19.2) [The Holy One blessed be He said to them: Since you were hallowed for My name, even before I had created the world, you will be holy as I am holy, as has been said: And you will be to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation (Exodus 19.6). And like I am higher than all the world, so will you be to Me. Like the lamed is higher than all (other) letters, thus (are) you. Like the iod is the smallest, thus you are small, as has been said: For you are the smallest of all peoples (Deuteronomy 7.7).] Where is Israel called the highest? It has been said: The Lord, your God, will put you on high (Deuteronomy 28.1).

It may be compared to a man who had a vineyard. Robbers wanted to enter the vineyard, but they could not because a fence had been erected. What did they do? They made a breach in the fence and after that they entered the vineyard.

Likewise the nations of the world came and wanted to engage in war against Israel for they are the vineyard of the Holy One blessed be He, as has been said: For the house of Israel is the vineyard of the Lord of hosts (Isaiah 5.7). They blasphemed the Holy One blessed be He and after that Israel. As has been said: And he will speak words against the Most High and after that the holy ones of the Most High. After that they want to abolish the Torah, as has been said: to change times and law (Daniel 7.25). Times these are the festivals. And law that is the Torah, as has been said: and from His right hand a fiery law for them (Deuteronomy 33.2). And they will be given into his hand (Daniel 7.25). Perhaps forever? Scripture says: Until a time, times and half a time (Dan 7.25). And why are we enslaved (during) all these servitudes? Because You have removed Yourself from us. Therefore it has been said: Why, Lord, do You stand far off?
Comment

As the expression ניחון בראש verbally signalled, we are dealing with a petichah. As usual for Midrash Tehillim the lemma is quoted at the beginning and at the end of the passage which means we are dealing with a regular petichah. Daniel 7.25 acts as remote verse and it may have a small pun with עליה on the word עליה of the lemma. The Daniel verse dominates the first part of the exegesis, sketching a situation in which God may be perceived as standing far off. Daniel 7 describes how God’s authority is challenged by the eleventh horn of the fourth beast and with this remote verse the period of tribulation is introduced. Daniel 7.25 also illustrates Israel’s special status. In Daniel’s vision the identity of the כלודים עלים, ‘holy ones of the Most High’, was not specified and the darshan applies this description to Israel. The identification is twofold: they are not only regarded as the holy ones, but also as the ‘high ones’, thus explaining the plural form שלדימ אתלילים where one usually finds the singular form שלדימ עלים for God. The status constructus שלדימ אתלילים is therewith ignored and the darshan is to demonstrate that Israel is both holy and high. All the quotes in this part of the comment, including those in the speech by God which is not present in all the manuscripts, have one thing in common; they all have a link to God’s commandments. In the case of Exodus 19.6 these are the Ten Commandments and in other passages it concerns more general commandments, for example Deuteronomy 28.1 that speaks of מצוות. Israel’s holiness and ‘highness’ has to be seen in the light of keeping God’s commandments.

Now that we know this, the mashal is a little easier to understand. The choice of words that are used to describe the case of the mashal is deliberate and they are carefully chosen. In the mashal the nations are represented by robbers, for which not the Hebrew word ניג ‘thief’ is used, but the Greek loanword θλισσόν. In this way already a distinction between Israel and the ‘outsiders’ is created. Despite the fact that Isaiah 5.7 is the only verse in Scripture where Israel is called God’s vineyard, it has become a rather well known metaphor. God’s main role in the mashal is that of being the owner, who has protected his property with a fence. The latter is not further discussed in the nimshal which mainly follows the petichah verse, but given the strong connection to the commandments in the earlier quotes and the expression נמיň נים, I would like to argue that the fence represents the Torah. The Oral Torah is often called סיני לאן the fence around the Torah, while the Written Torah itself is the רדא in this mashal. The expression נמיň נים that is used when the robbers make a breach in the fence has a biblical character. A similar wording is found in Isaiah 5.5 where God threatens to destroy His vineyard in case it produces only sour grapes; He will çıר גזר את הגרד ‘he who makes a breach in a fence, a snake will bite him’.

In the nimshal the darshan uses Daniel 7.25 to demonstrate step by step the events that follow the attack on God. It is here that it becomes evident that the mashal is polemical. Not only God is attacked, but also Israel, as well as the Torah and traditions that form

266 Mishnah Avot 3.13.
the heart of Israel’s religious identity. In a few manuscripts this is stated more explicitly; they do not read ‚שׁשׁ שׁלׁשׁ עַמְלָיָם ‚the festivals‘, but ‚שׁשׁ שׁלׁשׁ עַמְלָיָם ‚three pilgrimage festivals‘. Already in the New Testament is written that two major events in Christianity took place during two of these festivals. In Matthew 26.2 Jesus’ coming crucifixion is linked to Pesach²⁶⁷ and in Acts 2.1 the coming of the Holy Spirit is connected to Shavuot²⁶⁸. The festivals are not abolished, but they are changed into the Christian festivals of Easter and Pentecost. Also the abolishment of the Torah can be regarded as an act of Christians; circumcision was abolished, the first day of the week became the holy day instead of the Sabbath and there are of course the letters of Paul in which he presented a new approach towards the Torah. A striking element of the polemics in this mashal is that it is not dealing with issues that were discussed in the beginning of the polemics against Christians²⁶⁹, such as the godness of Jesus, (ab)use of Scripture, circumcision and anti-nomism. The only positive aspect of the servitudes that are mentioned at the end of the nimshal is that they are limited. It is likely that these servitudes are also to be seen in the light of religious oppression and that they are even harder to endure because God has removed Himself from Israel.

Yalkut Daniel 1066 is the only parallel to Midrash Tehillim 10.1. It shares the idea that the wicked wage war against Israel with Parma and Cambridge, but it shares most with the other manuscripts, including the mentioning of the three pilgrimage festivals.

7.3 Midrash Tehillim 10.2, The arrogant caravan and the stationhouse keeper

(דיבר אחריɆ♀מ חיו תועמוד הפרשה).

וזה שאמר התנבא לו כי שאמר לו גם שמעי (ברקמ 2, 16), אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещенияו והתח
שכינה³⁴ הוא אמר להם רצה ליתחתיו (ишעיהו 6, 5), אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещенияו והתח
ללא שאל מתאנו אלא בקושני (ишעיהו 6, 5), אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещенияו והתח
ברדך, כל שתחכים לו, זה אחר התנור, אמר לו התנורに向けて 없는 ומיני חותם,
המקים שלוהים, אמר לו שלוהים⁵⁴ Fernandez alcançםlok, הואнный ש.Objects בעשריםしたい
ומאתת על הקהל ויאזף על כל זה כל חמש thieves, הואłoży למקים ש.Objects בעשריםしたい
ואשל, הוא琮י אחר התנור, אמר לו התקנות לך שלמרות, אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
שד בגרנות הלוחות התלויות, הוא琮י אחר התנור, אמר לו התקנות לך שלמרות, אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
ועצתי את יאני זכרת הפקות, כל הוא琮י אחר התנור, אמר לו התקנות לך שלמרות, אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
 dresser לך התנור (ишעיהו 6, 5), אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
גרעותון (השבט ג, ה וה), כיון שמטרים לפניとなっているה הוא צעיפים לך לי תועמוד הפרשה,ɹ
אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
מספר על הפקות, אמר לי נתן שלם שלם помещהו והתח
הוגה, והאמרו לו כי שאמר לו גם שמעי (ברקמ 2, 16), שמעה עולים ועולים, ועלים עד ידך.

1. Not present in Vatican 76 and Frankfurt.
2. Cambridge follows Parma, but has three elements in common with Florence, Vatican 81 and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39. Among others it has it was replaced instead of . The difference may be

²⁶⁷ פָּסָחַ , John 13.1, Mark 14.1 and Luke 22.1 also mention ta αξια.
²⁶⁸ פְּסֵטֵקָהָת.
²⁶⁹ ‘Disputations and Polemics’ in Encyclopaedia Judaica.
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caused by an error due to the oral transmission, or by a graphical error.

3. Florence suffers from errors and misses among others this reply.

[Another explanation of Why, Lord, do You stand far off? (Psalm 10.1)] This is to be seen in the light of: And it happened that when He called, they did not listen (Zechariah 7.13). Rabbi Jonathan said: Three and a half years the Shechinah was saying and announcing: 'Seek the Lord while He may be found (Isaiah 55.6). And there was no one who cared. And thus it says: I would be sought by (those) who do not ask, I would be found by (those) who do not seek Me (Isaiah 65.1).

Rabbi Chanina said: It can be compared to a caravan that was going on the highway. When it was getting dark, they came to a keeper of a station house. The keeper of the station house said to them: 'Enter my station house because (there will be) evil beasts and robbers (on the road).' The (people of the) caravan said to him: 'It is not our habit to enter a station house.' As soon as (the caravan) had gone, the time of night came upon them and darkness (as well). (The caravan) returned and they came to the keeper of the station house and they were screaming, begging him that he would open up for them. The keeper of the station house said to them: 'It is not the habit of a keeper of a station house to open up during the night. It is not the habit of a keeper of a station house to receive (guests) at this hour. The moment when I asked, you did not want and now I cannot open up for you.'

Likewise the Holy One blessed be He said to Israel: 'Return backsliding sons (Jeremiah 3.14,22) Seek the Lord while He may be found (Isaiah 55.6).' And not one of them wished to return. The Holy One blessed be He said: 'I will go and I will return to My former place (Hosea 2.9,5.15). And when they were delivered to the kingdoms and the nations, they screamed: Why, Lord, do You stand far off? The Holy One blessed be He said to them: 'When I asked of you, you did not receive. And now when you ask of Me, I will not listen to you. Measure for measure!' Therefore it says: And it happened that when He called, they did not listen (Zechariah 7.13). Perhaps forever? God forfend! Until a time, times and half a time (Daniel 7.25).

Comment

In this second explanation on Psalm 10.1 the lemma is not quoted, yet the position of the passage in the Midrash along with the fact that Psalm 10.1 is mentioned in the nimshal make it apparent that Psalm 10.1 is the lemma. The comment is connected to Zechariah 7.13 which determines the exegesis to a great extent. The darshan has not quoted the second half of the verse, which reads 'thus they will call and I will not hear', while this is exactly the lesson that is taught in the passage. Although the verse is not entirely congruous in the sense that in one part of the verse the third person masculine singular is used and that in the other part a first person singular is used, the two parts of the verse can be understood as a principle of measure for measure. The reading strategy is proving that God warned, followed by the mashal

---

270 Literally 'my habit'.
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which shows what may happen if one fails to heed a warning and in the nimshal the implications for Israel are spelled out. The nimshal demonstrates that the measure for measure principle, in Hebrew נאמה נגזרת מנגזרת, is employed by God. Israel’s response to what has befallen it is cast in the words of the lemma and at the end of the nimshal God answers Israel. The passage concludes with the words of Daniel 7.25, the remote verse of the previous comment.

Rabbi Jonathan’s teaching on the warning by the Shechinah is found in a number of Rabbinic texts271 and there is probably a shared tradition between these texts and Midrash Tehillim 10.2 because in the parallels Jeremiah 3.22 and Hosea 5.15 are quoted, which in Midrash Tehillim are used in the nimshal. Daniel 7.25, which appears in the nimshal, serves as source for the period of three and a half years. In the previous passage the unity of God, Israel and the Torah played an important role. In the present passage we find a variation namely the unity of God and Israel and the convenant, which needs to be kept by both parties. The context of Isaiah 55 quoted in this section is that God offers Israel a ברכת, a convenant, similar to what God offered to Noach in Genesis 9.12 and to Abraham in Genesis 15.18.

After the futile attempt by the Shechinah to make Israel return, we find Isaiah 65.1 that suggests that God Himself tries to convince Israel to seek Him. While this verse is certainly inviting Israel, it also contains a warning; those who will not keep God’s institutions will be repaid by God. It is this second setting, along with the principle from Zechariah 7.13, that is highlighted by the mashal.

The nimshal is, as seems customary in Midrash Tehillim, not entirely a copy of the mashal. Some elements stand certainly out. First there is Israel’s rudeness that goes as far as not giving a reply to God’s call and ignoring Him completely. In the mashal the two parties disagreed, but at least they were having a conversation. Another difference is that God’s monologue does not mention the perilous situation about which Israel should be warned. The mashal reports nothing about an assault by evil beasts and robbers on the caravan, while Israel is handed over to nations and kingdoms. Thus Israel’s fate becomes even more miserable than that of the caravan. In contrast with the station house keeper, the nimshal presents God’s thought on the situation, which is done by means of Hosea 5.15; He decides to return to His former place. This should be understood as creating a distance by returning to heaven. The latter may explain why the text does not say that Israel returned to God because He had removed Himself, but the absence of returning has also to be understood as meaning that Israel has not repented. The lemma serves as the only utterance that Israel makes. The emphasis is again on God’s words and it is here that the connection to Zechariah 7.13 is worked out. God is both harsher and milder than the stationhouse keeper. Israel is fully responsible for her own subservience to the kingdoms and the nations because they ignored God’s call to repentance. An echo of this is found in the second half of Hosea 5.15 where God says that He will only return when Israel will have admitted its guilt and will seek Him.

271 See the discussion of parallels at the end of this comment.
On the other hand God also shows mercy towards Israel because the period He will not listen is restricted, i.e. the measure for measure principle will not be applied for ever.

There are two groups of parallels to Midrash Tehillim, but they are both not on the mashal. The first group is connected to the words of the Shechinah, which in our text partly appears as verses in the nimshal. This certainly suggests a link between the Shechinah and these verses. The following texts belong to this group: Lamentations Rabbah (Wilna) petichah 25, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana 13.11 and Yalkut Jeremiah 257. The second group, formed by Pesiqta Rabbati 31 and Yalkut Psalms 647, deals with the measure for measure principle and one of the quotes is Psalm 10.1. It seems that Pesiqta Rabbati 31, and in its wake Yalkut Psalms 647, and Midrash Tehillim 10.2 share a tradition, but that they have not influenced one another.

7.4 Midrash Tehillim 11.1, The king and his beloved servant

To the choirmaster, by David, I have sought refuge in the Lord, how could you say to my soul ‘flee to your mountain (like) a bird’? (Psalm 11.1) This is to be read in the light of The Lord is mine, I will not fear. What can man do to me? (Psalm 118.6).

It may be compared to a king who had a servant whom he loved more than all the other servants. The men of his household were jealous of him, but he said: ‘My master favours me, what can a man do to me? ‘Flee to your mountain (like) a bird’.

Rabbi Acha said: At the moment Israel was exiled, the nations of the world were talking about exiling them from their place and said: ‘Let the master and his student flee!’ ‘Nudu’ is the ketiv, ‘nudi’ is the qereh.
Thus they spoke to (God) above as well as to (Israel) below. To (God) above? Like a bird that flees from its nest likewise Man flees from His place (Proverbs 27.8). There is no other man than the Holy One blessed be He, as has been said: The Lord is a man of war (Exodus 15.3). There is no other place than the Temple, as has been said: This is my resting place for ever and ever (Psalm 132.14).

Comment

Psalm 11.1 is a difficult verse to understand. In the first part it says that David has taken refuge in the Lord, which is then contrasted with a saying in the second part that is puzzling in more than one way. There is the grammatical problem of the imperative in the second person plural נדְרַי, which does not match with the plural possessive pronoun in זֵעֵב, but does not agree with the singular form of the bird.272 In Midrash Tehillim the lemma is initially quoted with the imperative in the second person singular נְדֵר, which is the qereh. But even when the saying is grammatically correct, it is puzzling. Who would say this to David and what does it mean? These questions have been picked up by the darshan. Midrash Tehillim, and in its wake Yalkut Shim‘oni, and Talmud Bavli are the only texts that deal with this verse.

For the comment on the first part of the lemma Psalm 118.6 is quoted to explain what it means to seek refuge with the Lord. At first sight Psalm 118.6 does not have a common factor, but in verses 8 and 9 the same verb עָסַלְנשׁ 'to seek refuge' as in Psalm 11.1 is present. The question of Psalm 118.6 appears somewhat reworded in the mashal. The mashal is not complete because the nimshal is either missing or suppressed. It is possible to devise the nimshal; one who is beloved by God does not have to fear from human beings. What we do not know is the identity of the beloved person. Is it David who feels that he has nothing to fear from his opponents or from his enemies? Or should one read it in combination with the second part of the derasha and conclude that it is Israel who has sought refuge with God and is envied by the nations?

Rabbi Acha’s teaching is even more obscure. He comments on the second half of the lemma, that is again quoted with the qereh נדְרַי and remarks that the nations were exiling Israel. In this remark two forms of the root נָדַר are found, which makes little sense. The Buber text then quotes the expression ויָדְרַי התלמיידי that may be incomplete because in other texts273 one finds ויָדַר ובב התלמיידי that demonstrates the unity of such a pair. The saying in Midrash Tehillim 11.1 is only attested by Parma, where is written יָדַר and not יָדְרַי, which makes it even more complicated. In its present form the purpose of this saying appears to be twofold: it speaks of two people that have a close relationship and form an inseparable pair, for one cannot be a teacher without a student and vice versa.274 The saying also paves the way for the plural form of the ketiv נדְרַי, because two people are involved. The order of the saying, the teacher followed by his student, is then applied to God and Israel, עֲלֵי ‘above’ is a reference

272 Some translations read it as כָּכָר ‘like a bird’ which does not resolve the grammatical problems. See http://bible.cc/psalms/11-1.htm.

273 Tosefta Sanhedrin 7.2, TB Eruvin 73A, TB Kiddushin 30B, TB Sanhedrin 36A.

274 In 14.7 there is a similar expression יָדַר וּכְבֵּד התלמיידי, which is also attested for by Parma.
to God and ḳוֹעַב 'below' points to Israel. Proverbs 27.8 shares two elements with the lemma; the bird (ציפור) and the fleeing (נודד). In its second half two openings for exegesis are found: by means of Exodus 15.3 God can be identified as the אָשֶׁר and in a less direct way is shown that the place of Proverbs is God's resting place, the Temple. The latter explanation is not based on a verbal tally, but on association.

In retrospect we can now, be it partly, understand Rabbi Acha's saying. The nations tried to exile Israel from its place, which is God. They had first made God flee from His place, which is the Temple, and thereafter the nations make Israel flee. This may refer to a Christian or Islamic conquering of the Temple. If this is indeed the case this passage has to be understood, and if the mashal should be applied to Israel and God, the message of the mashal at the beginning of the passage also changes. The feeling of security has turned out to be unjustified for how can Israel say that they have taken refuge with God when God Himself flees? There exists a tension between the idea of the Shechinah leaving the Temple, which since Ezechiel was considered a positive act because the Shechinah went in exile with Israel and did not leave Israel alone, and the idea that God's presence should remain hovering over the Temple site while Israel might be in exile.

The parallel from Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 107A places Psalm 11.1 in the context of David's adultery with Bath Sheba. David fears that his sin will cause people to say that he, God's mountain has to flee. Other than the Psalm verse, there is nothing in common with our text. The later parallel of Yalkut Psalms 652 combines Sanhedrin 107A and Midrash Tehillim, leaving out the difficult teaching on the master and the student and it also does not ask where God is. Only the third parallel, Yalkut Psalms 875, contains the mashal the about the servant which is placed in the setting of David facing Goliath.

7.5 Midrash Tehillim 14.6, The prince and his wedding

The matter is only taken up again in 11.3 where several Rabbis, including Rabbi Acha, suggest that the Shechinah has not left the Temple.
1. Absent in Frankfurt.

2. Buber has made modifications that are not always accounted for. The quote from Psalm 133.3 does not mention the Hermon. This is the case in Parma, Cambridge and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39, the other manuscripts quote the second half of the verse and are therefore not relevant.

3. Florence has no proper introduction to the master and the student, but it does mention the fact that their words will not be established in this world. Paris only has the second application of the master and his student, but fails to explain that God is the master and Moses His student.

4. Paris ascribes the teaching to Rabbi Nehemiah. Florence, Vatican 76, Vatican 81 and Paris have 1 Chronicles 16.35, which may be influenced by Rabbi Chanina's teaching on this verse. The additional teaching on the schoolchildren that appears in Cambridge and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 also contains this verse.

5. Nimshal is only complete in Parma, Cambridge and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39. They have that God nosn, but the other mss have the parallel of nsnn n"zpn and j)3nn SH-w)t, which seems a synchronisation. As one can deduce from the examples given, Trinity concurs with Parma and Cambridge, while in for example 11.1 and 11.4 it had much in common with Vatican 81.

Who will give the salvation of Israel out of Zion? (Psalm 14.7). Rabbi Levi said: All blessings, good things and consolations which the Holy One blessed be He will bring upon Israel, He will bring (them) out of Zion. The Torah (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: The Torah will go forth out of Zion (Isaiah 2.3). Blessing (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: The Lord will bless out of Zion (Psalm 128.5, 134.4). The Appearance (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: Out of Zion the perfection of beauty, God will shine (Psalm 50.2). Support (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: Out of Zion He will support you (Psalm 20.3). Life (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: Like the dew of the Hermon which descends on the mountains of Zion, there the Lord commanded the blessing, (even) life for evermore (Psalm 133.3). Greatness (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: The Lord is great in Zion (Psalm 99.2). Salvation (will go forth) out of Zion, as has been said: Who will bring the salvation of Israel out of Zion? (Psalm 14.7).

You will find that Who will bring the salvation of Israel out of Zion? has been written twice in the book of Psalms; one in the first book and one in the second book. Why? Rabbi Levi said: Corresponding to the master and corresponding to the student. [the master is Moses who said: Who will give such a heart to them? (Deuteronomy 5.26) and the student is David who said: Who will bring the salvation of Israel out of Zion? (Psalm 14.7, 53.7).
Another explanation] The master is the Holy One blessed be He, as has been said: *Who will give such a heart to them?* (Deuteronomy 5.26) and the student is Moses who said: *Who will give that this people of the Lord will be prophets?* (Numbers 11.29). The words of the master and the words of the student will not be fulfilled in this world, but the words of both of them will be fulfilled in the time to come. The words of the master: *and I will give you a new heart* (Ezechiel 36.26) and the words of the student: *I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh* (Joel 3.1).

Another explanation on why *(Who will bring the salvation of Israel out of Zion? is written) two times. Rabbi Judan said in the name of Rabbi Joshua ben Levi: Because the schoolchildren say it two times a day: morning and evening prayer: *Restore us, God of our salvation, and annul Your anger with us* (Psalms 85.5). Therefore said David (twice) *Who will give out of Zion?* Rabbi Tanchuma said: When I was saying this to Rabbi Chanina he said to me: ‘This is not the real reason, but because it has been written two times: *Save us, oh God of our salvation* (Psalms 106.47), once in the Psalms and once in Chronicles276. Therefore has been said twice: *Who will give out of Zion?*

It may be compared to a prince who was engaged to a princess and the preliminary events were appointed for a certain day and the prince was looking forward to his joy and the princess was looking forward to her joy and what delayed it? You must admit that the preliminary events delayed it

Likewise the Holy One blessed be He looks forward to the salvation of Israel and Israel waits for the salvation of the Holy One blessed be He, as has been said: *For the day of vengeance is in My heart [and the year of My redeemed comes]* (Isaiah 63.4).

Comment

In the present passage three exegetical blocks can be discerned. These are the seven good things that God will bring forth from Zion, the issue of the duplicate verses and thirdly the mashal that is connected to the lemma only.

The question who is the source of salvation formulated in Psalm 14.7 as *Who will give the salvation of Israel out of Zion?* has been singled out for further investigation. This question is immediately answered by a doctrine stating that God is the One who brings good things out of Zion. The purpose of listing six other wondrous things that come forth from Zion is not only the glorification of Zion, but foremost it seeks to establish a connection between Zion and the Lord. In all the additional cases the proof verses mention God as the One who brings the things forth from Zion, only the lemma does not say that it is God who will bring salvation. The lemma is the last of the seven good things and by now the audience will automatically assume that the person hinted at in Psalm 14.7 is the Lord.

In the second exegetical block the similarity in wording between Deuteronomy 5.26 and Psalm 14.7 and again Deuteronomy 5.26 and Numbers 11.29 is pointed out. For

276 1 Chronicles 16.35.
the first two verses their ‘authors’, Moses and David, are presented as a pair. A similar strategy is used for Deuteronomy 5.26, which is now understood as a saying by God, and for Numbers 11.29 that was said by Moses. The last two verses are placed in a prophetic setting and the new heart and spirit will only be given to Israel in the time to come. Three out of these four verses, Numbers 11.29 and the two proof verses from Ezechiel and Joel, all contain a reference to God’s Spirit.

The second part of this block does not seek the solution in the existence of a pair of speakers, but in the repetition of the words ‘God of our salvation’ by the schoolchildren. This particular saying does not seem to be part of a liturgy and the parallel in Pesiqta Rabbati 41 says that the children quoted Psalm 106.47. In Midrash Tehillim there are two opinions about the verses that gave the impetus to this tradition and it seems that the opinion by Rabbi Chanina who thinks that the similarity of Psalm 106.47 and I Chronicles 16.35 is the reason, is the most acceptable to the darshan. Like in the first block, the comments help to identify God as the person who will bring Israel’s salvation, which is clearly stated in Psalm 106.47.

By means of the mashal two main thoughts are communicated: God is the Redeemer and like Israel He longs for the redemption, but He is obliged to wait. In the mashal the actual marriage cannot take place before the נרמטיספניא and therefore the latter is experienced as a delaying factor. The mashal reveals nothing about the nature of the נרמטיספניא. Buber assumes that it is a loanword from Greek and that it is derived from προόδησμα, a day appointed beforehand or a fixed time within which a certain activity such as paying money is to be carried out. Jastrow associates it with προγάμμα which can be a sacrifice before the wedding, or the whole of things that occur before the wedding. A third possibility is to link it to πρωτογάμμα which is a preliminary Jewish marriage festival. Lieberman also suspected that πρωτογάμμα has Jewish roots, although he later changed his view. For each of these three possibilities, some alterations to the word need to be made. There does not seem to be a special reason why this word has been chosen, if there is a link to a historical event or person, it now eludes us. In the nimshal this delaying factor is explained by Isaiah implying that God’s day of vengeance needs to take place first before the redemption can be brought about.

279 Liddell, Scott and Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon, p. 1545.
281 Rothman, J. and Grégoire, H. Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves IX, Brussels, 1949, p. 411. With respect to an inscription in Carthage (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum of VIII, No 25045) is argued that it is not necessarily referring to a preliminary marriage festival, but to a marriage between a bachelor and a virgin, which would also be one of the views found in Greece of those days. Thus the word does not necessarily have only Jewish roots, Greek roots are certainly possible as well. In our case this preliminary marriage festival would be the most appropriate meaning because it fits in the best in the relationship between God and Israel.
282 Isaiah 63.4 plays a different role in 7.17 and 9.2 where it is used to demonstrate that all knowledge about the redemption is not available to humankind because it is hidden in God’s heart.
In Leviticus Rabbah 24.4 a parallel can be found on the teaching by Rabbi Levi on the things that God will bring forth from Zion. The two texts differ with respect to the Scriptural quotes, the number of things that are brought forward and the place of Psalm 14.7. Midrash Tehillim has strategically placed Psalm 14.7 at the end of the teaching. Pesiqta Rabbati 41 offers a parallel on the teaching of the schoolchildren and clearly connects the passage to salvation. The lemma on which is commented is Joel 2.1, that also featured in Leviticus Rabbah 24.4. Yalkut Psalms 663 is the only text that offers a parallel to the mashal. It seems to represent both streams of manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim283.

7.6 Midrash Tehillim 14.7, The father of the bride is the happiest man

Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad (Psalm 14.7). It has not been written here ‘Abraham will rejoice and Isaac will be glad’, but Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad. And why will Jacob of all the patriarchs be glad? Rabbi Simeon ben Laqish said: The moment Israel sins, Jacob in the cave of Machpelah is affected, as has been said: For now, oh Ephraim, have you committed harlotry and Israel is defiled (Hosea 5.3). So when the gladness and the redemption comes, Jacob will be glad in it more than all the patriarchs because he has been invited to the feast as has been said: Listen to Me, oh Jacob, My servant, and Israel My called (Isaiah 48.12). What is ‘My called’? My invited, like Scripture says: and he gave them a place (to sit) in the chiefest (place) among those who were called (1 Samuel 9.22).

---

1. Absent in Frankfurt.
2. Thus the other mss, not in Parma and Cambridge.
4. Thus Parma and Cambridge. There is no support by BHS’s critical apparatus for this.
5. Only Parma and Cambridge.
6. Introduction to mashal is incomplete in Parma and Cambridge.
7. None of the mss supports this.

---

Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad (Psalm 14.7). It has not been written here ‘Abraham will rejoice and Isaac will be glad’, but Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad. And why will Jacob of all the patriarchs be glad? Rabbi Simeon ben Laqish said: The moment Israel sins, Jacob in the cave of Machpelah is affected, as has been said: For now, oh Ephraim, have you committed harlotry and Israel is defiled (Hosea 5.3). So when the gladness and the redemption comes, Jacob will be glad in it more than all the patriarchs because he has been invited to the feast as has been said: Listen to Me, oh Jacob, My servant, and Israel My called (Isaiah 48.12). What is ‘My called’? My invited, like Scripture says: and he gave them a place (to sit) in the chiefest (place) among those who were called (1 Samuel 9.22).

---

283 See apparatus.
Rav said: It may be compared to a man who gave his daughter away in marriage. Who is glad? Is it not the father of the bride? As has been said: Therefore, thus speaks the Lord, who redeemed Abraham, to the house of Jacob (Isaiah 29.22).

You must admit that Jacob of all the patriarchs will be glad the most when the redemption will come to Israel for ever. Therefore has been said: Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad (Psalm 14.7).

Comment

This derasha comments on the second part of Psalm 14.7 and the focus is no longer on the relationship between God and Israel, but on the relationship between Jacob and Israel. This subject is brought up by the darshan because he wonders why the verse mentions Jacob and Israel. There are two levels on which the darshan plays: first there is Jacob who is the only patriarch mentioned in this verse and secondly Jacob can be identified as Israel, the name he has been given in Genesis 32. The explanation is in fact a praise of Jacob: his connection to Israel is so intense that he shares in their sins and in their gladness. Hosea 5.3 plays on the identification of Israel as Jacob and on a second identification, namely Ephraim that signifies Israel. The darshan took a very powerful verse to illustrate this bond between Jacob and Ephraim (Israel) since Ephraim was Joseph’s beloved son, who in his turn was Jacob’s beloved son. In Genesis 48 is described how Jacob blessed Ephraim with the blessing of the firstborn, even though this blessing belonged to his brother Manasseh.

The joy that Jacob will experience is then contrasted to that of the other patriarchs: Jacob will be the happiest of them all because he alone has been invited to the feast. This is proven by the quotes from Isaiah and Samuel and the idea is further taken up in the mashal. Because of this prolepsis the effect of the mashal is spoilt and it has become a hollow device.

Despite its promising start, the mashal attributed to Rav is not a smooth mashal. The protasis is not spun out to an appropriate size and as a result the apodosis needs aid, the word כ, to make its point. The nimshal is somewhat better, but here too the flow of events is missing. Nevertheless the idea of the mashal can be easily understood because it consists of questions which should invite the audience to follow his reasoning. Rav’s mashal is rather simple and does not even tell a fictional story because it mainly presents rhetorical questions. Surely the father of the bride will be the happiest man on earth the day his daughter marries. In the application of this mashal an additional step is required because up to this point the relationship between Jacob and Israel is that of a father and a son. Isaiah 29.22 is supposed to establish this new connection, which may suggest to read הת ‘house’ as בת ‘daughter’.

The purpose of this mashal is to demonstrate that Jacob will rejoice because he stands in a close relationship with Israel that is about to experience joy. In Parma and Cambridge, as well as in the parallel of Pesiqta Rabbati\(^\text{284}\), this is tied to the coming of

\(^{284}\) See Appendix.
the redemption. In parallel to 14.6 the redemption is considered to be something positive and both 14.6 and 14.7 associate the redemption with something that will bring 

The parallels, this time including the mashal, can be found in Pesiqta Rabbati 41 and Yalkut Psalms 663. The latter displays a combination of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim. Pesiqta Rabbati 41 is a close parallel, yet its focus lies on the messianic banquet that Jacob will attend.

7.7 Midrash Tehillim 17.9, A strong man and his son cross a treacherous river

1. Absent in Vatican 81 and Frankfurt. Florence is blurry. Buber has altered Parma’s version, often as found in the other mss. For example adding נטupos (Vatican 76 and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39) and דוס instead of דוס (Cambridge, Vatican 76 and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39).

2. Vatican 76, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris. Vatican 76 does not have ובש.

3. Argument of absent ruler is not in Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris. Vatican 76 does not have ישוע.


5. Thus Parma and Cambridge, which appears to be a mistake. Florence, Vatican 76, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris read דוס.

6. Parma is the only manuscript that has כותב דוס. In Vatican 76 and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 it says כותב דוס.

Rise, oh Lord, confront him and cause him to bow down in death (Psalm 17.12). Rabbi Pinchas said in the name of Rabbi Hosayah: In the book of Psalms David made God rise five times with the word ‘rise’. Four of which correspond to the four kingdoms because David saw through the Holy Spirit how they would enslave Israel and he made the Holy One blessed be He stand for every one of them. The fifth rising (is there) because David saw that the kingdom of Gog and Magog will come against Israel with strength and he said to the Holy One blessed be He: Rise, oh Lord, God, lift up Your hand (Psalm 10.12). We do not have any other commander to wage war against him, but You.

It may be compared to a strong man who was crossing a river and had his son with him. He held his hand to make him cross the stream, (but) when he reached the middle of the river the current rose above the son’s head. His son immediately cried and said: ‘Father, father, lift your hand for I am sinking and (might) die!’

Likewise the four nations can be compared to water, as has been said: Woe to a rushing of many peoples, like the rushing of rushing waters (Isaiah 17.12). Israel sinks in its midst, as has been said: I am sinking in deep mire and there is no standing (I have come to deep waters and the current overflows me) (Psalm 69.3). If the Holy One blessed be He would not have been with them, they would have ceased to be and perished. As has been said: When you will pass through the waters, I will be with you (Isaiah 43.2). When the Holy One blessed be He saw that the peoples would grow strong, and that sin caused it, and (when he saw that) the kingdoms would rise up like the current of the river in order to engulf Israel, he began to cry out and said: Rise, oh Lord, God, lift up Your hand lest we sink! Thus it says: Let not the current of waters overwhelm me! (Psalm 69.16). Therefore has been said: Rise oh Lord, God, lift up Your hand, lest we sink! The Holy One blessed be He said to him: ‘By your life, I will lift up My hand, as has been said: I lift up My hand to heaven (Deuteronomy 32.4).

Comment

The darshan has limited himself to the first part of the lemma, קמה סtoupper. In ten Psalms the imperative קמה סtoupper is found and six of them have קמה סtoupper. In the first book five out of these six occasions can be found. By quoting the teaching on the five Psalm verses in which God is asked to rise two effects are produced. The first effect is that Psalm 17.12 is exchanged for Psalm 10.12, which forms part of these five verses. Its image of God’s rescuing hand is later on used in the mashal. Psalm 10.12 acts as a kind of petichah verse because it is woven into the entire explanation. In the next comment, 17.10, Psalm 10.12 serves as the lemma, which further suggests that it is functioning as a petichah verse.

285 Literally ‘with five risings’.
286 The more logical option is that David witnessed this, see apparatus.
287 Psalms 3.8, 7.7, 9.20, 10.12, 17.13, 35.2, 44.27, 74.22, 82.8 and 132.8.
The teaching of the five risings also creates the setting in which the risings, and Psalm 10.12 in particular, need to be understood. David's call is restricted to future situations of oppression, i.e. the four kingdoms and the kingdom of Gog and Magog. Although the mashal follows the explanation on the latter kingdom, it does not only elucidate that kingdom, but addresses the total of the five kingdoms.

The mashal sketches a situation in which acute help is needed. The current comes at the moment that the son is most vulnerable; the water has reached its deepest point and he is as far from both banks as is possible. In the nimshal we find a careful web of verbal puns with the mashal. Most of these puns have been borrowed from the scriptural verses quoted in the nimshal and were projected onto the mashal. The plays on have no scriptural base. At the beginning of the nimshal the connection to the four kingdoms is made by means of Isaiah 17.12. Besides making the identification, the context of this verse provides an explanation of what type of sin, in passing mentioned at the end of the derasha, Israel committed. Isaiah 17.10-12 show that Israel has forgotten the God of its salvation and as a result the kingdoms have become like noisy waters. The second proof verse, Psalm 69.3, mentions one of these four kingdoms by name and demonstrates how severely Israel's life is endangered. Only then the darshan introduces God into the nimshal by means of Isaiah 43.2 that should be read in its entirety for when you will pass through the waters, I will be with you. The rivers will not engulf you'. The darshan refers to this second half of Isaiah 43.2 when he asserts that Israel would have died without God. The idea of God's protection which is articulated here in relation to the river contributes to the composing of the mashal.

At the end of the passage David acts as Israel's spokesman because he realizes that the peoples and the kingdoms are waxing stronger. The repetitions occur here frequently and they add to the idea that Israel is surrounded from all sides. God replies to David's call for help, which is quite unique for the redemptive meshalim of Midrash Tehillim because the Midrash usually mentions the predicaments and leaves it at that. The Deuteronomy verse serves a twofold purpose. It has the vertical movement of God's hand, which is to be understood as pulling Israel out of the servitude to the kingdoms. Secondly, lifting up one's hand is a sign of taking an oath and therewith God's answer becomes an oath.

In the very short inner parallel in Midrash Tehillim 3.7, commenting on Psalm 3.8 which is another verse that belongs to this group of five Psalm verses, the same tradents apply four of these verses to the four kingdoms and the fifth to Gog and Magog. In this parallel David's divine inspiration that made him see the movements by the kingdoms and Gog and Magog is not mentioned, nor is there anything on the distress that Israel experiences. Midrash Tehillim 10.6 uses the image of the sea for the troubles experienced during the fourth kingdom. The first external parallel, Pesiqta Rabbati 31, narrows these verses down to the first book of Psalms and quotes 3.8, 7.7, 9.20, 10.12 and 17.12. This is a very close parallel that also has the mashal on the

288 For example 6.5, 10.1 and 10.2.
strong man and his son. The main differences are the long winded speeches by the son and by Israel. Isaiah 8.7 is quoted to show that God sent the nations, symbolized by the waters. The problem of the lemma, Isaiah 49.14, that expressed that Zion has the feeling that God has deserted it is resolved by God’s oath at the end of the passage. The second external parallel is Yalkut Psalms 650, which is almost an exact copy of Pesiqta Rabbati 31.

7.8 Midrash Tehillim 20.1, The woman in labour and her mother

The main differences are the long winded speeches by the son and by Israel. Isaiah 8.7 is quoted to show that God sent the nations, symbolized by the waters. The problem of the lemma, Isaiah 49.14, that expressed that Zion has the feeling that God has deserted it is resolved by God’s oath at the end of the passage. The second external parallel is Yalkut Psalms 650, which is almost an exact copy of Pesiqta Rabbati 31.

1. Cambridge has incorrect reading ponvn.
2. Florence, Vatican 76' and Frankurt do not mention this. Instead they let the mother mention the argument. Cambridge has both the mentioning of the argument and the mother’s words: ii mi >> , n3 n v. ' n' Sin ))nn r5N nn7Ys 5105 nn' 131tL 1r nvYnv'o `JY Im nnp 53v5 n'' )w rrn' . For my daughter is in birth pain, I cannot bear to hear her cry even though she has made me angry I cannot bear her cry to him (to me) behold I am shouting with her for the distress of my daughter is mine.
3. Corrected by Buber, Parma has n"i.
4. Except for Parma and Cambridge, all mss have o5w 5vß tr.
5. Except for Parma and Cambridge, all mss have 1smt'1vsn ))MI.
6. Except for Parma and Cambridge, all mss have on5'n: r (1p) x5.

To the choirmaster. A Psalm by David. The Lord will answer you in the day of trouble (Psalm 20.1,2). This is to be read in the light of: (when) he will call Me and I will answer him, I will be with him in trouble (Psalm 91.15). The Holy One blessed be He said: The moment trouble comes to Israel and they are seeking Me, let them join My Glory to them and I will answer them immediately, as has been said: (when) He will call Me and I will answer him.

And what is the reason of (when) He will call Me and I will answer him ? Rabbi Judan said: It may be compared to a pregnant woman who was angry with her mother. The moment of giving birth the mother went upstairs and (the daughter) was crying out below and her mother was hearing her voice and she too was crying out above. The neighbours were saying to her: ‘What kind of character are you that you are screaming?
Are you giving birth with her?’ She said to them: ‘Is not my daughter in pain? How could I hear her scream? But behold, I am crying out with her, my daughter’s pain is mine (too).

Likewise when the Temple was destroyed and the sound of crying and lamentation was produced in the whole world, as has been said: And that day the Lord of hosts called to weeping and to mourning (Isaiah 22.12). The ministering angels said to Him: ‘Can these things be in Your presence? Is it not written: Majesty and honour are in His presence and strength and joy are in His place? (I Chronicles 16.27)’ He said to them: ‘Has not my Temple been destroyed and aren’t My children seized in chains? And would I not be in pain? Has it not been written: I will be with him in pain? And it has been written: And now what do I do here? ... My name is blasphemed all day (Isaiah 52.5).

Comment

The darshan of this passage sets out to explore the first half of the second verse of Psalm 20. He therewith limits himself to the circumstances of the ‘day of trouble’, which here, like in other cases in Midrash Tehillim such as 20.4, involve events that require redemption. Psalm 91.15 has not only been selected because of its verbal puns289, but also because the Psalm introduces more information regarding God’s redeeming qualities. In addition to this, the verse has a remarkable order since it first speaks of calling, then of answering and only in a later stage it speaks of being with the person that called. The solution to this is partly found in the dictum by God, who does not only identify the two main persons as Israel and Himself, but who also describes the calling as seeking God and the answering as ‘let them join my Glory to them’. The latter is a rather curious expression, which seems to suggest that Israel should partner with God’s Shechinah. It also implies that the Shechinah and Israel are currently not ‘connected’ and in the mashal is explained in what way the last part of Psalm 91.15 ‘I will be with him in trouble’ is taking place.

The tradent for the mashal is probably the fourth generation Palestinian Amora Rabbi Judan. In the mashal proper three dramatis personae are presented; the pregnant woman, her mother and the neighbours. The relationship between daughter and mother is not going well and a recent argument, about which nothing is revealed, has resulted in a parting of ways. The manuscripts are divided when it comes to identifying the one who has initiated the break up. Some, such as Parma and Vatican 81, say that the daughter was angry with her mother, while others like Cambridge and Florence have the mother explain to the neighbours that it was the daughter that made her angry. Be it as it is, the mother tries to remain close to her suffering daughter and while she has no visual contact, she can still hear what is going on and she suffers with her daughter. The dialogue with the neighbours make it clear that the mother’s empathy for her daughter causes her to cry as well.

289 רorate and 먼저.
In the nimshal the theologically rather unconventional pair of a daughter and her mother is applied to Israel and God. Nothing is said about what led to a parting of ways and it is presented as a given. The reference to the Destruction of the Temple places it in 70 CE or later. The only aspect that is taken from the first half of the mashal, is that of crying. Isaiah 22.12, which has some verbal tallies to the beginning of the nimshal, describes how God summons Himself to start crying and mourning, to which the angels respond by pointing out that this action does not conform to His divine qualities. The angels’ proof comes from a hymn by David for the first day the Ark was back in Jerusalem, this fortifies the connection to the Temple and Jerusalem, that is also taken up in God’s reply. It is the Temple that is mentioned as God’s first concern and His second concern are His sons who endure an exile. Both concerns result in God’s distress, which is then proven by repeating Psalm 91.15. The Temple is being referred to as בנו, while וּרְאֵתִי וְתְהַקְם עָנָא might have been used. Israel might have been called בֵית, which is in perfect harmony with the mashal, but instead is called יָמִין. The contrast with the mashal is evident; there the mother is moved by what is happening to her daughter and this is what makes her a ‘co-sufferer’. God’s suffering is substantially different because it is not just empathy, but a reaction to events that effected Him deeply. The idea of God having His own reasons for being distressed is enforced by the quote from Isaiah 52; for until the present day, God’s name is blasphemed.

As said at the beginning of this comment, the darshan chose to restrict himself to the concept of ‘day of trouble’. While the main message of the mashal without any doubt is the idea that God is with Israel in trouble because He too is distressed by what has taken place, the expected redemption lingers in the background. One would expect that the pain the daughter experiences is a symbol of the birthpangs of the Messiah, יִשְׂרָאֵל יִשְׁפַּחְתַּנְיָם, i.e. the terrible events that have to take place before the redemption will come. The locus classicus is Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 98B where different scenarios for the time of travail are sketched out. The term as such does not appear in Midrash Tehillim and in the nimshal of 20.1 it is not touched upon at all. A superficial glance at the nimshal might even give one the impression that the birth pain is applied to the Destruction of the Second Temple.

The redemption is not totally absent and can be found in some of the verses that are used in the passage. First there is Psalm 20.2 that is followed by the wish ‘may the Name of the God of Jacob set you on high, May He send your help from the Temple, from Zion your support’. Secondly there is Psalm 91.15 that contains God’s promise to rescue and honour Israel. The third verse where in its context an echo of redemption is present is Isaiah 52.7 where peace and salvation is announced. This, taken together with the notion of God sympathizing with Israel and His suffering, all the more points to the fact that redemption can be near.

Yalkut Psalms 679 is the only parallel to this mashal and it shows again a mixture of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim.
7.9 Midrash Tehillim 20.4, Father and son travel to the capital
Consolation for labouring woman

The Lord will answer you in the day of trouble and may the name of the God of Jacob exalt you (Psalm 20.2).

Another explanation of The Lord will answer you in the day of trouble (Psalm 20.2). It may be compared to a father and a son who were travelling on a road. The son became tired and said to the father: ‘Where is the capital?’ He said to him: ‘My son, this sign will be in your hand: When you see a cemetery in front of you, behold the capital is close to you!’ Likewise said the Holy One blessed be He to Israel: ‘When you will see troubles which seize you, that moment you will be redeemed.’ As has been said: The Lord will answer you in the day of trouble and may the name of the God of Jacob exalt you (Psalm 20.2).

‘Abraham and Isaac’ has not been written here, but ‘Jacob’. Why? Rabbi Simeon ben Laqish said: It may be compared to a pregnant woman who experienced difficult labour. People said to her: ‘We do not know what we should say to you, but this: May He who answered your mother in the time of her labour, also answer you in the time of your labour. Likewise has been written about Jacob: God answered me in the day of my trouble (Genesis 35.3). David said to Israel: May He who answered me in the time of my trouble, also answer you. Hence: the Lord will answer you in the day of trouble and may the name of the God of Jacob exalt you (Psalm 20.2).
Comment

The darshan plays on the two possibilities of translating the lemma. It may be ‘may the Lord answer you’ and ‘may the name of the God of Jacob exalt you’, or it can be more affirmative ‘the Lord will answer you’ and ‘the name of the God of Jacob will exalt you’. In the first mashal the more affirmative meaning is present. The son of the first mashal requires a sign, a reassurance, that he can complete the journey because he knows that it will not take long before he reaches the capital. Two reasons why the darshan uses the cemetery as a symbol can be suggested. First of all it is presumably the first sign of civilisation, be it one that has negative associations such as death and impurity. Secondly it forms a wordplay on its nearness (庫רבח ות깥 כבירה). The nimshal does not have its protasis, which in this case may be the waiting for the redemption, although it is not that obvious what one should think of. Quite remarkably, when compared with the second mashal and most of the other redemptive meshalim in Midrash Tehillim, God provides Israel with a sign that indicates that Israel’s redemption will be near. It is formulated in such a way that the redemption will take place the moment the sign has been witnessed, which is different in the mashal proper. The troubles (הצורה) that will function as a sign form a direct reference to the lemma (בוש צורה). That the troubles Israel may have experienced in the period before the sign are not ‘ordinary’ can be deduced from the fact that they are called רוחית חפץ. What this, or its alternative רוחית צור, means is not evident. The repetition of the lemma not only restates the promise, it also paves the way for the comment on the second half of the verse. The element that is picked up here is that Jacob is mentioned. The same reading strategy used in 14.7 is used to single out Jacob at the expense of Abraham and Isaac. There may be a second reason why Jacob is contrasted with the other two patriarchs and this is linked to the wording of the second mashal. Like in the mashal of 20.1 Israel is symbolized by a pregnant woman that is in labour. Her situation is illustrated by a verbal tally on (יינק וصراع) which may in fact have been influenced by Genesis 35 that appears in the nimshal. In Genesis 35 Rachel gives birth to her second son Benjamin, a difficult delivery that even results in her death. It is described as (והי הנקשהљ המתחת) and the same verse speaks of an anonymous midwife that tries to comfort her. Also in the mashal anonymous bystanders try to console the suffering woman. Their words remind us of Mishnah Ta’anit 2.4 where after seven benedictions the following is said: יְהֵיהוּ לְמָשָׁה צֶַּדְּקָהּ וּלְמָשָׁה צֶַּדְּקָה, may He who answered ..., name and situation—answer you and may He hear the voice of your crying this day'. The people who have been answered by God are Abraham, Israel at the Sea, Joshua, Samuel, Elijah, Jonah and David and Solomon who are mentioned as a pair. Jacob is not listed here, but Genesis 35.3 demonstrates that God also answered him. The similarity of this verse with the lemma is striking for all the elements are present. The difference between the mashal and the nimshal is that not the bystanders, but the figure of the mother, here as Jacob and David, tells her story. In David’s case the lemma is

290 With exception of 17.9.
291 The seventh benediction of the Eighteen Benedictions, followed by six additional benedictions that are recited during seven days of fasting for rain.
quoted to testify that David experienced help from God and it also acts as an encouragement for Israel. This second mashal ends with the encouragement and does not have a divine counter-part and lacks reassurance from God.

There are two parallels to the second mashal, one in Deuteronomy Rabbah (Wilna) 2.11, and one in Yalkut Psalms 680. The latter shows almost no differences with what is found in Midrash Tehillim. Deuteronomy Rabbah is a slightly different case since its lemma is Psalm 20.1, but its destination is Deuteronomy 4.7. The implication is that in the nimshal Moses is mentioned as third figure and he has the role of intercessor for Israel.

7.10 Midrash Tehillim 22.12, The gleaning princess

Beautiful like the moon (Song of Songs 6.10). Why is Israel compared to the moon? (Because) like the moon rules by day and by night, thus Israel will rule in this world and in the world to come.

It is possible (to say) thay Israel would be less, like this moon that wanes every month, (but) Scripture says: Bright as the sun (idem). Like the sun is full, thus Israel will be full of meritorious deeds.

Terrible as bannered hosts (idem) [Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Joshua (disagreed). Rabbi Eliezer said:] Like the ministering angels stand (arranged) in many divisions.
Joshua] said: Like those who went out of Egypt when they stood (arranged) in many divisions. Rabbi Chiyya taught: It may be compared to a princess who was gleaning among the ears and the king passed by and he recognized her as his daughter. He loved her (again) and took her up and made her sit in his coaches. Her friends were astonished about her and said: 'Yesterday you were gleaning among the ears and today you sit in coaches next to the king.' She said to them: 'Just like you are astonished about me, so am I astonished about myself.'

Likewise (was it with) Israel (when they) were enslaved in Egypt with clay and stones and they were despised in the eyes of the Egyptians. When they were redeemed and made free men and were governors and chiefs over all that walks on earth the Egyptians were astonished and Israel said to them: 'Just like you are astonished about us, so are we astonished about ourselves'. This is what has been said: *I did not know (myself), You have placed my soul on chariots of my princely people* (Song of Songs 6.12).

Comment

The lemma is a verse that was used in Midrash Tehillim 22.11 to illustrate the Exodus from Egypt. In that passage the first part of Song of Songs 6.10 was submitted to further exploration and in the present passage the remainder of the verse is commented on. In the lemma both the moon and the sun appear in a praise of Israel. This may seem a little overdone, but the Midrash explains that the moon and the sun complement each other so that none of the downsides of these heavenly bodies applies to Israel. The last part of the lemma, אָנוּתָהּ נַסְדִּיקֵו, is the subject of a disagreement between Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Joshua, although their names do not occur in all the manuscripts. It is not clear what the participle feminine plural נַסְדִּיקֵו refers to, one would have expected a noun such as בָּנָיָהוּ 'hosts' to accompany it and in the critical apparatus of the BHS it is suggested that its correct place is in verse 5. Both Rabbis do not deal with this issue but simply read דָּלֵים instead which they apply respectively to the angels and to Israel. It is likely that both Rabbis are referring to the Exodus, as is done in Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) 15.6, where the same issue is explained as:

A second argument for positioning these divisions in Egypt is the fact that the mashal illustrates the general setting of the Exodus. The mashal’s main purpose is to clarify, another verse from the Song of Songs, namely 6.12, and several elements of the mashal can be traced back to the verse, which will be discussed below. By means of the mashal is conveyed that, from Israel’s point of view, the redemption from Egypt took place in an instant and that it was performed by its loving God. The quick change in Israel’s situation in connection with the servitude to Egypt is also addressed in Midrash Tehillim 1.20 and 107.4.
The choice for two royal main characters is certainly inspired by the word שמלת in Songs of Songs 6.12 which is read as עמי דברי ‘my princely people’, thus solving the question what it means. It might for example have also been understood as the name Amminadib. Also the idea that everything takes place unexpectedly and speedily is congruous with the verse, since it corresponds to נא מידעתי ‘I did not know’. Song of Songs 6.12 can also explain why the king is travelling in coaches, כורים, i.e. a plural just like ממון. Now the Latin loanword carrus, כורים, was quite accepted, and it is for example used in a regulation concerning the coaches of the house of Rabbi with respect to the Sabbath. It was a regular means of transport and there seems to be no special reason why this loanword has been employed.

A minor difference is found in the description of the ears that the princess had to glean in order to make a living. Some manuscripts use the word וחלים, while others have the word חלים. While the latter may be related to the word שיבולת ‘ear’, the first can be associated with the verb חל ‘to be low’ which further demonstrates how far the princess was away from her former position. In the mashal the words אהבה וחלים are found, which are somewhat problematic since one would expect something like שיבולת ‘again’ or דע ‘still’. In the manuscripts some of this confusion surfaces when the manuscripts write that the king recognized his own daughter as בת של מלך. In the parallel of Songs Rabbah (Wilna) 6.12 there is no such confusion because the king is reported to שלח אנה ו, i.e. the king sent his friend. This implies that another party is involved in the redemption, which is something that is not acceptable for the mashalim in Midrash Tehillim.

Song of Songs Rabbah (Wilna only) contains two parallels, one in 6.10 and one in 6.12. Passage 6.10 shows the complementarity of the sun and the moon, while in Midrash Tehillim just the basic requirements for this idea are given. In 6.12 a parallel to the mashal is present. It seems that the two texts have a shared tradition, as became apparent above when the word כורים was treated. The third parallel, Yalkut Song of Songs 992 has the most in common with Midrash Tehillim, although there are two deviations in the mashal.

7.11 Midrash Tehillim 105.11, The corpulent man and the donkey

עמעט מצורפ באתמך

אמר יו ברך משה לפניbracht על החמורי חמנה מסיכים אימתי יוחנ ליünü, ואתה מסיכים אימתי יוחנהنتظر ממני, כיון יوحدة ליולי ברמא יוחנה, והלא אהד זה מהד טפח, והי מתמרתי חודי טפח, כי ישראל יבודי, כי המכות באתי על המצריים, והי מוקמו המצריים אימתי לפי ישראל, ישראל מוקמו אימתי, אימתי נבלוח, כי שיפא ואגולה, והי אחול

292 Talmud Bavli Sabbath 112a.
293 Florence, Vatican 76 and Frankfurt argue that the negative aspects of the moon do not apply to the sun.
1. See Trinity College Cambridge F18.39, see under 100 (erroneous numbering).

2. The other mss seem to have some problems with the Aramaic, for example when discussing who is the happiest and combinations as פלט און דער זעם are given.

3. Added by Buber; it is not present in Parma and Cambridge.

4. Florence, Vatican 81, Frankfurt and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 all four describe the Egyptians and Israelites as יזמר ויתרם שמשות and they concur on a number of smaller instances.

5. The transition to the Psalm verse is also the same in Parma and Cambridge. The other mss have readings like דע שבר ויד אמור. The addition און וידיעם מימ ששה ותור המסה מתמר ויד.

Egypt was glad when they went (Psalm 105.38). Rabbi Berechiah said: It is comparable to a corpulent man who was riding on a donkey. The donkey was hoping ‘When will he get off me?’ and the man was hoping ‘When will I get off the donkey?’ When he got off, the man was glad and the donkey was glad. I do not know who was more glad. You may say the donkey was more glad.

Likewise (it was when) Israel was in Egypt. The plagues came upon the Egyptians and the Egyptians were hoping (for the moment) when Israel would go out and Israel was waiting (for the moment) when the Holy One blessed be He would redeem them. When they went out and were redeemed, these were glad and those were glad. I did not know who was more glad, until David came and said: ‘Egypt was glad when they went’ and (now) we know that Egypt was more glad.

Comment

Rabbi Berechiah has singled out one element of Psalm 105.8 that may seem a little out of place; would it not have made more sense if the anonymous Psalmist would have written that Israel was glad when they left Egypt? Israel was the one that was subjected to slavery and its male infants were in great danger, not Egypt, so why would the Psalmist write that the oppressor, Egypt, was glad? This question is the case for the mashal, which does an excellent job in wrong-footing the reader by carefully picking the characters. The conclusion that the donkey was the most glad is drawn by Rabbi Berechiah. In the nimshal the reader realizes that the donkey does not represent Israel, but Egypt! There is no obvious reason why a donkey represents Egypt, but perhaps the fact that the Egyptian god Seth is sometimes associated with a donkey plays a role.

As is known from the book of Exodus, Israel was not able to leave Egypt all by itself and a number of plagues, to which the nimshal alludes, were required to make the redemption take place. The nimshal stresses, like is done on many occasions in Midrash Tehillim, that it is God who redeemed Israel. At the end of the passage Rabbi Berechiah appears as interpreter and he quotes David’s Psalm verse to elucidate his point that Egypt was the most glad when Israel was redeemed. By doing so David is presented as the author of the Psalm, who is in fact anonymous, and this reinforces David’s role.
In many meshalim the nimshal is built around Scriptural verses that often push the interpretation into a certain direction. In this particular case the exegesis of the lemma is the passage’s main priority and these verses can be left out.

There is one internal parallel to this mashal, which can be found in 114.1 where it is given in Hebrew. The mashal in 114.1 is not complete and it seems that the crux was either not understood or radically changed. In Yalkut Psalms 863 a mixture of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim is presented.

7.12 Midrash Tehillim 118.13, The king who outsmarts thieves

In this passage the king (מְשֵׁל הַמֶּרֶא) outsmarts the thieves (מְשֵׁל הַמֶּרֶא נָפָל). In Yalkut Psalms 863 a mixture of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim is presented.

Another explanation of: All the nations have surrounded me (Psalm 118.10). For He will gather all the peoples and make them go up to Jerusalem and in that hour Israel

1. Absent in Vatican 81. Trinity College Cambridge F18.39, see under 112.
2. Florence quotes Zechariah 8.13 before Isaiah 41.14. This verse promises that Israel’s situation which is comparable to a curse, will be turned into a blessing. At the end of this verse it says תְּרוּם הַכְּנַסִּים, אֲשֶׁר הָעֹפַר וְאֵין בָּעָל (כְּנַסִּים). The verse is similar to Isaiah 41.14.
3. Parma’s contains spelling errors, for example u- for o’rotVv and rivn instead of 15v.
4. Cambridge and Parma both mention that the bee brings blossoms (מְשֵׁל הַמֶּרֶא נָפָל) and that it makes honey.
5. Cambridge concurs with the other mss on two points. Here it reads דָּבָר הַמֶּרֶא נָפָל and it calls Jerusalem תי 1.
6. Florence, Vatican 76 and Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 do not use Zechariah 14.2 for the identification of the thieves; the quote appears later in the nimshal.
8. This structuring element is only partially present in Vatican 76, Frankfurt, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris.
will be afraid. The Holy One blessed be He will say to them 'Do not fear', as has been said: Do not fear, oh worm Jacob (Isaiah 41.4) and the whole unit ...and will they not be crushed? Therefore has been said: For I will crush them in the name of the Lord (Psalm 118.10).

They surrounded me, yes, they surrounded me about (Psalm 118.11). For He will seize the tribe of Judah and bind it and they will think to hand everyone to his haters. They will say: 'Oh that our brothers would come and rule over us. Do not let the son(s) of our haters rule over us.' As has been said: The chiefs of Judah will say in their hearts (Zechariah 12.5). The Holy One blessed be He will perform miracles for them and He will make their haters fall before them, as has been said: On that day I will put the chiefs of Judah (as a firepot among the trees and a torch of fire in a sheaf) (Zechariah 12.6). And will they not be crushed? Therefore has been said: For I will crush them (Psalm 118.10,11,12).

They surrounded me like bees (Psalm 118.12) Like this bee gathers honey for her masters, thus the Holy One blessed be He will gather all peoples of the world and make them go up to Jerusalem. As has been said: Behold, a day will come for the Lord, that your spoil will be divided in your midst (Zechariah 14.1). It is possible (to say) that there is substance in them, but Scripture says: they were extinguished like a fire of thorns (Psalm 118.12).

It may be compared to a king to (whose house) thieves came. The king was smart and said: 'If I will stand (up) against them (now), they will immediately say 'What have you found in our hand from the place we broke into?' But I know that they will come three times and I will stand (up) against them and I will kill them (the third time).

Likewise, the king is the Holy One blessed be He, and the thieves, those are the nations, as has been said: I will gather all the nations against Jerusalem, to war (Zechariah 14.2). The place they break into, that is the city of Jerusalem, as has been said: the city will be taken and the houses will be plundered (Zechariah 14.2) (For) the spoil. And the women will be made to lie down (Zechariah 14.2). These are the genitals (which will be exposed). And half of the city will go out in exile (Zechariah 14.2). That is captivity. The Holy One blessed be He will go out and wage war against them, as has been said: The Lord will go out and wage war against these nations (Zechariah 14.3). The Lord will send a plague against them, as has been said: This will be the plague wherewith the Lord will smite all the peoples (Zechariah 14.12) and the whole passage. Therefore has been said: I will crush them (Psalm 118.10,11,12).

Comment

In order to understand the darshan’s interest in the lemma, one should read verses 10-12 of Psalm 118 together. All three verses end with כמשל and thus the number three that is imposed as a structure unto the passage is explained. The expression itself is obscure, which is also reflected by note 10c of the critical apparatus of the BHS that

---

294 The tribe of Judah.
lists some alternatives. The darshan rephrases כ י אמיסל as the rhetorical question هل אתה מרכם. This suggests that he has derived אמיסל from the root אמיל, which is used for describing the crushing of grain, olives and other harvested goods. The three rhetorical questions are connected to three attacks by the nations that are directed against Jerusalem and tribe of Judah.

The main reading strategy of this passage is that it demonstrates the idea of the three attacks by means of Psalm 118.10-12 and it fills in the details by using verses from Zechariah 12 and 14 and Psalm 118. The two Zechariah chapters speak of hostile movements towards Jerusalem, which culminate in a celebration of the festivals in Jerusalem. The current derasha certainly seeks to make a different statement: the attacks will have to be endured and God will show that the people have not suffered in vain because He will crush their attackers.

At the beginning of the passage one finds an encouragement for the siege Israel has to face. It comes from Isaiah 41.14 which introduces God as the Redeemer since the entire verse reads אני יהיה הגלה וגו'. This may be the reason why no attention is paid to the exegetical problem of for I will crush them in the name of the Lord that implies that a person other than the Lord will be executing the crushing. The words from Isaiah 41 are linked to the crushing theme because in this chapter is written about a threshing of the enemies.

The expression הרב הפורשת is not often found in the Rabbinic corpus. In Midrash Tehillim it is used in 22.5, 118.12 and 118.13. These occasions seem to refer to a scriptural unit.

The second attack, in line with Zechariah 12, is on Judah. The quoted verses speak of despair, to which God will put an end. The imagery of the harvest is also present in Zechariah 12.6 and it is applied to ending the rule of Judah’s haters. The miracles that will be performed refer to the small number of Judah’s chiefs who will destroy all the peoples. The third and final attack, directed against Jerusalem, has a slightly different character because spoil is involved. While one might think that the nations have more success than during their two earlier attacks, it stressed that also this attack will be put to an end. In this case the image of the burning of thorns, the worthless remnant after the harvest, is used.

The mashal’s main purpose is to demonstrate that the attacks do not take place without reason and that the intervention is delayed for a purpose. The smart king knows that he has to catch the thieves red-handed or else they will be able to go unpunished. In the nimshal a deictic style is employed, both in identifying the main characters and in systematic application of verses from Zechariah 14. Like the figure of the king, God

---

295 Other instances are Tanchuma (W) פסח 3.3, Midrash Samuel 10.4, Midrash Aggadah יסודות 16. Medieval commentators as Rashi and Radak also use this expression.
296 A king is a well-known symbol for God and in this case it also fits in with Zechariah 14 that speaks of God’s kingship over the world.
has to allow the nations to execute their plans. God’s role in the events is ambiguous because He is also the One who gathers the nations in the first place. Each element of Zechariah 14.2 is applied to an act of violation and it is ended when the darshan reaches the exiling of the inhabitants of Jerusalem that can be understood as taking something ‘from the place they broke into’. The plague is directly derived from Zechariah 14 and here the agricultural metaphors are abandoned. At the end of the nimshal the question ותָּלֵא פְּרוֹכָה appears for the third time and herewith the series of the three crushings is completed. Unlike some of the other meshalim this mashal does not call for redemption from the dire situation of the present, but displays a more prophetic approach. It is not applied to the four kingdoms and Gog and Magog297 and it is unclear which attacks the darshan had in mind.

In Midrash Hallel298 there is a parallel to the mashal, which is very close to Midrash Tehillim. At the end there is an additional quote from Isaiah 66.19 which makes the fate of the nations milder because God’s glory will be declared among them. Perhaps there is a shared tradition.

297 As is done in 17.9
8 Redemption in Midrash Tehillim

8.1 Redemptions of the past

In 6.5.4 it was argued that Midrash Tehillim’s presentation of the redemptions of the past is such that they share the theological belief that God is Israel’s only Redeemer. In order to get this message across, the Biblical narratives were slightly altered. Moses, and to a lesser extent his brother Aaron, played a role in the book of Exodus, but in Midrash Tehillim their efforts are limited. The mythic description of Psalm 68 provided the darshan with the possibility to discuss God’s supernatural powers, thus further building God’s unique position as redeemer. Also the Babylonian exile had its heroic figures, but they do not appear in Midrash Tehillim. Daniel and his three friends are not considered to be martyrs, but as living evidence that faith in God will be rewarded with redemption. Zerubbabel, Ezra and Nehemiah who all had their share in the return to Erets Israel and in the rebuilding of the people of Israel are not mentioned at all. The book of Esther needed a different modification since God’s name is not present in any of its chapters. The solution is that Esther addresses God in prayer and in complaint. For Midrash Tehillim God is no longer invisible during the Persian period and He is portrayed as a miracle-worker who saves Esther’s life. An exception was made for the third kingdom, that of the Greeks, that is not part of the Biblical canon. Like Targum Song of Songs the Hasmoneans are spoken of with awe.

The Exodus and the stories about Esther are confined to blocks of comments, the other redemptions are not presented in a cluster, but are scattered throughout the Midrash. There are many parallels to these past redemptions, in particular for the passages on the Exodus for which Exodus Rabbah (Wilna) offered quite a few parallels. For the other redemptions there are several parallels, none of which occur frequently.

8.2 Redemption in the Meshalim of Midrash Tehillim

For the former redemptions one characteristic of God was amplified, but this strategy is not applied to the redemption from the fourth kingdom. It is my firm belief that the redemptive meshalim fit in the reading strategy that was used for the redemptions of the past in the sense that God is presented as the sole Redeemer. Yet, different aspects are highlighted by the meshalim. The redemptive meshalim addressed two redemptions: the Exodus and the future redemption.

8.2.1 The Exodus

The two meshalim on the Exodus do not have the Leitmotive that appear in the other redemptive meshalim. When compared to the clash of forces as described in the comments on Psalm 68, the meshalim are quite peaceful. In 22.12 the mashal illustrates the swift change in the fate of the Israelites, without touching upon the peril that Israel encountered when leaving Egypt. Next to the speed wherewith everything
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299 22.12 and 105.11 with its inner parallel in 114.1.
happened the mashal highlights the idea that Israel was returned to its former, princely state. Also the mashal on the corpulent man does not address the danger Israel faced when escaping. On the contrary, the mashal argues that Israel’s departure made Egypt feel relieved. Both these meshalim are of a reflective character and bring out new elements when compared to the other material on the Exodus in Midrash Tehillim.

8.2.2 The future redemption

The majority of the redemptive meshalim deal with the expected redemption and here a number of themes and Leitmotive surface. The main two themes are the joy of the coming redemption and Israel’s despair.

Joy of the coming redemption

The theme of the joy of the coming redemption is restricted to the two meshalim that enlighten Psalm 14 and in both cases the redemption is compared to a marriage. In 14.6 the mashal demonstrates how God, represented by a prince, and Israel, represented by a princess, long for their marriage which is delayed by necessary events. In 14.7 a different aspect of marriage is used, namely the pride that the father of the bride will experience. In this mashal the redemption is also associated with marriage, but in the background lingers the idea of what is known as the messianic banquet. The parallel of Pesiqta Rabbati 41 is more specific about the banquet and it is possible that Midrash Tehillim used the banquet so that Jacob, as father of the bride, can have an honorary position.

Israel’s despair

The majority of the redemptive meshalim are connected to Israel’s despair. Unlike the theme of joy, that is associated with just one symbol, many different characters appear in the meshalim that show Israel’s despair. The Leitmotive appearing in these meshalim are listed below.

Complaint

The passage of 10.1 shows a contrast between Israel’s special position as described in the dictum and Israel’s current situation of being handed over to the robbers, as described in the mashal. The latter argues that God’s absence is the reason why Israel is suffering from the nations. If God would have been on guard neither Israel nor the Torah would have been under attack from the robbers, who are to be identified as Christians. The application of Daniel 7.25 limits the period of oppression, but this is part of the exegesis and no response from God is reported.

Birthpangs

While the birthpangs are a Leitmotif in the eschatology of Rabbinic literature, they are usually presented as the ‘the birthpangs of the Messiah’. Midrash Tehillim and Deuteronomy Rabbah bring a variant on this and speak of the birthpangs of the redemption. In contrast to the meshalim that depict God as silent and distant, the
mashal of 20.1 shows a caring and emotional God. He is suffering for two reasons: because of what Israel is experiencing and because of His grief with regard to the destruction of the Temple. In this particular case the reverse can be witnessed: it is Israel that has created a distance between God and themselves. The second mashal on the birthpangs is also found in the comments on Psalm 20.4 and it is intended as encouragement. Although God does not answer in direct speech the experience from the past, namely that of Jacob and David, give Israel confidence that God will answer to their cry.

**Blame on Israel**

Where 6.5 and 10.1 blamed God for the current predicaments, a different sound is heard in the mashal of 10.2. This mashal states that Israel was stubborn and did not heed the warnings of the Shechinah. God does not keep silent in this mashal, but explains that He employs the measure for measure principle.

**Protection by God**

Like in the passages on the redemption of the past, help and protection is expected from God. In 11.1 either David or Israel is compared to a servant that has acquired a special place in the heart of its master. This special position should guarantee the safety of the servant. If the interpretation of this mashal is to be seen in the light of the second part of the comment on Psalm 11.1, then Israel experiences a severe discrepancy between promise and reality. This issue is not solved in the passage and here too God seems absent.

A much more reassuring message is found in the mashal of the strong man and his son, which is presented in 17.9. Although the son of the mashal is not kept away from the dangers of the river, he does not have to face them all by himself. God promises Israel to be with them in dire situations. That this is indeed the case can be deduced from the fact that Israel still exists. The mashal does not give any hints about the moment that God will honour His pledge.

In 118.13 it is made absolutely clear that the nations will be allowed to execute their attacks. This is considered to be a necessity. The mashal points out that God can only punish the nations when they can be caught red handed. His help and redemption can only come after a time of, as the nimshal makes clear, severe abuse. Whereas most of the other redemptive meshalim seem to address the distress and oppression from which Israel is suffering at the present, the timeframe of 118.13 seems to be that of the more remote future. This idea is further supported by the reference to Gog and Magog in the preceding comment on Psalm 118.10 that bears a similar structure.

**Sign of redemption**

In most of the redemptive meshalim found in Midrash Tehillim there are no clues about the exact moment the redemption will take place. Although in 20.4 a sign is given, not much can be deduced from it. The description 'when you will see troubles which seize you, that moment you will be redeemed' can be applied to many different
situations and there is no indicator that will show whether a particular situation is the one the sign refers to.

Submotives

Next to the main message of the meshalim, submotives can be detected. Two of these were already mentioned in passing, namely God’s silence and God’s suffering. Another, not thematic, submotive is that of the use of the Greek loanword, ληστής, ‘robbers’, in Hebrew נוער, for the nations. There is only one exception, namely 118.13 where the nations are called נ enim.

Structural aspects

In the research question it was asked whether the meshalim followed the regular pattern. It is my conviction that it deviates in three ways from the regular patterns.

Characters

The meshalim do not seem to be bound to one set of characters. The most famous example being that of the king-mashal, based on the emperor, in which the king and his court are the model for God and Israel. It is not totally avoided since three redemptive meshalim compare God to a king, but the other meshalim show a variety of characters for God. Also Israel and the nations, do not have a standard symbol, although the nations are a few times depicted as robbers.

It is common for the Bible to portray both God and Israel as males. An excellent example of this is the fact that God is called אֱלֹהִי חָיָתָם (Exodus 15.3) and all the verbs that describe His actions appear in the third person masculine. Israel is also mostly depicted as masculine, as becomes clear in expressions as בְּנֵי יִשְׂרָאֵל and again the use of the third person masculine. Song of Songs is an exception because it allegorically speaks of Israel as a bride, which probably has also influenced meshalim about a king and his queen which are found sparingly in the Rabbinic corpus. Within such a patriarchic frame of reference the portrayal of God as mother and Israel as daughter, in more than one mashal, is remarkable. I think it would go too far to presume some kind of feministic approach, but these passages nevertheless offer an uncommon and refreshing perspective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mashal</th>
<th>Character of God</th>
<th>Character of Israel</th>
<th>Additional characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.4 incomplete</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>beaten man</td>
<td>robbers (Greek loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>tardy physician</td>
<td>sick man</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>anonymous man</td>
<td>vineyard</td>
<td>robbers (Greek loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>stationhouse keeper</td>
<td>caravan</td>
<td>wild beasts, robbers (Greek loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>king</td>
<td>beloved servant</td>
<td>envious servants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table of characters appearing in the redemptive meshalim.

300 Exodus Rabbah(W) 19.7, Leviticus Rabbah(W) 1.13, Lamentations Rabbah(W) 3.1.
Another feature that stands out is the fact that the nimshalim are not an exact copy of their meshalim. Although it could be argued that this is just an act of creativity, there is certainly more to it than this. The moment the nimshal differs from its mashal, attention is drawn to this somewhat unexpected element in the nimshal. The nimshal may deviate because elements that occur in the mashal do not have an equivalent in the nimshal, or because the nimshal contains additional material. The mashal on the caravan in 10.1 offers a combination of this. The mashal presents a dialogue between the stationhouse keeper and the caravan, but in the nimshal God keeps a monologue. In the mashal the caravan return before they were attacked, Israel only calls for help when they were already handed over to the kingdoms and the nations, the latter may also be an exaggeration. While the mashal does not dwell on what happens to the caravan after it was denied access to the stationhouse, the nimshal pays attention to the period that follows. Due to the fact that this is missing in the mashal, one cannot determine whether the period of three and a half times is an act of mercy or not.

The mashal of 20.1 can serve as second example of this phenomenon. The mashal mentions an argument between the pregnant daughter and her mother. While it is used in the sense that there is a physical distance between God and Israel it is not addressed in the nimshal. In God’s answer an element is added; namely that God is blasphemed, while in the mashal the mother is not experiencing pain herself, but suffers because of her daughter.

Inversion

In about half of the meshalim[^301] the order in which the characters appear in the nimshal does not conform to the order of the mashal. What is achieved by this is that the role of one of the characters is highlighted and is given a more prominent position. For example in the mashal about the strong man and his son, in 17.9, the current is the third character. In the nimshal the nations, represented by the current, are the first

[^301]: Meshalim 10.1, 10.2, 17.9, 20.1, the first mashal of 20.4 and also in the defective mashal of 6.4 as recorded by Parma and Cambridge.
character that David mentions and thus all attention is directed to the predicament the nations cause to Israel.

Parallels and manuscripts

The Yalkut Shim'on provides the majority of parallels to the meshalim of redemption, yet this anthology has a late date of composition and it clearly used manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim, or combined them\(^{302}\) with other sources. The parallels are often on the 'surrounding' material, such as a dictum preceding the mashal, and not so much on the meshalim themselves. If one looks at the parallels on the meshalim in texts other than the Yalkut, one finds parallels to 14.7, 17.9, the second mashal of 20.4, 22.12 and 118.13. The parallel to 118.13 of Midrash Hallel is probably also later than Midrash Tehillim. Of the parallels a special position is taken by the Pesiqta Rabbati, in particular pisqa'ot 31 and 41. Since this work has its own difficulties when it comes to narrowing down the place and time of origin, it cannot be used to determine place and time for Midrash Tehillim.

The careful comparison of the manuscripts revealed that the quality of the manuscripts varied considerably. Florence and Paris often contained writing errors and at times words or entire lines have gone missing. The families that Buber discerned, had more differences between them than Buber suggested in his notes. On the other hand Florence, Vatican 76 and 81, Frankfurt, Trinity College Cambridge and Paris often have a reading that differs from Parma and Cambridge. The latter manuscripts sometimes make the connection to Israel's present\(^{303}\), while the other manuscripts link it to David's life. There is also a small number of passages where there are two versions; one supported by Parma and Cambridge and the other version is accounted for by (some of) the other manuscripts. Cambridge sometimes has elements in common with the majority of manuscripts and does not always present the same reading as Parma.

Buber's preference for primarily Parma and secondarily Cambridge certainly had its influence on his edition. The trend of the meshalim, but probably also for the Midrash as a whole, would be different, perhaps less negative, when another manuscript would serve as base text or when a critical edition would be created. It would probably be more concerned with the past and less with the circumstances of the days wherein the Midrash was compiled.

8.3 Redemption in the remainder of Midrash Tehillim.
The lemmatic material contains a wealth of comments on both the present situation and the expected redemption.

\(^{302}\) For example Yalkut Psalms 663 which offers a combination of Midrash Tehillim 14.7 and Pesiqta Rabbati 41.

\(^{303}\) See for example also 11.4 where Parma and Cambridge have the extra explanation: A wicked one, that is Ishmael, one who loves violence that is Esau, as has been said: I hated Esau (Malachi 1.3).
Knowledge of redemption

Some of these passages treat similar questions as the redemptive meshalim. With regard to knowledge concerning the redemption (ῦρολος) or the designated time (ὕπτις), the leading opinion is that some biblical persons were given some knowledge about the redemption 304, but such information was not disclosed to everyone. Habakuk asked in vain for it 305 and also Solomon 306 was denied answers. This same passage contains a warning that a man who announces when the redemption and the designated time will come, should not be believed. Another opinion is that Israel would not believe God if He would give them clues, just like they had not believed in earlier cases 307. In some of the redemptive meshalim a similar idea is brought forward, for example in 6.5.

Reasons for redemption

A question that is not treated in the meshalim is that of the reason for redemption. Surely Israel's dire position calls for redemption, but because of what does it take place and are there any means to speed it up? This last question is answered in at least two ways, the first answer being the application of Song of Songs 2.7. The redemption, here 308 symbolized by love, should not be stirred up or awakened. Or to put it in the words of 8.8, the redemption should not be harvested before its time. In a sense this coincides with the idea that humankind has no knowledge concerning the redemption because this is kept within God's heart 309. The proof for this is the literal reading of Isaiah 63.4 ‘for the day of vengeance is in My heart, the year of my redemption will come', since it is not revealed anywhere outside of God's heart, there is no opportunity to know its time.

A second answer is that there are exterior causes that delay the coming of the redemption. It is in this way that the mashal of 14.6 understands Isaiah 63.4; God longs for the redemption, but other events, in this case the vengeance, must take place first. Another view is that Justice (ὕδωρ) does not yet permit that the children of Israel are redeemed 310 and according to 29.1 it is Israel that withholds the redemption because they do not talk back to God.

There are also different opinions about the causes for redemption. A few passages suggest that humankind can indeed speed up the redemption. In 95.2 Rabbi Levi foresees the immediate redemption if Israel would keep one Sabbath as they ought. In 106.9 no less than five things are mentioned, namely trouble (ὕδωρ), prayer (ὑπερσης), trouble (ὕδωρ),

304 See 31.7 that says that Jacob and Daniel had information about the ὕπτις and to Samuel the Messiah ben David had been made known.
305 Midrash Tehillim 77.1, 77.2 and lastly 90.7 in which Habakkuk seeks an answer about God refraining from intervention.
306 9.2.
307 Again 7.17.
308 Midrash Tehillim 9.2.
309 7.17, 9.2
310 59.5
merit of the fathers (אמונות אבות), repentance (ח若您), and the designated time (חותם) that will bring the redemption near. A variation on this is present in 94.5 where the merit of the fathers, merit of faith, merit of God's name and the merit of the Torah are listed. Yet another thought is that good deeds can initiate God's redemption.

The leading thought is to place the redemption entirely in God's hands. At least three motifs can be discerned here. The first is connected to vengeance. The reasoning is as follows: God did not spare His own House and Temple and any remorse is certainly to be expected for those who destroyed the Temple and their punishment will be harsh. To this may probably be added that a retaliation for what the nations and kingdoms have done to Israel is expected. The second motif is connected to the glorification of God's name. This thought is found with respect to the past redemptions and also with respect to the coming redemption. The third reason is that Israel seeks a lasting redemption. The redemptions of the past are now attributed to human redeemers, such as Moses, Joshua, the judges and king whose redemption has always been followed by yet another servitude or oppression.

Messianic aspects

Despite this strong preference and belief in God as the only redeemer, Midrash Tehillim sometimes presents different thoughts on this. The most important alternative redeemer is the Messiah, more specifically the Messiah ben David. His role is not clear-cut and his exact place in the events to come is obscure and there does not seem to be a consensus. For example in 18.35, which displays a progress in time, the coming of the Messiah is placed after the ingathering of the exiles, yet in 87.6 the nations bring the exiles to the Messiah. Another passage places the Messiah in the fourth kingdom, Edom, which is even earlier. According to 72.6, 90.12 and 93.3 the Messiah, or the name of the Messiah, existed before the world was created. In 72.6 is also said that the Messiah will not taste death. A different view is presented in 2.9 where the Messiah is seen as a new creation. The moment when the the Messiah is expected to come is not very clear. It seems that there a distinction needs to be made between the time the Messiah becomes active and the era known as the ימי השלום 'Days of the Messiah'. For several passages it does not seem relevant to mention when the Messiah will come and for how long.

In a number of passages the Messiah is expected during the last of the four kingdoms, Edom. Two passages depict him as a warrior. The first time this is done in Midrash Tehillim 18.5 that draws a parallel between David and the Messiah who both had four
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311 76.3 depicts God as hoping that Israel will repent soon so that He can rebuild His House and Temple.
312 See also 31.8 and 40.1.
313 44.2
314 3.1, 9.12, 48.1 and 99.1.
315 44.1 and 107.1
316 67.1, 107.1.
317 31.2, 36.6, 50.3 and 118.22.
318 31.2 and 36.6.
319 22.9
enemies to fight. The Messiah is expected to appear during the wicked kingdom, that is Edom, and be victorious over it. A similar belief is found in 22.9 where, in a role like that of Chananiah, Mishael and Azariah, Esther and Mordechai and the Hasmonean house, the Messiah is expected to rise against Edom.

A variant on the Messiah as a warrior is the concept of the two Messiahs, the Messiah ben Ephraim and the Messiah ben David. In 60.3 Parma and Cambridge present a part in which God promises that He will redeem Israel through the hand of the Messiah ben Ephraim and the Messiah ben David. First the Messiah ben Ephraim will be king and after him the Messiah ben David who probably is also the poor King Messiah who will trample Edom. Later on in the passage the cities that the Messiah will attack are identified as Rome and Constantinople. This may actually be an important clue to the date of this passage. Around 285 CE the Roman Empire was divided into a Western Roman Empire and in an Eastern Roman Empire, each having an imperial city; Rome and Constantinople. This situation lasted until 476 CE when the Emperor of the Western Roman Empire was overthrown. In 87.6 the same manuscripts speak of the two Messiahs. The nations of the world will bring gifts, namely the exiled of Israel, to the King Messiah who is identified as the Messiah ben David and the Messiah ben Ephraim. Later on in the passage the term King Messiah is taken up again. In these two passages the Messiah ben Ephraim is not depicted as the Messiah who will die in battle, as is done in Talmud Bavli Sukkah 52 B, rather he seems to either continue to exist or, as the last passage would suggest, he and the Messiah ben David seem to exist as one King Messiah. A second variant is found in 43.1 where a comparison between Israel in Egypt and ‘this generation’ is made. In Psalm 105, that is quoted in this passage, reference is made to the sending of Moses and Aaron and for this generation the darshan also calls for two redeemers, namely Elijah the prophet and the Messiah ben David.

Next to this a somewhat different, yet also fierce, role is found, namely that of the Messiah as ruler. The first passage that should be mentioned is 2.3. It speaks of the ‘time to come’, הפלת הימים, in which he sends a plague of locusts and the angel of death against rebelling provinces. A similar teaching is present in 21.3 and although the Messiah is not mentioned by name, he most likely is the anonymous person to whom the reports of rebelling provinces are brought. Also in this case the price for rebellion will be high for the angel of death will be sent against these provinces. In 29.2 the redemption is attributed to God and the Messiah punishes the wicked of the nations. This latter passage is close to the concept of the Messiah as a judge, of which is spoken in 72.3 and 72.4.

The other passages display a toned down Messianism in the sense that the Messiah is present, but not in any heroic role. He is depicted as teaching precepts to the nations and he will read and study Torah while God fights. This could be a sign of

\[320\ 21.1\]
\[321\ 110.4\]
rabbinitzation for the Messiah is here presented as a Torah scholar\textsuperscript{322}. Some descriptive passages have the Messiah sitting at God's right hand\textsuperscript{323}, being offered a request by God\textsuperscript{324}, being given glory and majesty by God\textsuperscript{325} and giving of his gold so that people can pay their debts\textsuperscript{326}.

P.S. Alexander discerns two broad ideal types of Messianism in the Rabbinic sources: historical realism\textsuperscript{327}, with a sub category of magical realism, and mystical messianism\textsuperscript{328} (a spiritual, cosmic process). Midrash Tehillim would have to be categorized as mainly historical realistic. This category can be further narrowed down to either a gradual type of messianism or a catastrophic type. In Midrash Tehillim the gradual type is present. This is for example articulated in 18.36

Yet not everything will be sorted out once the redemption has come. The redemption is to be followed by other events that together form the eschaton. Midrash Tehillim does not provide a kind of masterplan of the events to come. The closest to such a thing is found in 26.6 where one finds the days of the Messiah, the days of Gog and Magog and the time to come. It is evident that this is only a rough schedule, missing essential elements such as the ingathering of the exiles, the rebuilding of the Temple, the resurrection of the dead, the banquet during which Leviathan will be served, Judgment Day and a division of the people of the earth into Gehenna and Gan Eden. These elements are all present in Midrash Tehillim, but how they cohere is not pointed out by the Midrash itself and requires further research.

8.4 Redemption in Midrash Tehillim and in other Rabbinic Texts

The theme of redemption is certainly not a new element in Jewish thinking since it was already present in the Bible. The redemptions of the past and certainly also the many

\textsuperscript{322} The rabbinitzation of the popular doctrine of the Messiah comes out in other ways, most notably in casting David and the Messiah as fundamentally Torah scholars', thus Alexander, P.S. 'The Rabbis and Messianism', p. 21
\textsuperscript{323} 18.29
\textsuperscript{324} 2.10 and 21.4
\textsuperscript{325} 21.2 and 104.5
\textsuperscript{326} 87.3
\textsuperscript{327} Thus Alexander, 'The Rabbis and Messianism'. The Messiah is a human king and his kingdom is on earth.
\textsuperscript{328} Referring to a spiritual, cosmic process.
prophetic passages determined the type of questions that were asked and the expectations that were developed. Besides this traditional influence, the political and religious circumstances had certainly an impact. Events that evidently played a role are foreign rule such as the Greeks and the Romans and later the Arabs329, the rise of Christianity which ultimately become the state religion in 380 CE and later the rise of Islam, the Destruction of the Temple in 68 CE and the lost revolt by Bar Kochba in 132-135 CE.

In his elaborate article A. Marmorstein gives an overview of the issues related to redemption addressed by Rabbinic authorities of tannaitic and amoraic times. He describes the various trains of thought in a chronological order that is based on the centuries in which these Rabbis lived. He does this critically, see for example his treatment of Midrash Tehillim 36.6 where he doubts that Rabbi Jochanan is indeed the tradent of the saying330. Fundamental questions that were addressed by various Rabbinic texts also appear in Midrash Tehillim331, which on the one hand shows that Midrash Tehillim treats the theme extensively and on the other hand it confirms our theory that redemption is a very important theme within Midrash Tehillim.

A dominant question concerned the reason why Israel would be redeemed, a question that came to be extended after the destruction of Betar332 to the reasons for the Exodus. The answers can be narrowed down to two basic thoughts: redemption is something humans cannot, or should not, influence or redemption is something that can be brought about by human behaviour. The first thought is connected to the נק, the designated time, which can be shortened by God as is stated in Pesiqta de Rav Kahana 5.6, Pesiqta Rabbati 15 and Midrash Tehillim 18.22. Calculations were not allowed, not only because they were inaccurate since God could speed up the נק, but also because they could lead to false hopes and disappointments. Warnings against these calculations are among others found in Mishnah Sanhedrin 10.1 and Avot 3.11. Songs of Songs Rabbah 8.11, with a parallel in Talmud Bavli Ketubot 111A and Tanchuma דרים, warns against attempts to ‘push’ the נק, which is comparable to the warning not to pluck the redemption before its time as in written in Midrash Tehillim 8.1. The thought that humans can bring about the redemption if they do the right thing, includes repentance (Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 33B, Talmud Jerushalmi Ta’anit 1.1, Tanchuma (Buber) וינק), studying Torah (Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 99B, and Deuteronomy Rabbah 8.3) and keeping Sabbath according to the halachah (Talmud Bavli Sabbath 118A, Exodus Rabbah 5.24 and 25.16). All these aspects are also found in Midrash Tehillim, along with the teaching that there are five, or even more, things that will bring the redemption. In Midrash Tehillim 106.6 five things are listed in an order that according to Marmorstein is probably the best. Parallels are present in Talmud

329 In Midrash Tehillim the Arab conquest is not an issue, the enemy is Edom, i.e. the Roman Empire or Christianity.
330 Marmorstein, p.58.
331 As a matter of fact, many quotes that Marmorstein has included on the various questions come from Midrash Tehillim.
332 Marmorstein, p.28.
Another important question, treated abundantly in Midrash Tehillim, is the identity of the Redeemer. The general idea in the period of 70 CE to the 4th century CE was that God was the Redeemer. Marmorstein bases this conclusion on teachings of the third century Rabbi Jochanan and Rabbi Samuel bar Nachmani and Rabbi Acha of the fourth century and all of their quotes are taken from Midrash Tehillim. The coming redemption is contrasted to the former redemptions by flesh and blood that were always followed by another servitude. This idea is not only found in Midrash Tehillim, but for example also in Midrash Zutah on Song of Songs 1.1 and 1.4 and throughout the Tanchuma. The reasons why God will redeem vary, He may do it for His name’s sake (Midrash Tehillim 44.1), mercy (Midrash Tehillim 72.1) and because of any of the reasons mentioned above.

In some texts the Messiah is expected to redeem Israel. This was not a popular option, partly because of Christianity, partly because of the defeat of Bar Kochba, partly because false messiahs that had risen and partly because God was preferred as Redeemer. Rabbi Hillel even taught that the Messiah had already been ‘consumed’ in the days of Hizkiah (Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 99A), so the coming of the Messiah should not be expected at all. Another view is that the Messiah is already present and resides in the gates of Rome (idem 98A). Yet another teaching by Rabbi Jochanan bar Napachah concentrates on the signs that will precede the coming of the Messiah, such as a decline in the number of students, ‘eyes that get shut’ and other troubles (idem 97A). A discussion that is also present in Midrash Tehillim, without turning the Messiah into the Redeemer, concerns the nature of the Messiah. Along with Genesis Rabbah (Theodor-Albeck) 1, Talmud Bavli Pesachim 54A, Nedarim 39B the Name of the Messiah was created along with among others the Torah and the Throne of Glory before the world was created. In Amoraic teachings the Name of the Messiah was replaced by the Messiah himself. While Midrash Tehillim does not keep silent about the Messiah, it has a limited role for the Messiah. In the second half of the Pesiqta Rabbati, which contained parallels to Midrash Tehillim, the expectations about the Messiah run much higher than in Midrash Tehillim.

Midrash Tehillim is a late Midrash and because of its date it may have fitted in the apocalyptic revival that took place in Judaism, Christianity, and later also Islam, in the
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333 Marmorstein, p.54.
334 On the other hand we do find his teaching that sustenance is to be valued more because that is connected to God, while the redemption is by an angel, see Midrash Tehillim 80.2, 89.2 and also Pesiqta Rabbati 33.
335 Midrash Tehillim is somewhat ambiguous about this. It tries hard to prove that former redemptions were by God, yet when it is theologically less convenient it attributes former redemptions to human redeemers. Midrash Tehillim 31.2 contains these two contradicting thoughts.
336 Midrash Tehillim 72.6, 90.12 and 93.3.
337 Or alternatively ‘came up in thought’.
338 See for example Pesiqta Rabbati 33. Midrash Tehillim has both the Name of the Messiah and the Messiah.
6th-8th centuries. Texts that belong to this category\textsuperscript{339} are, besides 3 Enoch and the Prayer of Simeon bar Yochai, the Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer, Sefer Zerubbabel and the Targum on the Songs of Songs. While these last three texts belong to different genres, respectively rewritten bible and aggadic narratives, they all tell an ongoing history interspersed with apocalyptic elements. This is probably the strongest in the Targum on the Song of Songs which presents a holistic reading starting with the Exodus and taking the narrative towards the defeat of Gog and Magog and the Messianic Age. In particular the Sefer Zerubbabel is favourable towards a messianic figure, in this case the Messiah ben Joseph who paves the way for the Messiah ben David. These two features, a messianic figure who plays a prominent role, and a climactic presentation of events to come are not found in Midrash Tehillim. Also the strong preference for a redemption by God which is found in Midrash Tehillim seems to be more in line with the earlier tannaitic ideas and the return to these ideas in the fourth century (Rabbi Acha).

\textsuperscript{339} Alexander, \textit{Targum Canticles}, Introduction, p. 56.
Appendix A Fragmentary redemptive mashal

In Midrash Tehillim 6.4 the outlines of a mashal are given, but it is impossible to pinpoint what the message of the mashal is. The nimshal is so short that the apodosis is missing and it cannot be reconstructed from the mashal. The manuscripts differ on this point, resulting in two versions. Buber’s version is supported by Parma and Cambridge and the second version is found in the other manuscripts.

In Buber’s version the darshan seems to have played with the idea that the robbers, note the Greek loanword ληστής, used criminal kinds of attack that are mentioned in Exodus 21.18-21.20. In verse 18 is written how the person that was beaten up falls unto his bed, which is one of the motifs that reappears in the mashal.

Midrash Tehillim 6.4 The man who was beaten up by robbers

Have mercy upon me, oh Lord, for I am feeble. Heal me for my bones are dismayed (Psalm 6.3). It may be compared to a man whom robbers seized and every one of them struck him according to his blow, one of them with his hand, another with his fist, one of them with his stone and another with his stick until he slipped away from them. He arrived at his home, fell down on his bed and cried ‘My bones, my bones!’

Likewise the nations of the world enslave Israel with every kind of harsh servitude, persecutions and evil decrees.

Midrash Tehillim 6.4 (according to Vatican 81; Version B)

Have mercy upon me, oh Lord, for I am feeble. (Psalm 6.3). It may be compared to a man whom robbers seized and every one of them abused him by striking him. Some of them with pieces of wood, some of them with fists. When they had left him alone, he went home, (went) on the bed and said ‘My bones, my bones!’

Likewise it is with Israel. The nations of the world enslave them during each and every kingdom and with all kinds of servitude. When we will come to the building of the Temple, that it may be built soon, in our lifetime, Israel will say to the Holy One blessed be He: Have mercy upon me, oh Lord, for I am feeble. (Psalm 6.3)
Appendix B Parallels to the meshalim

In this section the parallels to the redemptive meshalim of Midrash Tehillim can be found. The texts of the Yalkut Shi’moni will only be translated when they differ significantly from what is found in the manuscripts, or when they differ significantly from what is found in the other parallels. Those parallels that are found in other texts that form only a remote parallel, will also be given only in Hebrew.

Parallel to Midrash Tehillim 6.5

Yalkut Psalms 635

This parallel shows a mixture of the two streams of manuscripts that contain this tradition. It seems to lean more towards the version found in Florence, Vatican 76, Vatican 81, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris. This can be deduced from the fact that it mentions Rav Kahana as tradent and from the fact that the situation is applied to David, not to Israel as Parma and Cambridge do.

Parallel to Midrash Tehillim 10.1

Yalkut Daniel 1066

Several elements that were present in the manuscripts resurface in this parallel. Like Parma and Cambridge, the Yalkut mentions that the wicked wage war against Israel. The monologue by God is not present in the Yalkut and like the manuscripts that do not have this, it does have the question Where is Israel called the highest? It is interesting to see that the second part of the passage, beginning with the mashal, resembles Florence, Vatican 81, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris. There is a preference for ע”פונ, the fence is mentioned separately and the times are identified as the three pilgrimage festivals. There is no connection to the Psalm verse which has also resulted in the absence of a complaint against God’s position.
Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 10.2

There are two groups of parallels to this derasha, the first group deals with the warning by the Shechinah and the second group pays attention to the ‘measure for measure’ principle. Texts that belong to the first group are: Lamentations Rabbah (Wilna) petichah 25, Pesiqta de Rav Kahana (Mandelbaum) parasha 13.11 and Yalkut Jeremiah remez 257. These last two texts let the Shechinah say verses which in Midrash Tehillim appear in the nimshal.

The second group consists of Pesiqta Rabbati 31 and Yalkut Psalms 647 that comment on Psalm 10.1 and that show four prophets complaining about the measure for measure principle. David is one of four prophets who are complaining about this principle and Psalm 10.1 is David's formulation of the complaint. God’s reply is that Israel distanced itself from God. Then follows Rabbi Jonathan’s teaching on the Shechinah which is situated during a siege of three and a half years. His teaching is illustrated with Micha 6.9, not quoted in Midrash Tehillim, and Isaiah 55.6. The element of repentance that is alluded to in the text of Midrash Tehillim is mentioned explicitly in the Rabbati text הינשזט (וושה ת) של תומכת ישעא ומיכש ובס וטלחנ תחת דקמה אוכש.”

It seems that both Midrash Tehillim and Pesiqta Rabbati added elements to Rabbi Jonathan's teaching on the Shechinah. It is interesting to see that despite the difference in setting, prophetic protest versus a mashal, these two texts present a tradition that proofs Psalm 10.1 to be inappropriate and that leans in its reasoning on Israel's refusal to heed God's words. It is hard to say if Midrash Tehillim and Pesiqta Rabbati influenced one another on this point. They share a tradition, but the outcome is so different that it does not seem very likely that one text influenced the other.
The Yalkut follows the explanation that the Rabbati text offers.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 11.1

In Talmud Bavli Sanhedrin 107A we also find a reference to Psalm 11.1, albeit in a completely different context. It is situated around David’s request to be tested by the Lord, just like the patriarchs were. God is willing to do so and at the same time He warns David that it will have something to do with adultery. David failed this test and committed adultery with Bath Sheba for which he now asks forgiveness because he fears that his sin may cause people to say that God’s mountain, i.e., David, had to flee like a bird. There are no indications that here God’s residence has to be considered as a pars pro toto for God.

The second, later, parallel is found in Yalkut Psalms 652 where a combination of the Sanhedrin text and our passage is present. The Yalkut has made some modifications such as adding the adjective ‘great’ to ‘your mountain’ and it contains signs of censorship, such as replacing the ‘nations of world’ by ‘worshippers of idols’, in the part that has been taken from Midrash Tehillim. Rabbi Acha is not mentioned as the source of the saying, his remark about the Rabbi and the student is also not present. The question where the Lord is right now, is also not brought up in the Yalkut. It seems to be typical for the Yalkut to leave out any parts that may cast doubt on God’s presence or actions.
The mashal on the servant is present in Yalkut Psalms 875 where it is applied to David who is about to descend to meet Goliath. The verse that is commented on is Psalm 118.6 that was introduced at the beginning of Midrash Tehillim 11.1. The people who are jealous of the beloved servant are described as הר יר. The saying by the servant himself resembles Vatican 76, with the exception of התנ 'shows mercy' instead of התנ. Psalm 11.1 reinforces the idea of security. The Yalkut encourages David who went to face Goliath, i.e. the context is different.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 14.6

Leviticus Rabbah (both Wilna and Margulies) 24.4 comments on Psalm 20.3 and discusses what God will bring forth from Zion, which is also done at the beginning of Midrash Tehillim 14.6. Despite the fact that the same tradent, Rabbi Levi, is mentioned the parallels do deviate with respect to the number of things and the verses that are quoted. The Leviticus Rabbah text mentions more things, which lies in the fact that in two cases a combination of things coming from Zion is made. The number of scriptural verses is the same, but there are three verses that are not the same. Except for Isaiah 2.3, all the quotes in Midrash Tehillim 14.6 are from the Psalms. Leviticus Rabbah quotes Joel 2.1 and has two other Psalm verses. The order of the verses quoted differs greatly; Leviticus Rabbah begins with Psalm 14.7, while Midrash Tehillim ends with Psalm 14.7 so that both the lemma and the theme of salvation have become the end result of the list.
A closer parallel is Pesiqta Rabbati 41 that forms a parallel to Midrash Tehillim 14.6 and 14.7. For 14.6 it contains the teaching about the schoolchildren. This passage begins with quoting Joel 2.3 that speaks of the blowing of the Shofar in Zion.

Braude\(^{340}\) writes about this verse that it at one time was the haftarah for New Year's Day. Pesiqta Rabbati is very explicit about what the salvation should encompass:

\[\text{ הלאומיים מי יוג' ו', לפני שבושתת שלמה קרא בני יושב שבחות זרח, וזו הצהובים על רחובים }\]

This passage begins with quoting Joel 2.3 that speaks of the blowing of the Shofar in Zion. At the end of the exposition on Psalm 48.3 this verse from Joel is quoted again. The traditions as well as the formulation differ from Midrash Tehillim 14.6.

**Pesikta Rabbati (יאש שלום) פרש מא**

A parallel on the mashal is only present in Yalkut Psalms 663 that seems to represent both streams of the manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim. In this remez a parallel to Midrash Tehillim 14.7 can be found as well.

\[\text{לקוש שמוגיהו הזלים רומ ת틑} \]

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 14.7

Pesiqta Rabbati 41 also forms the parallel to Midrash Tehillim 14.7 and in this case it also contains a mashal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Midrash Tehillim 14.7</th>
<th>Pesiqta Rabbati 41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دول תעקב וישמה ישראל</td>
<td>דל היהandr למך אלא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دول אברתו וישמה.SelectedIndexChanged</td>
<td>دول 칠אח יתקב וישמה ישראל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אל חתבי כלך, אלא</td>
<td>دول תעקב ישמה ישראל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دول תעקב וישמה ישראל</td>
<td>אלא להם دول תעקב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>הלמנה תעקב שמם חמוד</td>
<td>לעו שיעקב מתמרשאת ממצטפים ובשתחו בו לפקד כשנתנו והוא ישראל והא שמח להב תעקב שישמה ישראל,义אמרינון ינגע</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בין אנ,’’バンド נקוד לשמה ישראל</td>
<td>עמהו ינגע תעקב וישם ישראל</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ו🌙 יבך כי סופי קב לפליי השירישאל והשלים, יברמ אנ כי הת | כששדית לי כלך Baמער הפיכד כשנתנו והא ישראל והא שמח להב תעקב שישמה ישראל |
Pesiqta Rabbati 41

Another explanation of: Who will give [etc.] and Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad (Psalm 14.7). Should it not have said: ‘Abraham will rejoice and Isaac and Jacob will be glad (as well as) Israel?’ But why (does it say) Jacob will rejoice? Because Jacob suffers when Israel suffers and is in trouble. Therefore when the redemption comes to Israel, he is glad with them. Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad.

When will Jacob rejoice? When Israel will be glad, as Resh Laqish expounds (it is a difficult case). When Israel sins, then Jacob is affected in the cave of Machpelah. Therefore when the redemption comes, he will be glad with them. Jacob will rejoice and Israel will be glad.

But Rabbi Alexandri taught a different reason. Why will Jacob rejoice? (It may be compared to) A man who has a son to circumcise or when he marries, who rejoices? Someone that is invited to the feast

[and likewise Jacob is invited to the feast] which the Holy One blessed be He is going [to organize] for the righteous in the time to come. Listen to me, oh My called (Isaiah 48.12) [What is My called?] My invited. Therefore when the feast of the redemption comes, he will be glad for he has been invited to the feast. Jacob will rejoice.

When will all this be? When he will blow on the shofar on Zion, as has been said: Blow the shofar on Zion and make a tremulous sound on My holy mountain [etc.] for the day of the Lord comes, for it is near (Joel 2.1). Thus Rabbi Tanchuma expounded (this) in the name of Rabbi.

Comment

While the Pesiqta Rabbati and Midrash Tehillim are close parallels, with some difference in the order of the material, the effect they ought to have is different. Pesiqta Rabbati’s mashal has a father and son as main characters and its nimshal evokes the idea of a messanic banquet which will be attended by Israel’s righteous. Jacob, as one
of the invited to this feast will rejoice. The element of redemption is present, both in the nimshal and in the repetition of the lemma, Joel 2.1. Midrash Tehillim presents a father and his daughter in the mashal. While there are references to invited people, its main focus lies on the redemption and the joy that this will bring to Jacob and Israel.

Yalkut Psalms 663 also contains a parallel to 14.7. It seems that it has a combination of what the manuscripts offered.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 17.9

The two inner parallels are found in 3.7 and in 10.6. The very short parallel in 3.7 comments on Psalm 3.8, one of the verses where God is asked to rise.

The tradents are the same and so is the application to the four kingdoms and Gog and Magog. David's divine inspiration that made him see these future events is not mentioned, nor is there anything about the distress that is present in 17.9.

In 10.6, a comment on Psalm 10.12 that was also quoted in 17.9, a similar threatening role is ascribed to water. The beginning of the parasha reads:

Rise Lord, oh God, lift up Your hand. Rabbi Judan said in the name of Rabbi Jehuda: ‘Israel said to the Holy One blessed be He: ‘Master of the Universe (the) troubles have reached our lives, like a man who drowns in the sea. Stretch out Your hand and lift us up.’

Here the comparison to a man drowning in the sea illustrates the hazardous situation Israel is in. Buber suggests to change ‘who kisses the clouds’, which makes no sense, into ‘who drowns in the sea’, which is a strong image, like the idea of the strong man and his son crossing a river. The identity of the forces at work are different: they concern troubles which have been initiated during the days of the fourth kingdom.
The major external parallel is provided by Pesiqta Rabbati 31, which reads as follows.

Another explanation of Zion will say 'The Lord has deserted me' (Isaiah 49.14).

Thus opened Rabbi Tanchuma in the name of Rabbi: This should be read in the light of: Rise, oh Lord, lift up Your hand, do not forget the meek (Psalm 10.12). Rabbi Pinchas the priest said in the name of Rabbi Hoshaya: In the first book of the Psalms David made God rise five times. Rise, oh Lord, rescue me my God, strike all my enemies on the jaw and break the teeth of the wicked (Psalm 3.8). Rise, oh Lord, in Your anger. Lift up against the outbursts of fury of my foes. Wake up, my God. Command judgment! (Psalm 7.7). Rise, oh Lord, do not let man prevail (Psalm 9.20). Rise, oh Lord, God lift up Your hand (Psalm 10.12). Rise, oh Lord, confront him and cause him to bow down. (Psalm 17.12).

Why five? (But) four corresponding to four kingdoms which David saw through the Holy Spirit. (He saw) how they would enslave Israel and he made the Holy One blessed be He stand for every one of them. Rise, oh Lord. Rise, oh Lord. Why Five? (But) he saw the kingdom of Gog and Magog how it would come with strength and he made the Holy One blessed be He stand against it. He said: 'Master of the universe,
there is none of us to wage war against Gog and Magog\textsuperscript{341}, but You, meet Gog and Magog\textsuperscript{342} in battle! \textit{Rise, oh Lord, confront him and cause him to bow down.}

What is \textit{Rise, oh Lord, God lift up Your hand}? It may be compared to a strong man who was crossing a river and his son was with him. The strong man was holding his son’s hand and made him cross the river with him. The current came to drown the son, even though his father was holding him. Nevertheless the current passed over the head of the son. The son began to scream from below ‘Father, if indeed you would not have seized me I would already have been drowned by the current. But if it pleases you that I stand and am swallowed by the current (so be it), but if you want that I will live, let your hand raise me and I will live.’ Likewise David was seeing the kingdoms, which are compared to waters \textit{Woe to a rushing of many peoples, like a rushing of rushing waters} (Isaiah 17.12). Therefore \textit{Behold the Lord brings upon you the waters of the river, the mighty and many (waters), the king of Assyria and all his glory} (Isaiah 8.7). He saw them, how they would come and enslave Israel and he began to cry out: \textit{I am sinking in deep mire and there is no standing. I have come to deep water and the current overflows me} (Psalm 69.3). If You had not seized his son\textsuperscript{343}, for You thwarted their counsel from him. We already had no standing before them (not) even one hour, but if You want that we will live, raise Your hand and we will be alive. It says: \textit{Rise, oh Lord, God lift up Your hand. The Holy One blessed be He said: I raise My hand, for I lift up My hand to heaven} (Deuteronomy 32.4).

As the words \textit{זוח שאר אשתה ותתא חותח פנה וית} suggest, the overall structure of this part of Pesiqta Rabbati 31 is that of a petichah. The main verse of this pisqa is Isaiah 49.11 \textit{Zion will say: ‘The Lord has forsaken me and the Lord has forgotten me.’} After the second explanation, a parallel to Midrash Tehillim 17.10, Isaiah 49.11 is quoted again.

Pesiqta Rabbati narrows down the instances where God is asked “to rise” to the first book of Psalms. Besides their location these instances also have in common that they say \textit{אמר קדושemoji is the case in for example Psalm 74.22. The risings are called \textit{נָנָפִים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים, נַפִּים}, which looks like the \textit{עֶמֶדְתֵּיה that Vatican 76, Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 and Paris have. Unlike Midrash Tehillim this text quotes the five instances and some of them are given more attention later on in the passage. Instead of the word \textit{לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה, לטיה,لطיה}} found. According to Jastrow and Buber this comes from the Greek word \textit{αποντησοι} that has the meaning of ‘meeting some, possible with hostile intentions’, which would indeed be someone who initiates battle.

In the mashal more differences emerge, while thus far the two versions were rather congruous. What distinguishes the Pesiqta Rabbati version from Midrash Tehillim is the longwinded monologue by the son who leaves the decision to rescue him with his father and the different phraseology that is used throughout the mashal. In Midrash Tehillim elements from the biblical quotes in the nimshal are woven into the mashal,

\textsuperscript{341} Literally ‘her’.  
\textsuperscript{342} Literally ‘her’.  
\textsuperscript{343} It would be better to read יִנָּב, ‘Your son’.
thus establishing a firm structure and arousing a sense of recognition with the audience. In Pesiqta Rabbati 31 these repetitions occur sparsely and most of these instances are on the verb שלש 'to overflow' from Psalm 69. In Pesiqta Rabbati the biblical quotes form an important part of the nimshal and they tell of the situation Israel is in.

The theological perspective as displayed in the monologue is the fact that the father (God) has avoided immediate drowning places him in a position that he can decide whether he will give further assistance. The son seems to placidly accept whatever the decision will be. In the nimshal an invisible shift from David to Israel takes plays and it is Israel that places its life in God's hands. Israel appears to be more eager to survive than the son of the mashal and really encourages God to rise and take action.

These two texts have definitely elements in common and the most logical explanation is that Pesiqta Rabbati and Midrash Tehillim have different versions of a teaching on five risings that did include a mashal on a strong man and his son. The style and the words that are used in the mashal diverge too much to assume a dependency of one text upon the other, although it seems that the internal coherence in Pesiqta Rabbati 31 has some problems. This pisqa continuously contrasts Zion's feeling of being forsaken and forgotten with the Lord's deeds and words. The time wherein this is to be situated varies, but in the two previous sections the era of the Babylonian exile seemed to be addressed. In this section Zion plays no role of importance and the explanation and the mashal seem to be out of place. Pesiqta Rabbati gives a parallel to the beginning of Midrash Tehillim 17.10 after the mashal of the strong man, but it ends where Midrash Tehillim comes with another explanation on Psalm 17. It is only the quoting of Isaiah 49.14 that follows the partial parallel of Midrash Tehillim 17.10 that ties this part to Zion.

The last parallel is Yalkut Psalms 650

The Yalkut version is almost an exact copy of Pesiqta Rabbati 31. The context differs because the Yalkut wants to comment solely on Psalm 1.12, while the teaching on the five risings played an important role in the Rabbati passage.

344 The reference in the Yalkut on Psalm 17 to remez 615 seems incorrect.
Parallel to Midrash Tehillim 20.1

The only parallel is formed by Yalkut Psalms remez 679.

The words יגוע and in the mother’s answer show two writing errors that are also found in Florence. However, there are too many points on which these two texts differ so that dependence of the Yalkut on Florence, or vice versa, can be ruled out.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 20.4

There is no parallel to the mashal on the cemetery, but there are two parallels to the second mashal. The first parallel is Deuteronomy Rabbah (Wilna) 2.11 that has Psalm 20.1 as lemma. It is in the second explanation of this verse that the parallel surfaces.

Another explanation of May the Lord answer you in the day of trouble (Psalm 20.1).

Resh Laqish said: What does the case resemble? It may be compared to a woman that was sitting on the travailing chair to give birth and who was in pain to give birth. They said to her: ‘May He who answered your mother, answer you.’ Likewise said David to Israel: ‘May He who answered Jacob, answer you.’ What did Jacob pray? And I will make an altar there to God who answered me (Genesis 35.3) in the day of trouble. You too May He answer you in the day of pain and may the name of the God of Jacob be exalted (Psalm 20.2). Moses said to the Holy One blessed be He: ‘Master of the universe, when You see Your children in pain and there is no one who can seek mercy for them, answer them immediately!’ The Holy One blessed be He said to him: ‘Moses, by your life, any time they will call Me, I will answer them as has been written: as the Lord your God is, whenever we call upon Him (Deuteronomy 4.7).
Resh Laqish, the tradent whose name is also recorded like this in some manuscripts on Midrash Tehillim 20.4, presents a mashal in Hebrew. He provides some details on the travailing woman, who is said to sit on a נפש or, a travailing chair. The bystanders say a few words, just enough to be used in the nimshal. Midrash Tehillim had the bystanders speak Aramaic and their wish seemed to be the result of an inability to find other comforting words.

In the nimshal the two parallels diverge even more. Deuteronomy Rabbah has a role for both David and Moses. David, the author of the Psalm, can console Israel with the example of Jacob, whose day of pain seemed to have taken place while journeying to Bethel. He addressed God by means of prayer and received an answer. Moses, who uttered the words of Deuteronomy 4.7, acts as intercessor for Israel, pleading with God to answer Israel even without an intercessor. That Moses' wish is granted, can be deduced from Deuteronomy 4.7. In Midrash Tehillim the focus was on Jacob who was answered and the issue of intercession plays no role.

Yalkut Psalms remez 680 forms the second parallel.

This parallel hardly differs from what is found in the manuscripts. For some reason the figure who addresses Israel, in Midrash Tehillim this is David, is called משיח. His identity is not revealed. No signs of affiliation with Deuteronomy Rabbah can be discerned, so the most likely candidate is David. The teaching on Jacob's strength is not present.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 22.12

The three parallels comment on Song of Songs 6.10 and are found in Songs of Songs Rabbah (Wilna only) 6.10 and 6.12 and in the Yalkut on Song of Songs 992.

The beginning of Song of Songs Rabbah 6.10, not quoted here, resembles the text found in Midrash Tehillim 22.13 on the two Rabbis who see the dawn and it speaks of the redemption that slowly progresses. Many derashot on Psalm 22 are connected to the Persian period and the example that is given is indeed related to Mordechai and Esther. In Song of Songs Rabbah Esther 8.16, that in Midrash Tehillim 22.13 is the closing verse, is regarded as an opportunity to lead the exposition back to Song of Songs 6.10. Here the verse is used to weaken the idea that Israel is like a dawn without a shade.
Scripture says: Beautiful like the moon (Song of Songs 6.10) Someone might think that Israel is like the moon whereof the light is not clear. Scripture says: Bright as the sun (Song of Songs 6.10). This is what has been written: His beloved are like the sunset in its strength (Judges 5.31). The sun strikes, is it possible that Israel does likewise? Scripture says: beautiful like the moon. This is what has been written: How precious is Your kindness (Psalm 36.8). Someone might think that Israel is possibly like this moon that at times wanes and at times is plentiful. Scripture says: bright like the sun. Someone might think that Israel is possibly like the sun that shines during the day, but does not shine during the night. Scripture says: beautiful like the moon. Like this moon shines during the day and during the night, as has been written: to rule during the day and during the night (Genesis 1.18) likewise Israel indeed (rules) in this world and in the world to come. Someone might think that Israel is possibly like the sun and the moon that do not have awe. Scripture says: Terrible like banners.

The darshan of this parallel demonstrates the complementarity of the elements that form Song of Songs 6.10. It contains different facets that, when taken together, describes Israel. The synergy that exists between these elements guarantees that nothing bad can be said of Israel since every possible negative aspect is countered by a positive element. This play around the sun and the moon is not present in Midrash Tehillim. Instead the line of thought is progressing and does not dwell on the negative and the positive sides, but simply uses what is needed to demonstrate that Israel is rich in good deeds.

It is in Song of Songs Rabbah (Wilna) 6.12 that a parallel to the mashal on the princess is present.

לפי התשובה, אני לא יודע... מאהannel בחרתי את אמי נדיב (Song of Songs 6.12)
Rabbi Chiyya taught: It may be compared to a princess who was gleaning among the ears. The king happened to pass by and he recognized her as his daughter. He sent his friend, he took her up and he made her sit with him in the coach. Her friends were astonished about her and said: 'Yesterday you were gleaning among the ears and today you are sitting in a coach with the king'. She said to them: 'Just like you are astonished about me, so am I astonished about myself.' She read about herself: I did not know (myself)...You have placed my soul.

Likewise (was it) when Israel was in Egypt when they were enslaved with clay and stones. They were despised and they were loathed in the eyes of the Egyptians. And when they were (made) free men and when they were redeemed, they were made chiefs over all that walks on the earth. The nations of the world were astonished at them and said: 'Yesterday you were slaves in clay and stones and today you have been made free men and chiefs over all the world. Israel said to them: 'Just like you are astonished about us, so are we astonished about ourselves.' They read about themselves I did not know (myself)...You have placed my soul.

The manuscripts on Midrash Tehillim differed on a number of occasions. One of these was the question if the princess was the daughter of the king who recognized her or that she was a princess that was not related to the king. The word might have been the reason for this confusion. According to the parallel of Song of Songs Rabbah the princess was indeed his daughter. It is not written here that the king loved the princess, but that he . There is too much resemblance with , to regard this as a coincidence. In my opinion the introduction of the friend is used to avoid confusion about the relationship between the king and the princess.

The majority of manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim did not mention the role of and they also chose the combination and . This parallel seems to have received the same tradition. Songs of Songs Rabbah has almost projected the entire structure of the mashal onto the nimshal; only the discovery of Israel is not implemented into the nimshal. In Midrash Tehillim the comments by the Egyptians are not present.

Yalkut Song of Songs 992

345 The king.
346 This actually is a perfect second person feminine.
The Yalkut follows Midrash Tehillim, not Songs of Songs Rabbah. The manuscripts of Midrash Tehillim also differed on the number of expositions on the moon and the sun, as well as on the banners. The Yalkut follows the numbers of Parma. There are two deviations in the mashal. First of all the word nan has been left out so that there can be no mistake about the king and his daughter. Secondly the Yalkut says that Israel was enslaved to v'u and o>z5, which was found in the majority of manuscripts and is also congruous with Songs of Songs Rabbah.

Parallels to Midrash Tehillim 105.11

In Midrash Tehillim 114.1 is an inner-parallel to the mashal about the donkey and the corpulent man is present. While 105.11 contains Aramaic, the text of 114.1 is rendered in Hebrew. This parallel is certainly of a lesser quality and is inspired by 105.11. Paris contains a clear cross reference to Psalm 105. Parma and Cambridge have the complete text, but even they do not have a complete mashal because the nimshal’s protasis and in part also the apodosis are missing. The crux of the mashal that was so clear in 105.11, namely the idea that not the oppressed, but the oppressor was the one that was most glad is totally missed. This parallel argues the exact opposite and says that Israel was the most glad. This vision is voiced by all the manuscripts. Florence, Vatican 76 and 81, Frankfurt, Trinity F18.39 and Paris only give the beginning of the mashal and the Yalkut suggests to look elsewhere in Midrash Tehillim.

Yalkut Psalms 863 is the only external parallel to this mashal.
part. The word ר7 is used twice; this is not found in any of the manuscripts and it does not seem to fit in. The first observation that we do not know who was more happy uses the plural, this is only done in Paris. In the nimshal more of the remaining manuscripts surfaces, such as the hope of the Egyptians, the wording o'nnW ת5רct ft 'י nnn and art ת5רV) ftnn.

Parallel to Midrash Tehillim 118.13

There is a parallel to the mashal of the prudent king in Midrash Hallel which can be found on page 108 of Jellineks’ Beth HaMidrash. The first two comments are not entirely identical to our passage. The text of the mashal is as follows:

משל למך שענסו עליה נגב יי ויהי המלך פיקח רבים ואת אר זא וכי עוד עליתו עכשו משא ואמירים מה מצת בניים אלה יודג או בחזק מתמיד להזורו עתדים והאין עניינים ויאי החגון כה מלך של הקבוצות חנה אלה אומץ הערלקות שלם והשתיים את כל הרגים לירッシים למלאה וולדה העור והמתחת והשמוע הבית והרישות והשבכה והלך אחר.AppendFormat את ארך אחר מבולו הדשכח יאא הלחמה עמם כי יא זא יא הלחמה בנוויה חס ומי ששלח בה בידו וממשי

The wording of the mashal is very close to that of Midrash Tehillim. At the end there is a deviation that is caused by quoting Isaiah 66.19. This makes the plague milder because it says that God’s glory will be spread among the nations, which presupposes that they are alive. This verse is not treated at all in Midrash Tehillim.

The combination is only found in Florence that has שתים ועשר פסחים. However, there are too many differences between this manuscript and Beth HaMidrash to assume a connection between the two.
Excursus Midrash Hallel and Midrash Tehillim

Beth HaMidrash (Jellinek) contains among others Midrash Hallel, a Midrash on the six Psalms that form the so-called full Hallel (113-118). These Psalms were read during the major festivals of Pesach, Sukkot, Shavuot and also Chanukkah. In the beginning of the work a connection is made to the high holidays, but this association is lacking in the remainder of the work. Midrash Hallel is characterized by the fact that it tries to comment on all the verses of a Psalm, unlike Midrash Tehillim that usually comments on the first verses of a Psalm. The work contains many straightforward king-meshalim that are mostly anonymous. Despite this preference for meshalim not all of the meshalim that are present in Midrash Tehillim 113-118 can be found in Midrash Hallel. In the beginning of Midrash Hallel the comments are more or less independent of Midrash Tehillim, although it sometimes uses parts of Midrash Tehillim that do not belong to the Hallel Psalms. However, towards the end of the work the text is almost an exact copy of Midrash Tehillim. The theme of redemption is barely present in Midrash Hallel. Midrash Tehillim has linked Psalm 113 to stories about a desperate Pharaoh who urges Moses and Aaron to lead Israel out of Egypt. Midrash Hallel has not used one element of this theme in 113 and also in the other comments the call for redemption is hardly a dominant factor.

According to M.D. Herr the redaction of this work took place around the tenth century or later. The mashal of 114.1, on the fat man and the donkey, is missing in Midrash Hallel. Up to that point Midrash Hallel seems to have its own agenda, which may be the reason why this mashal is missing.

Appendix C Scriptural verses quoted in the selected meshalim

I  Scriptural verses that function as pericope verse (P) or petichah (p) verse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zechariah</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>10.2 (p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psalms</th>
<th>Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.4 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.5 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.1 (P), 10.2 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>14.6 (P), 14.7 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>17.9 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>20.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>20.1 (P), 20.4 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.15</td>
<td>20.1 (p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.38</td>
<td>105.11 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>11.1 (p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.10</td>
<td>118.13 (P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Song of Songs

| 6.10       | 22.2 (P)     |

Daniel

| 7.25       | 10.1 (P)     |
II Other verses quoted

Genesis
35.3  20.4

Exodus
15.3  11.1
19.6  10.1

Leviticus
19.2  10.1

Numbers
11.29  14.6

Deuteronomy
5.26  14.6
7.7  10.1
28.1  10.1
32.4  17.9
33.2  10.1

I Samuel
9.22  14.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scripture</th>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.12</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.22</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48.12</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezechiel</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosea</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zechariah

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Psalms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.16</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.15</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.11</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118.12</td>
<td>118.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.14</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proverbs
27.8  11.1

Song of Songs
6.12  22.12

Daniel
7.25  10.2

I Chronicles
16.27  20.1
Appendix D - Index of Sources

Biblioteca Palatina Parma Codice de Rossi 2552 (1232)

Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana Plut. 2.13 (Florence)

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Vat. Ebr. 76

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Vat. Ebr. 81

Bibliotheca Merzbacheriana Monacensis

Cambridge University Library OR 786 (12)

Trinity College Cambridge F18.39 (49)

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris Hebr. 152 (1)


Eben-Shmuel, J., מדרש מ자는 פרק הרמב"ם והאפסיקפרוס והדרד, Jerusalem – Tel Aviv, 1954.


Responsa CD 12 Plus (Bar Ilan), Tel Aviv, 2004


**Dictionaries and grammars**


Jastrow, M., Dictionary of the Targumim, Talmud Babli, Yerushalmi and Midrashic Literature, New York, 1992

Krauss, S., Griechische und Lateinische Lehnwörter im Talmud, Midrasch und Targum, 2 Vols, Berlin, 1898-1899
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**Secondary sources**
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